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Abstract 

This study explores the competencies that Black executives who are 50+ years of age 

have successfully employed to navigate from their first careers to their second 

pursuit. An unprecedented group of talented individuals, their history of achievement 

is herein recognized as their first careers. Transitioning from first careers to a 

significant and successful second pursuit is the subject that this research examines. 

A sequential mixed methods approach integrated interviews and extant literature 

regarding adult development, career development, and transition theory to offer a 

foundation of conceptual categorical constructs for successful transitions. These 

constructs—skills, values, success, work expectations, and life attributes—were used 

to develop a transition survey that utilized a retrospective and concurrent design with 

two time frames; retrospective with respect to first careers and concurrent with 

regards to the second pursuit. Quantitative and qualitative data derived from the 

survey was analyzed and shown to provide evidence that identified the competencies 

that informed successful transitions. The study methodology provides scholars and 

practitioners, individuals and organizations, with empirical evidence and a framework 

of conceptual constructs that inform successful transitions from first careers to second 

pursuit. 
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Results identified twelve (12) competencies important to master in the first careers as 

anchors for transition to second pursuit—building relationships, influence, 

trustworthiness, character, communication, interpersonal relationships, positive 

attitude, results orientation, "I Can " credo, self confidence, adaptability, and follow 

through. Further, twelve (12) competencies were identified as critical to success in 

the second pursuit—community consciousness, meaningfulness, concern for form, 

love of ideas, gratitude, spiritual, life/work balance, self care, inner peace, 

networking, expression, and passion. The study also revealed one (1) competency that 

was present in both first careers and second pursuit—performance—while the need 

for four (4) competencies declined significantly from first careers to second pursuit— 

career growth, adaptation to management/culture, beating competition, and 

competence. Examining these four groups of competencies formed the foundation for 

The Transition Competency Optimization Model© which will be used to structure 

future research and to organize individuals into communities of engagement that can 

contribute to the resolution of society's greatest challenges. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

Exploring the phenomenon of a group of individuals, who are living longer, with 

better health and greater resources offers an intriguing opportunity to accelerate 

contributions to organizations and society. 50+ is an age based mindset that is 

attributed to these talented pioneers by AARP outgoing President, William D. Novelli 

(2006, p. 1). 

We have a saying at AARP that age is just a number and life is what 
you make it. For Americans who are age 50 and over, the number is 
50+ and the life you can make at that age has infinite possibilities. 
There's a thing about that plus sign: It means a whole lot more than 
"fifty-something" or "in her golden years" or "heading toward 
retirement." That plus sign means that more people are living longer 
and that people turning 50 today have more than half of their adult 
lives ahead of them. In fact, more and more people are actually turning 
50 every day at a rate that's the highest in the history of the United 
States. A boomer turns 50 every 7.5 seconds. The plus sign behind that 
50 also means that people thinking about retiring now have the 
opportunity to create a better quality of life, leave a legacy to our 
country, and ignite a revolution that will change the way we think 
about aging in America. The 50+ generation, just beginning to appear 
on the horizon will ignite this revolution and change the United States 
in the process. 

This research is conducted at a time when an unprecedented shift in the economic and 

socio-physiological stage of a major segment of the corporate population is occurring. 

It is the best of times—the first African American President of the United States 

governs, and it is the worst of times—an economic meltdown with far reaching 

implications, driving the debt and future obligations that our children will inherit. 
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This study establishes a research framework to explore, discover, and contribute to 

the understanding of the transformation of organizations and society, using the lens of 

a participant group, i.e. Black 50+ executives. The past achievements, current 

endeavors, and future contributions of this network of individuals establishes a 

foundation for ongoing discovery and application of transition competencies that have 

been employed in their shift from first careers to second pursuits. 

Chapter 1 establishes the foundation for this research. Sections include: Study 

Exigency, Research Overview, Structure of the Study, and the Structure of the 

Dissertation. 

Exigency for the Study 

A combination of factors piqued my interest in advancing this research. The four 

primary drivers for the study were: (a) capturing the implications of black executives 

departing from corporations as an adult stage of life; (b) recording the history of this 

generation of corporate executives; (c) sharing with others the competencies that 

proved most helpful to Black executives when they transitioned from first careers to 

second pursuits; and, (d) exploring my personal experience with transitions. 

Corporations often disregard the talent drain that professionals leave when their 

intellectual capital is retired. Individuals often fail to capture and restructure their 

lives in order to share their wisdom. Given that the participant group of black 

executives represent a first generation demographic of talent departure from corporate 

entities, it is essential to establish research that captures this phase of their adult life 
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and corporate history. The data examination has the potential to incent individuals to 

reapply their wisdom into second pursuits, as well as to add a talent pool for 

organizations to source opportunities where 50+ transitioned executives can uniquely 

contribute to projects and opportunities. 

I am a 50+ Black corporate executive who transitioned from a successful first career 

to subsequent significant second pursuits. With self as actor, I was often contacted to 

share my story and to facilitate through executive coaching the transition of others. In 

addition, working with organization groups that were either affected by the 

membership transition of executives, or with organizations that were interested in 

transitioning executives as target markets for products and or services, it became of 

paramount interest to conduct this research. My curiosity in examining the 

unprecedented number of Black executives who have transitioned is to motivate 

greater and continued contributions of this generation of talent while providing 

insight for those yet to cross the bridge of transition. 

Of equal importance, I have a personal desire to fill the void of diverse research 

participants who inform organization development literature by offering their 

authentic voices. These voices must be considered in order to strengthen the melting 

pot of organization development knowledge and achieve a more inclusive world 

environment, synchronized to the changes that are being encountered in the globally 

shrinking world of business. Including the voices of diversity is an important social, 
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cultural responsibility as corporations and their leaders become global citizens, as 

opposed to simply becoming domestic recipients of the fruits of limited thinking and 

visioning. 

Reinventing people to lead innovative lives while committing to a greater level of 

personal responsibility is a desired outcome of this research. More than seventy study 

participants have made the transition from successful first careers to significant 

second pursuits in life. Their stories and insights define the transition competencies 

that accelerate the active engagement of the transition process, beyond traditional 

retirement and the necessity of fortuitous contributions. This research is needed both 

to imprint the historical legacy of the contributions of these individuals, and to inspire 

and motivate others to significant contributions in the back nine of life. 

As I reviewed engagements with clients during the last nine years, I recognized the 

myriad of options that Black corporate executives were pursuing subsequent to 

leaving corporate careers. This research provides a significant introduction to the 

transition tipping points and competencies of this talented dataset, as well as 

generalizability potential for other 50+ participant sets. Individuals who navigate 

from first careers to second pursuits create a pool of talent that can quickly be 

deployed to engagement contributions that offer high levels of community 

consciousness in organization development and change. 
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Finally, this research is an unprecedented historical study of 50+ Black executives 

who have transitioned to second pursuits. The study offers a pathway for their future 

engagements while also asserting a pathway for those who follow. Building this 

bridge of understanding is a major contribution to individuals and to organizations. 

The study attempts to build a bridge from the early careers of Blacks in corporate 

positions to the present day when the "Greatest Generation" (Brokaw, 1998) 

intersects with the "Bravest Generation of Blacks," featured on the cover of Fortune 

Magazine in August, 2005 (Daniels). Heralded as "Guts and Glory," the heartfelt 

stories of six Black pioneers who broke corporate America's color barrier in the 

1950s and 1960s are shared. This brave generation inspired the "Boomer 

Generation," now on the cusp of their second significant pursuits following successful 

first careers. 

One of the gentlemen profiled on the aforementioned Fortune cover had been a 

mentor and friend to me. It was a mentoring relationship that had but three points of 

intersection with each connection demonstrating a lifelong commitment to helping 

others, just as he had helped me during my first executive position as a Vice President 

at IBM, headquartered in New York City. 

I met Darwin Davis, Senior Vice President at Equitable Life, at one of many IBM 

sponsored charitable events in New York City. After a discussion with Mr. Davis 
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about my new position responsibility, he invited me to lunch in his office where we 

spent several hours discussing the New York environment and how to maximize my 

new opportunity. My final encounter with Darwin Davis, was when I saw him at the 

Midway Airport in Chicago where he was arriving for a business meeting as I was 

departing. I stopped him and reintroduced myself. It was as if he remembered every 

word of our previous conversations; I was no stranger and I doubt that he ever knew a 

stranger; he did not put his SVP position before his being, or his identity. I committed 

to send him a copy of the book I had written, Due North! Strengthen Your Leadership 

Assets. I also remember I challenged him to write his story, as I believed it would be 

of great value to future Black executives. 

I continue to cherish the handwritten letter that he wrote to me, postmarked, 

December 15, 2002. He had just started Darwin N. Davis Associates, Management 

Consultants. 

His words were poignant and continue to propel me forward... 

Coaching is the wave of the present and future and you and your book are 
right there. Timing is always everything, Jylla, so keep up the good work— 
again, proud of you girl, you're the best!!! Again thanks—Sincerely Darwin 

The footer of the stationary: Darwin N. Davis, Senior Vice President, 
The Equitable -Retired. 
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Mentoring and sharing stories became a reality for me with his passing on April 10, 

2006.1 realized, with a heightened sense of awareness, how small moments with 

giants could make a huge difference in one's life. If I can share his personal touch of 

caring with others, in concert with the caring of many other giants who have formed 

my being, it will ripple into works of significance during my second pursuit. I know 

that with his life as an example and the shared experiences of many other Black 

business heroes whom I have known, the bridge of practitioner scholar will be legacy 

work in which I can fulfill my God given talents. 

Earl Graves, my "Father in Business" (Foster, 1997), also had tremendous respect for 

Darwin Davis. He proclaims him a keeper of the flame, who willingly stood in harm's 

way as an example for others to follow, and acknowledges his contributions of 

"working at Equitable, where he established a Black executive's support program; or 

in the community, where he contributed his time and money to everything from the 

Alvin Ailey dance troupe to the NAACP and the Urban League" (Graves, 1997, p. 

254). 

While Graves (1970; 1997; Sykes, 2009) has always been the keeper of Black 

corporate history, he also personally demonstrated his commitment to mentoring and 

instilling the legacy of his dreams when he autographed a copy of his book to my 

daughter with these words: 
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To Anjylla 
You are part of a special family. Continue its history. 

Earl G. Graves, May 9, 1997 

Anjylla is now a college student studying International Business, Spanish, 

Entrepreneurship, and Law with the desire to manage a business and teach and serve 

others. When she met Mr. Graves at a Kid-Preneur Conference, it was then that I 

recognized how legacies are created, and I learned how significant work replicates 

and recreates itself for many generations. It is in regard to this concept that this 

research is conducted; so that many others will have influence in their second pursuits 

that will last throughout generations. This is a study of reinvention. 

Numerous African Americans have transitioned, and continue to transition from first 

careers to second pursuits. A common initial second pursuit that I have advocated is 

to document their stories. Examples of authors who have published their stories, or 

shared their nuggets of wisdom subsequent to my book, whom I have coached or 

consulted include: Chambers-Chima and Hunter (2005); Whaley (2004); Whaley 

(2004); Statum (2008); Arthur (2007); and several others. This attempt to mentor 

through sharing professional experiences and expertise is the give-back that has 

become a symbol of the transition journey. It is the area of future giving that I think 

will be significant to the multi-disciplinary contributions of talented Black 

professionals. 
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There is a fierce urgency of NOW related to this research. External forces that dictate 

the need for individuals to accept and transition to a firm sense of personal and 

professional responsibility are converging on organizations. We live in a time of 

unprecedented challenges and unparalleled change. It is truly the best of times and the 

worst of times. This is a tale of the United States, void of red state and blue state 

protection, but filled with the "audacity of hope" (Obama, 2006) and the "dreams of 

our fathers" (Obama, 1995/2004) and our mothers. It is a time when we must 

replicate the innovative stories of success. 

Establishing a bridge that enables the journey of others to achieve success during 

transitions with the insight of those with experience and wisdom that have crossed the 

water to the other side of second pursuits is a significant contribution to organization 

development. I have crossed the bridge. More than seventy individuals who 

participated in this research have traveled different roads toward similar destinations. 

I wonder: Can my transition experience, coupled with the other 50+ Black executives, 

be framed within a conceptual construct that reveals the necessary competencies to 

successfully transition from first careers to second pursuits? 

Structure of the Study 

After establishing the exigency for the study, extant literature was reviewed to 

understand what had been documented relative to competencies that executives 

deemed necessary for successful transitions. Literature existed in many streams that 

offered direction for further exploration. Yet, a gap for a unique niche of research 
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surfaced; one that had not been explored, that is, the transition of 50+ Black 

executives. 

To examine the question of transition competencies for 50+ Black executives, a 

research approach was engaged. The following schematic (Figure 1) was used as the 

research process: it is further elaborated in Chapter 3 that discusses Research 

Questions and Methodology. 

Research Question 
What are the transition competencies employed by 50+ black executives? 
1. What are the competencies executives believe to be essential for success in their first careers (FC)? 
2. What are the competencies people believe to be essential for success in their second pursuits (SP)? 
3. What are the relative changes in the value of competencies from first careerto second pursuit? 

Literature Review 

Research on Executive 
Transitions? 

Exploratory Interviews jEl) 

Coding with Mind Mapping 

Transition Competency Survey 

Qualitative and Quantitative 
Confirmatory Design 
Retrospective View 
Conceptual Constructs 

Potential Competencies 

1. El: FirstCareer and Second Pursuit 
2. Extant Studies 

Literature Gap 
50+Black Executives 
engaging in transitions 

Literature Review 

Adult Development Theory 
Career Theory 
Transition Theory 
Black Extant Literature 

TRANSITION COMPETENCY QPTttHZATIQN MODEL* 

'Z**J2S&t!. J-Z/Mifi* 

I.1 

Dissertation and Publications 

Write up research, findings, Implications, 
Limitations, and further research needs 

SJL8.C^i -.sati-L-E.j.-z.jKfcE-:-.-'™'!? 

Figure 1. Research Design Model 
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Exploratory interviews were conducted with twenty professionals. An interview 

guide was developed that examined the nuances of 50+ transitions with an emphasis 

on what the professionals believed were essential competencies for first career and 

second pursuit transitions. (See Appendix A) An initial list of competencies was 

developed from the exploratory interviews and is documented in Appendix H. 

A literature review was conducted to explore theories that were relevant to the 

transition competencies of 50+ Black executives. Adult development, career 

development, and transition theories were reviewed to determine the extant literature 

that attempted to explain this phenomenon. The literature review was very 

instrumental in formulating the conceptual categorical construct of the research 

approach. In addition, Black literature was a major component of the literature review 

given the participants that were selected for this study. 

Utilizing the exploratory qualitative interview competencies and the theoretical 

literature review, a survey instrument was developed to explore the research 

questions. (See Appendix G for the survey and responses). 

The primary research question is: What are the transition competencies employed by 

50+ Black executives who transition from first careers to second pursuits? 

The three secondary questions are: 
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1. What are competencies executives believe to be essential for success in their 

first careers? 

2. What are competencies people believe to be essential for success in their 

second pursuit? 

3. What are the relative changes in the value of competencies from first careers to 

second pursuit? 

The extensive transition survey that was developed provided both quantitative and 

qualitative data for analysis of the questions. Statistical analysis was used to identify 

the relative value executives placed on the competencies. Using a confirmatory 

design to assess competencies from previous studies that were reported as significant, 

the responses were analyzed using various statistical tests. In contrast, an exploratory 

study design identifies significant relationships (if any) from a list of proposed 

competencies. Results provided analysis that helped assess what competencies were 

valued in second pursuits in addition to the first career. 

Additionally, this study used a mixed retrospective and concurrent design in that 

participants were surveyed with two time elements for consideration. Questions were 

asked relative to the first career (FC) retrospectively and the second pursuit (SP) 

concurrently which provided an opportunity to analyze the results based on two 
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timeframes. In contrast, a prospective study would have surveyed participants at the 

start of their careers and then after the second pursuit. Since two time periods were 

rated by the participants, this study approximated a mixed retrospective and 

prospective design without waiting 20 years for careers to evolve. This framework 

offers the opportunity to both begin the development of research for various age 

groups while also tracking the progression of those who are engaged in their second 

pursuit. The integration of the findings from this approach is represented in the 

subsequent modeling that was engaged. 

Based on the competencies determined for first career and second pursuit, a transition 

competency model was developed. 

Research Questions 

The following questions guided the research process and methodology that was used 

to examine the main objective of the study. 

Primary question: What are the transition competencies employed by 50+ Black 

executives who transition from first careers to second pursuits? 

Secondary questions: 

1. What are competencies executives believe to be essential for success in their first 

careers? 
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2. What are the competencies executives believe to be essential for success in their 

second pursuit? 

3. What are the relative changes in the value of competencies from first careers to 

second pursuit? 

Overview of Findings 

The research revealed twelve transition competencies that were essential to develop 

in first careers as anchors for second pursuits, and twelve transition competencies that 

are essential to master in the second pursuit. There was one competency that emerged 

as essential in both first careers and second pursuits, and four competencies that had 

significant declines from first careers to second pursuit. 

The 12 transition competencies essential to develop in first careers as anchors for 

second pursuit are: 

1. Building relationships 

2. Influence 

3. Trustworthiness 

4. Character 

5. Communication 

6. Interpersonal relationships 

7. Positive Attitude 

8. Results orientation 
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9. "I Can" Credo 

10. Self confidence 

11. Adaptability 

12. Follow through 

The 12 transition competencies that are essential to master for successful second 

pursuit are: 

1. Community Consciousness 

2. Meaningfulness 

3. Concern for form 

4. Love of ideas 

5. Gratitude 

6. Spiritual 

7. Life and Work Balance 

8. Self Care 

9. Inner Peace 

10. Networking 

11. Expression 

12. Passion 
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The one competency that was significant in both first careers and second pursuit was 

performance. Competencies that had significant declines from first careers to second 

pursuit were career growth, adaptation to management/culture, beating competition, 

and competence. 

The methodology used to examine the competencies provides a framework for further 

research with various participant sets and establishes a process to further the 

knowledge associated with this particular participant group, 50+ Black executives. It 

also offers a means to share transition knowledge with transitioning individuals who 

are interested in second pursuits. 

A glossary of definitions for the competencies and the source of the competency, if 

applicable to a specific study, are included in Appendix I. 

Boundaries and Limitations of This Study 

Given that this research had not been examined previously, it was necessary to 

establish boundaries for the initial study in order to conceptually construct the 

framework for transitions. In particular, specific guidelines were established that 

required participants to be 50+ years of age and Black corporate executives who were 

known to the researcher. Gender was not a specific delineator for consideration in this 

survey but leaves the door open for future research in greater detail relative to gender. 
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This study was framed with parameters that limited scope in order to align the 

conceptual constructs that emerged from the exploratory interviews, and the extant 

literature. The parameters were Black executives who are 50+ years in age, who have 

successfully transitioned from their first career to a second pursuit. First career was 

defined as a job or a series of jobs in a single corporation or multiple corporations that 

constitute the individuals' major work history prior to shifting to a second pursuit. 

The second pursuit is typically the work pursued after the first career. The second 

pursuit may include a primary shift from a corporate career to a leadership role in a 

non-profit, an entrepreneurial venture, volunteerism, or other areas of engagement. 

Given the preliminary and exploratory nature of the study, certain controls were not 

considered: type of second pursuits of the executives; whether the second pursuit 

choice had an effect on the study findings with respect to first career competencies, 

and competencies required for transition from first career to second pursuit. These are 

questions for future extension of this research. 

Structure of the Dissertation 

The results of this research have evolved from a process of examination that informed 

the conclusions and research findings. 

Chapter 2 outlines literature that was critical to developing the theoretical foundation 

and the conceptual construct of this study. It explores theoretical literature regarding 

adult development, career development, and transitions as critical theories. Further, 

this chapter provides insight through an ethnographic exploration of extant Black 
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literature of relevant scholars and practitioners who inform the theories and studies 

that were examined. 

Chapter 3 discusses the methodologies and approaches that guided this research. Both 

the qualitative and quantitative examinations are detailed in this section. 

Chapter 4 presents the analysis and findings that resulted from the methodologies 

employed in this study. The analysis provides the tables that were developed and a 

discussion of the findings by individual tests for the competency tests. Summaries of 

these tests are provided in this chapter as a prelude to the discussion and 

interpretation of the findings. 

Chapter 5 offers a review of the findings in the context of the research purpose and 

methodology, as well as a discussion of the results. 

Chapter 6 introduces a transition competency model for further research and 

examination. 

Chapter 7 concludes this study with a summary, implications, limitations, and future 

recommendations. 



Chapter 2: Literature Review 
Introduction 

There are several theories that frame this research. They include adult development 

theory, career development theory, and transition theory. As literature was 

encountered, one of the study boundaries established was to focus on 50+ as a 

common thread. This distinction allowed for the ability to explore research within 

theoretical frameworks that have evolved relative to the stages of adult development 

as well as to provide a process to compare and contrast competencies at two different 

stages. 50+ is a term used to represent the expansive population of baby boomers who 

are experiencing shifts from first careers into second pursuit opportunities in 

unprecedented numbers (Novelli, 2006; Levinson, 1986). 

Figure 2. Literature Review Framework 
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There are three primary streams of theoretical literature that converge to form the 

foundation for this research. As noted in Figure 2, adult development theory, career 

development theory, and transition theory intersect to formulate the literature review. 

These three streams further integrate conceptual constructs that were derived from the 

exploratory interviews and extant literature that related to this participant set that are 

the subjects of the study. Careful examination of the competencies for success 

discovered within these literature streams, combined with the exploratory interviews, 

revealed a framework to determine key competencies for success in transitions. 

Most of the scholarly literature relative to adult development theory explores stages 

of the life cycle prior to the 50+ transition phase. The emerging population of 50+ 

Black executives who have transitioned or are transitioning with the shifting of the 

population demographics is a critical group of individuals to research. Established 

definitions of adult development and career stages have been researched as comingled 

components to establish the transition competencies for this study. 

A gap exists at the intersection of the theory explored and the practice associated with 

the transition of 50+ talented Black executives. Within this gap resides the question 

that was left unanswered in the literature that was examined: What are the transition 

competencies employed by 50+ Black executives who transition from first careers to 

second pursuits? 
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Cytrynbaum and Crites (1989) observe the opportunity for greater integration of adult 

development theory and career theory. Their recognition of this gap emerged while 

exploring extant literature and presented an opportunity to contribute to further 

understanding of the effect of an integrated viewpoint of adult career transitions. This 

gap provided an important opportunity to frame the parameters of this study. 

This research also welcomed the need to approach the research on adult development, 

career development, and transition theory in a multidisciplinary, trans-disciplinary 

manner (Levinson, 1986; Arthur, Hall, & Lawrence, 1989). Historically, these 

theoretical disciplines have been examined while other fields were discovering their 

lack of focus and inclusion of these theoretical constructs. The other disciplines 

included economics, political science, gerontology, and psychology, including 

personality, social, clinical and counseling psychology (Levinson, 1986). Trans-

disciplinary collaboration and insight is engaged in this study as evidenced by the 

review of literature that includes psychologists, sociologists, anthropologist, 

organization development and economic experts. 

Adult Development Theory 

Carl Jung and Eric Erikson are often cited as the greatest pioneers of adult 

development theory; contemporary theorists include Levinson, Neugarten, 

Lowenthal, Bolles, and Dickens, and Gooden. A discussion of the life of Carl Jung 

relative to his transitions and the conceptual constructs gleaned from his life that 

informed this research is documented later. 
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Jung developed his area of expertise in adult development theory through a complex 

integration of practice and scholarly pursuit (Cytrynbaum & Crites, 1989). Jung's 

observation of adult individuation and development was instrumental in the emergent 

work of Erikson. A section in this study is dedicated to Jung's adult development 

theory as it relates to his personal transition. 

The psychological theory posited by Erikson introduced the social context of 

development of adults along with life course developmental tasks. His contribution 

resulted from bridging Freud's child development stages with his resultant eight 

stages of adult development that are progressive in nature and have accomplished 

tasks associated with each stage. Two of the three adult stages that he identifies are 

highlighted in this study: Adulthood stage of generativity versus stagnation and or 

self-absorption, and the mature and late adulthood stage of ego integrity versus 

despair and disgust (Cytrynbaum & Crites, 1989; Erikson, 1959/1980; Erikson, 

1950). Erikson posits that the mature stage offers wisdom as the related element of 

social order, and the psychosocial modality of being, through having been. 

Erikson's work in particular, furthered the concept of a life course. The other streams 

of adult development literature focused on psychological and cognitive developments 

within people. Erikson's work provided temporal and social context to competencies 

in deepening the understanding of adult development. Daniel Levinson continued the 
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research of Erikson in his widely acclaimed research regarding "The Season's of a 

Man's Life" (Levinson, Darrow, Klein, Levinson, & McKee, 1978). 

Levinson's adult stages of life that guided this research are presented in Figure 3. 

This research of 50+ Black executives extends with empirical data the understanding 

of late adulthood, 50+ and beyond. This stage of life has not been captured by 

extensive literature; empirical studies give the element of the emergent time period in 

which we are currently engaged as the "boomer generation". 

D0v0topment0i Periods in the Eras of Early and Middle Adulthood 
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Figure 3. Adult Stages of Life 
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Levinson's pivotal 1978 study was the result of his more than ten-year study of forty 

men at the Yale Medical School. The multidisciplinary research team of 

psychologists, sociologists, and psychiatrists offered research that has been 

documented in The Season's of a Man's Life (Levinson et. al, 1978) and New 

Passages (Sheehy, 1995) both of which have met with broad acclaim. The subjects 

were between the ages of 35 and 45 but the research offers directional thinking 

relative to the 50+ subjects of this research. 

It is important to note that Levinson's research basis and process serve as the 

foundation for the evolution of adult development and are critically reviewed by 

numerous theorists. The primary areas of contention include the size of the sample, 

appropriate representatives, use of biographical methodology, the generalizability of 

male based development conception, claim of universality for age-specified periods 

and transitions, and the concept of life structure (Cytrynbaum & Crites, 1989). It is 

with this acknowledgment that the researcher of this study consciously framed it as a 

stepping-stone to creating the foundation for the examination of 50+ transitioned 

Black executives. 

This notion of contradiction strengthened the debate with regard to life structure 

influences on the emergent work of Levinson. The Season's of a Woman's Life 

(Levinson, 1996) provides a gender-based study of 45 women. Of significance in this 

study was the continuation of a desire to respond to gender based nuances associated 
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with adult development. It concluded with research at the mid-life transition of 

women that leaves a continued gap in studying 50+ corporate executives. The 

approach of biographical interviewing proved enlightening for the comparison of the 

life stages of men and women. A critical goal for the research was to integrate career 

development within the context of individual life development. 

Levinson (1986) acknowledges the ongoing need to integrate the developmental 

perspective of adult development with the socialization perspective. His work 

incorporated the work of Erikson in order to define the stages of adult development. 

He introduced the concepts of life course, life cycle, and life structure to describe his 

findings. 

Life structure is framed by Levinson as one of three elements that form his 

conception of adult development in addition to dreams and mentoring. Erikson's 

interest in life course provided the pathway of thinking for Levinson to explore life 

history as opposed to case history and biography as opposed to therapy as his research 

method of choice, a of life history rather than case history, the use of biography 

rather than therapy or testing as his chief research method (Levinson, 1986). 

Levinson defined life structure as evolutionary, "composed of the outside socio-

cultural world in which man lives and his participation in this world in all his various 

roles—as worker, husband, father, and self—both as it appears to the world in his 
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behavior and as he experiences it internally or even in his subconscious" (Robbins, 

1978, p. 32). Levinson further described life structure as, 

The primary developmental task of a stable period is to make certain 
crucial choices, build a life structure around them, and seek to attain 
particular goals and values within this structure. Each stable period 
also has its own distinctive tasks, which reflect the requirements of 
that time in the life cycle. Many changes may occur during a stable 
period, but the basic life structure remains relatively intact. 

The primary developmental task of a transitional period is to terminate 
the existing structure and to work toward the initiation of a new 
structure. This requires a man to reappraise the existing life structure. 
To explore various possibilities for change in the world and in the self 
and to move toward the crucial choices that will form the basis for a 
new life structure in the ensuing stable period. Each transitional period 
also has its own distinctive tasks reflecting its place in the life cycle. 
(Robbins, 1978, p. 32) 

Life structure examines the underlying pattern or design of a person's life at a given 

time. Evolving through a sequence of alternating periods of five to seven years, a 

transition period follows. Levinson discovered that men and women go through the 

same stages and periods at the same age. He noted the differences between genders 

and within genders and observed that they had specific ways of navigating the periods 

while acknowledging his study of males as a priority because of his interest to explore 

himself as actor. 

Later, Levinson extended his studies to the differences and similarities of men and 

women in life course and in adult development. In 1994, Daniel Levinson died 

leaving the completion of the book related to the seasons of a woman's life to his 
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wife, Judy. She paid tribute to his work with the following statements that speak to 

the significant pursuit that he embraced during the last 15 years of his life: 

My eternal love and gratitude go to my husband, Daniel, with whom I 
had a most remarkable journey. For Daniel and me, love and work 
were inextricably intertwined. We formed a collaborative partnership 
in the writing of this book that enriched each of our lives as well as our 
joint relationship. Daniel was the theoretician/writer and I was the 
biographical reconstructor. Working on the completion of this book 
manuscript without Daniel has been a time of great sorrow and great 
joy, and it is my final gift to my beloved Daniel. 

Daniel was a wise and gentle man who touched the hearts and lives of 
many. This book represents the final installment of his legacy to the 
world; his spirit will live on as long as his work has a relevance to 
other people's work and lives and offers them something of value to 
help them on their journey through the seasons of life (Levinson, 1996, 
p. xiv). 

Cross' (1976) dissertation and Jackson's dissertation (1978) were acknowledged by 

Thomas and Aldefer (1989) regarding the stages of adult development. Cross focused 

on the "Negro to Black Conversion" in understanding the language of identity 

associated with the development of Blacks. Jackson delineated four stages of Black 

identity development. These stages were passive acceptance, active resistance, 

redefinition, and integration. The stages, with definitions, were included in this 

research study survey; executives were asked to designate the stage in their first 

career and their second pursuit. 

Bell (1987) hypothesized in her dissertation a concept that introduced a bicultural life 

structure for women. Figure 4 depicts a representation of her work as discussed by 
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Thomas and Alderfer (1989). She examined the multiple structures of life that women 

engaged in order to position careers. To this researcher, biculturalism represents key 

language that constructs the world of practice mirrored with the rigor of scholarship. 

Bell's continued contributions through research on women (Bell & Nkomo, 2001) 

provide a focus on considerations for gender differences in life structure and other 

aspects of the adult life stages. 

Figure 4. Bell's Bicultural Life Structure 

The concept of "the young old", ages 60-75, was introduced by Neugarten (1976) of 

the University of Chicago in her research regarding this group. Her study of adults in 

Kansas City revealed that aging does not result in decreasing mental or emotional 

flexibility. Rather, the attitudinal shifting of thoughts from time left to live as opposed 
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to time lived, resulted in a change of orientation and motivation. Neugarten further 

noted that the change in time perspective also caused greater "introspection, stock 

taking, and the structuring and restructuring of past experiences, measured against 

parameters that often included fathers," (1976, p. 16). She concluded that values shift 

depending on the stage of life in order to form structure and meaning. 

The research of Lowenthal (1976, p. 86) revealed, 

The values associated with either family or work were the most 
important in determining feelings of well-being or dissatisfaction with 
life. Those who seemed to be satisfied were the ones whose values 
were concerned with relationships with other people, primarily within 
their family. Those who were concerned with money, possessions, 
status, and work seemed much less happy. 

Further, Billingsley (1968) noted in his discourse on Black families that the family 

was "the most basic institution of any people, the center and source of its civilization" 

(p. iii). 

Contemporary research on adult development is espoused in the work of Bolles 

(1970/2009) in his widely acclaimed work, What Color is Your Parachute. First 

authored in 1970, Bolles posits a provocative question in his book: What values do 

you want your life to serve? Defining values as the broad outcome of life, he provides 

nine categories for consideration. They are mind, body, eyes and other senses, heart, 

the will or conscience, the human spirit, entertainment, possessions, and the earth. 

Intellectual pursuits was an area of inquiry in the 50+ executives survey, as were 
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many of Bolles' thoughts regarding his seven steps to finding a life that has meaning 

and purpose. 

In the context of adult development, Jacqueline B. Dickens is a Black scholar who 

incorporated adult development theory into her work in the ground breaking book, 

The Black Manager: Making It in the Corporate World (Dickens & Dickens, 

1982/1991). This book was based on a thesis to complete requirements for a master's 

degree in social work. Her exploratory research was on key skills utilized by Black 

managers who became successful as defined by one promotion. This book, while 

limited in its scope associated with the first careers of this sample set, was heralded as 

a guide that was critical to serve four purposes that were important for the times. 

These purposes included (p. xi), 

(1) To fill the voids and needs of literature in the marketplace 
on "practical, day-to-day how-to-solutions to the 
management problems faced by Black men and women 
managers." 

(2) Basic information on "how their blackness and culture 
impact their daily work interactions." 

(3) "Collect, organize, and share data and techniques on how 
both Blacks and whites become successful in a multicultural 
environment." 

(4) "Share new, creative, and different ways of managing in the 
multicultural environment that resulted from the entrance of 
Blacks and other minorities into the professional ranks of 
all-white institutions." 

They posited their construct based on attitudes, emotions, behaviors, and job skills. 

Their resulting developmental model informed the conceptual constructs and 

competencies. 
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Gooden (1980) studied 15 Black men to determine the applicability of Levinson's 

assessment of the developmental stages. He found through interviews and 

biographical histories that the sequence of stages identified by Levinson were also 

applicable to Black men with some variation in age. Some of the life concepts were 

different in the groups examined by Gooden, as well as the concept of when dreams 

were formed and the affect of challenges such as "becoming one's own man" and the 

lack of mentoring. Bolle's "season's theory" of a man's life provided a time sequence 

process by which the stages were mapped to the life histories of the men. Gooden's 

study, while very thorough, did not address the stage of life that is prevalent for the 

stage of 50+ Black executives. 

Career Development Theory 

Hughes (1937, p. 26) defined career as "the moving perspective in which the person 

sees his life as a whole and interprets the meaning of his various attributes, actions, 

and the things which happen to him." This early definition provides the transitional 

insight and pathway that invites the ongoing search for meaningful contributions. 

The career anchors represent pathways as defined by Edgar Schein (1990; 1978) and 

are used to assess shifts in the careers of individuals. The anchors are defined as: 

1. Security/Stability; 

2. Autonomy/Independence; 

3. Technical or functional competence; 

4. Entrepreneurial creativity; 
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5. Service/Dedication to a cause; 

6. Pure challenge; 

7. LifeStyle. 

Schein (1978) hypothesized that career anchors, when discovered, are stabilizers and 

are a key component of personal discovery. He defined career anchors as what one is 

primarily concerned with relative to jobs and work. In his 13 year longitudinal study 

of 44 early 1960s alumni of MIT, he assessed the anchors with this participant group. 

The career anchors were added to the transition survey and defined based on Schein's 

work as: 

1. Security/Stability: Feel economically secure and stable; 

2. Autonomy/Independence: Work life under your own control; 

3. Technical or functional competence: Self concept built around particular talents 

or skills; 

4. General Management Competence: Measure your own competence by the 

performance of the organization that you manage; 

a. High motivation 

b. Skills in analyzing and synthesizing information 

c. Interpersonal skills 

d. Emotional skills—need to make tough decisions without becoming debilitated 

by them 
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e. Identity and sense of success through the success of the organization you work 

for 

5. Entrepreneurial Creativity: Obsessed with need to create on a large scale and as 

an extension of themselves the creation of a business or service of your own 

where success is defined by your own creative efforts; He further notes that 

intrapreneurship is irrelevant if this anchor is held; eventually, the person will 

become an entrepreneur. But, is it an indicator, a stepping stone? Note: Other 

anchors may also be concerned with a creative impulse, but it manifests itself 

differently; 

6. Service/Dedication to a cause: Achieving core values that you are trying to 

achieve through the kind of work you do. These people are found in all 

occupations, not just social work, ministry, personnel management, etc. Values 

such as: 

a. Make the world a better place to live 

b. Create a more humane workplace 

c. Inventing products that will save lives or cure starvation 

7. Pure Challenge: Feeling of overcoming impossible barriers, meeting very 

difficult challenges, or winning over tough competitors; winning and losing 

(Added by Derr in 1980 with study of naval officers); enjoy head to head 

confrontation; 
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8. Life Style: Work life and career must be integrated with other aspects of your 

total life—family and personal growth; Found in MIT women and later with dual 

careers; Seek integrative solutions rather than letting career concerns dominate the 

decision. 

Schein further observed that the relative frequency of the anchors might vary based 

on socio-economic conditions. He suggested that these anchors should be used when 

a career choice needs to be made along with other situational moments when career 

changes are being considered. Schein's insight relative to career anchors provided an 

interesting framework by which to contemplate the transition competencies and was 

selected as one of the categories for assessment in the transition survey in this study. 

Derr (1986) also supported the theory of multiple career choices in a lifetime with his 

research on careers having flexibility. He notes that often, major life events trigger 

career changes. In his classification of the types of individuals who change, he 

acknowledges that there are two triggers for transition: a personal life change that 

requires a work change, or an external career shift requiring an internal shift. 

Awakening to one's inner needs is the driver in many situations of personal change. 

Also, outside influences such as shifts in the economy also dictate changes. 

Derr suggests a formula for plotting a career map: Add motives, plus values, minus 

perceived constraints to provide the career map. These thoughts were utilized and 
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incorporated in the survey for transitioning executives to examine more closely skills, 

values, attitudes, satisfaction with work, performance, and relationships. The 

examination of these elements was the precursor to framing the transition model. Derr 

acknowledges that work experiences help shape the career map in addition to 

organizational culture, career stage, and opportunities. He notes that some people 

don't plot career maps but leave their choices to chance, and that self-perceptions are 

not always reality. Individual drive and style often factor in career success mapping in 

terms of temporal considerations. 

Mihal hypothesized that new self-discoveries or personal events trigger major 

conceptual emotional shifts, and that when a person's threshold for discrepancies 

between internal and external careers is surpassed, he or she will launch a search to 

resolve the dilemma (Mihal & Others, 1984). While not acknowledged specifically as 

a conflict requiring resolution, this threshold was often cited by the exploratory 

interviews as a transition trigger. 

Robbins' (1978) study of careers supported the concept of career change as reflective 

of psychological developmental stages. With the umbrella of transition as the driving 

theory of this research, the defining moments of shifting from ending the sequence of 

career change to the phase of transition is a continued contribution to the literature. 
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Robbins, in her 1978 study of 91 upper-middle-class white male subjects, recognized 

the opportunity for greater "economic freedom to make career and life-style choices 

that were unavailable to previous generations" (p. 120). The negative and positive 

drivers of mid-life changes typically occur when family obligations are most pressing. 

Yet, considerations of aging, responsibility, and life span are often the drivers of 

transitions. Her research revealed that a year plus decision timeframe to leave a first 

career often resulted in second pursuits that provided greater autonomy and life 

control. This planning context was also revealed through exploratory interviews for 

this study where one participant cited 10 years of planning. The transition survey also 

revealed that planning was conducted by only 23% of the participants for only one 

year or less. 

Robbins further asserts a distinction between responsive careers that respond to the 

needs of the environment as contrasted with expressive careers where "people find 

outlets for their abilities and interests, in which the realization of self-concepts is 

possible, and which tend to be pursued because of the possibility of self-expression," 

(1978, p. 2). She introduces an attitudinal shift in thinking about careers that 

embraces the concept of the lifelong sequence of work-related experiences. 

We are beginning to place more value on the subjective idea of a 
career—its meaning for the individual and how it reflects the changing 
aspirations, satisfactions, self-conceptions, and other attitudes of the 
person toward his work and life—rather than its objective value, 
defined in terms of external symbols of success. 
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Limited, but acknowledged in Robbins work, is the potential generalizability to 

women and other economic and educational backgrounds. Her conclusions note 

"mid-life career change, although time consuming, arduous, and costly, can be 

achieved by middle-and upper-class men with enough motivation, dedication, and 

most often, support from spouse and family." She contends that changes from large 

organizations to small ones are generally the most successful, and are challenged with 

generalizability given a different population who may not have the resources, skills, 

and security derived from large corporations. 

Robbins (1978) offers insight into the changes that often dictate shifts that may 

precede transitions. They include: changes in supply and demand such as 

technological shifts and geographical positioning of industries and companies; 

changes in social values and definitions of right and wrong, discovering and acting on 

self-initiated, authentic career definition; a derivative of that development is the 

manner in which individuals define success, especially with greening initiatives and 

doing good work; and, the growth of bureaucracies introduces Chris Argyris' (1957) 

notion that large organizations seek actions from employees that are not consistent 

with their needs. 

The concept of Career Plateau has generated a body of knowledge that is considered 

in this study. While the question of choice versus force raises the question of plateau 

at a somewhat superficial level, it is still critical to note the learnings that have 
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evolved which might be rational considerations for individual transitions. Married 

with the notion of organization downsizing, repositioning and talent development, 

this research thread opens the concepts of solid citizens versus ineffective performers 

(Carnazza, Korman, Ference, & Stoner, 1981). Plateauing was often cited in 

interviews with the participants in this study, and establishes cause for understanding 

the phenomenon with this participant set. 

Research was conducted relative to "success in managerial leadership and with ways 

to fulfill personal, group, business, and social objectives through the practice of 

management" by America and Anderson (1978, p. xiii). The experiences of 100 

Black middle managers in large corporations were studied to formulate thoughts on 

how to advance careers while managing day-to-day performance and effectiveness. In 

capturing thoughts on managing careers in middle age, the authors provide insight for 

new entrants of middle management resulting from a history of less progressive 

opportunities to achieve this level. In acknowledging Levinson's work (1969), 

America and Anderson note 

Personal factors arise that make functioning difficult at the end of their 
idealism and general disillusionment with life or career. A sense of 
personal technical obsolescence with career choices seeming more fate 
than freely chosen, and family relationships, especially with children 
moving in undesired directions... compounded by race. (1978, p. 158) 

Managing the complexities and stress of these factors could often be served by 

professional help, but often these individuals wear a mask. 
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America and Anderson's work stopped at the point of the subsequent increase in the 

number of Blacks moving from middle managers to executives, which was 

hypothesized in their work but not realized. This gap also points to the relevance of 

the literature review regarding Black executives who are now experiencing a phase of 

the adult development cycle at an even more accomplished level of hierarchical 

success. Even though E. Jones (1955/1975) documented his career story as a Black 

manager and also captured the story of Blacks in business following Nixon's 

endorsement of "Black capitalism", there was a void relative to Black executives. 

Bolle's skill map is often cited as an excellent process to assess the skills and 

competencies that one has developed (Krannich, 1983/1993). Captured in What Color 

Is Your Parachute, this guide provides a process to analyze a critical component of 

transition planning. Strengths based literature as opposed to deficit based skills 

development has been posited with the introduction of positive organizational 

scholarship (POS) (Cameron, Dutton, & Quinn, 2003). 

The authors espouse the notion of two world-views. The first uses descriptors such as 

"greed, selfishness, manipulation, secrecy, and a single-minded focus on winning. 

Wealth creation is the key indicator of success" (p. 3). This is the world that an 

exploratory interview described in practice. In contrast, the second world is described 

as "appreciation, collaboration, virtuousness, vitality, and meaningfulness. Creating 
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abundance and human well-being are key indicators of success," (p. 3). They 

characterize participants with the second world-view using the words 

"trustworthiness, resilience, wisdom, humility, and high levels of positive energy," (p. 

3). 

It is the second world-view that the exploratory interviews revealed would be tested 

via the transition survey. It is the second world-view that positive organizational 

scholars (POS) subscribe to with their work. A place where the first world-view is 

acknowledged but the second world view is espoused describes the work of POS 

theorists. 

Mueller (1978) posits a career change theory that provides a framework for assessing 

the drivers of transition. Mueller delineates his career change process with the notion 

of intuitive versus analytic mode of thinking as one goes through changes. The results 

of the qualitative research for this project will be framed using this model as a 

reference point. 

With Kurt Lewins' change theory as a foundation (Hatch, 2006; Cummings & 

Worley, 2005), Mueller integrated the phases of unfreezing, moving, and refreezing 

into his change model. Shifting the state of balance of activities to a new level of 

equilibrium is a conceptual model for transitioning executives. Mueller portrays in 

Figure 5, twelve decision making event-buoys that facilitate change as: 
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1. Desire or need for career change—whether choice or force as questioned in the 

survey, this initial step is triggered by a desire or need for change. Drivers and the 

tipping points of transitions are explored in this context. 

2. Value setting—personal value systems inspire thinking relative to goals, 

objectives and how one wants to live life. Often in conflict with the institutional 

structures, this step is explored relative to a values model offered by Suiter in the 

survey and questioning relative to dreams and attitudes. 

3. Working criteria—questions related to second pursuit focus areas for work are 

explored in this step. Looking at shifts is a primary activity. 

4. Feasibility—the first step associated with analytical thinking raises the thoughts 

of readiness and choice for second pursuit when considered from a critical 

perspective of the working criteria. The reality check is administered in terms of 

true passion and talent. The questions relative to significance are explored with 

this line of thinking. 

5. Gap recognition—ideal pursuits and alternative options is the gap that often arises 

when sorting through the next moves. Whether in a career change or a transition 

to second pursuit, a modicum of realism leads to the next step of compromise. 

6. Compromise—in search of second pursuit is often the path that one takes when 

compromising to achieve an end goal. The direction is often modified as new 

alternatives present themselves or new opportunities arise. This is a constant 

process of iteration until the pursuit is better determined. 
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7. Rationalization—with the process of exploring the gap, ideal career often 

becomes secondary to the newfound pursuit. Making realistic assessments of what 

is doable is stabilized so that conflict is reduced and choice optimized. 

8. Choice Winnow—the pathway to a decision that honors the process of 

compromise and rationalization is assessed midpoint to the intuitive desire and the 

analytic reality. The opportunity becomes a process driven conclusion to the 

exploration. 

9. Consequences, Worries—the period of uncertainty or "post decision regret" often 

controls this phase. Until the regrets are controlled, it is a non-productive anchor 

to moving forward. 

10. Second-Third Thoughts—the exercise suggested at this phase is to dilate and 

concentrate the factors surrounding the career move. By contrasting the 

alternatives, one gets closer to the final decision phase. 

11. Refreezing—the crystallization of choices is the entre into this phase. 

Mobilization of the decision to move forward is the best use of energy in adapting 

to and engaging the new opportunity. 

12. Action-Decision—this final phase is described as the modified ideal choice being 

stabilized with the working criteria. Some examples of this phase are often cited 

as events that are firm for current direction even though not ideal as the 

significant second pursuit. 
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The twelve event-buoys offer insight into the change process that may be instructive 

for transitions. 

Figure 5. Mueller's Change Framework 
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As a prelude to the process for change, Mueller (1978) offers nine different causes of 

career change. They serve as the basis for categorizing the transition tipping points to 

inform transition competencies. The drivers are: the dramatic alteration of the 

environmental work setting; political company shifts such as mergers, acquisitions or 

changes in internal control; technological change; economic shifts in corporate 

direction; organizational climate change increasing uncertainty, insecurity, tension, 

conflict, boredom, disillusionment, or emotional dissatisfaction; personal matters 

such as family needs, health, beliefs, and age limitations; new opportunity; non

voluntary discontinuity such as firing, military service, or other unpredictable events; 

and, career stability and security achieved. 

Contemporary research has introduced the concept of a mindset for career change 

referred to as protean orientation (Hall, 1976, 2002, 2004). A leading researcher on 

this subject contends that successfully navigating a boundary-less career (Arthur & 

Rousseau, 1996) requires a mindset of the ancient Greek god Proteus who could 

change his shape upon the threat of oncoming danger. Individuals take control of their 

career destiny and are responsible for their own personal contract with an 

organization. This concept is interesting and was further examined with the 

exploration of the relationship between boundaryless career attitudes and 

organizational commitment (Enache, Alarcon, Simo & Leyes, 2008). Their research 

concludes, 

Protean and boundaryless career attitudes are important in predicting 
affective commitment such that individuals with high protean attitudes 
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(values-driven predispositions and self-directed attitudes) exhibit high 
levels of affective commitment while they are not inclined towards 
organizational mobility. Moreover, individuals high on boundaryless 
attitudes (organizational mobility preference and boundaryless 
mindset) and who are self-directed in managing their careers and 
development also experience high levels of attachment and 
involvement with the organization, while not holding values-driven 
predispositions, (p. 565) 

Their empirical results supports Gratton and Ghoshal's research regarding, 

The importance of taking a protean and boundaryless attitude toward 
the career, which not only delivers positive individual outcomes, but 
also has a positive impact upon the employing organization. These 
findings highlight the importance for individuals to take active 
responsibility in managing their careers instead of passively relying on 
the employing organizations to provide them with a clear career path, 
(p. 566) 

Krannich (1983/1993) recognized a need to document a career and re-careering 

process as a result of the recession of the early 1990s when more than 10 million 

people were unemployed in mid-1992. With the rapidly changing career prospects of 

the future, this guidance is important to understand the transition process of those 

who have successfully engaged in this stage of their adulthood. He admonishes one 

to: "Put your employment fate in your own hands by learning how to operate in the 

job markets of today and tomorrow... individual responsibility, decentralization, and 

empowerment," (p. 83). 

Many scholars have posited the importance of identity as a component of successful 

transition. These competencies represent a composite of factors in positing the critical 

nature of establishing identity during transition. 
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Miner offers insight relative to conformity of identity during career in his thought that 

"the rewards to be gained by inhibiting one's individuality begin to pale. There 

appears to be less and less to be gained by conforming, as a man's ambitions are 

satisfied or as he sees they never will be satisfied... one's place in life is pretty well 

set," (Miner, 1962, p. 108). America and Anderson asked the question in 1978, "How 

emotionally open and honest can Black managers afford to be on the job?" (p. 142). 

They conclude that given the treacherous environment of corporations, it is advisable 

to assess reality with extreme discretion. They also cite that emotional health should 

be considered which might offer the door to express emotion. Their guidance on 

managing personal emotions through understanding psychological factors is 

important. They associate the following characteristics with success: Sociability, 

self-acceptance, flexibility, and self-control. They further suggest that individuals 

may become "more effective and realize greater satisfaction after remedial or 

behavior modification assistance," (p. 156). 

Further, their discussion of "downward-anchored" or "upward-anchored" in career 

orientation, describes how far individuals have come versus how far they have to go, 

and provides assistance in directing their energies toward realizing their potential as 

researched by Bowin (1972). 
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Significant scholarly contributions have been made on the subject of diversity relative 

to the identity struggle of Black professionals on a pathway to career success. 

Roosevelt Thomas (1991, 1990/2001) captured the concept of the potential workforce 

opportunities by leveraging diversity. He offers a blueprint for organizations to 

execute his strategic insight as he examined moving from affirmative action to 

affirming diversity. He also posited the importance of race in mentoring (Thomas, 

2001). Thomas and Ely (1996/2001) published an article on a new paradigm for 

diversity management. Ely is a noted scholar who has made significant contributions 

to the literature relative to cultural diversity through numerous examinations 

associated with groups and organizations in work environments (Ely, 1994; Ely, 

1995; Ely, Meyerson, & Davidson, 2006; Ely & Thomas, 2001; Ely & Roberts, 

2008). Other scholars of interest on the subject of the impact of culture on career 

include Alderfer (1980); Feldman (1976); and Ibarra (1995). 

Identity continues to be a major topic of interest by researchers as it relates to career 

development success. Relationships and the impact on self (Aron, 2003); the struggle 

of women for identity (Bell & Nkomo, 2001) with a bibliography that represents an 

anthology of scholars on the subject of identity, women, and race that culminated 

eight years of research and chronicled the life and struggles of Bell's assessment of 

the realities confronted by Black women (1992). They concluded that "whether 

subsumed by the category of 'women' or the category of 'blacks', they are invisible. 

Further, they identified six significant "flashpoints" that informed the life history 
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patterns that they recorded: "Breaking into a management career, adjusting to the 

corporate environment, encountering barriers to advancement, climbing over the 

barriers, making change in the work environment, and coming to terms with personal 

life choices" (Bell & Nkomo, 2001, p. 8). 

Additional insight was provided by Cox and Nkomo's report on race as a variable in 

research associated with organizational behavior (1990); Nkomo's rewriting of race 

in organizations (1992); and, the social construction of women's work identities (Ely, 

1995). Hooks continued the exploration of women's identity with a question asked 

for generations, 'Ain't IA Woman?' (Hooks, 1981) after first being uttered by 

Sojourner Truth, extemporaneously, at the Women's Convention in Akron, Ohio in 

1851; on the glass ceiling and women's affect and their strengthened identity 

(Mainero, 1994); perception of discrimination versus self-esteem and perceived 

control (Ruggiero & Taylor, 1997); and theory associated with race, class and gender 

(Sacks, 1989). 

Thomas is a noted Black scholar in the area of race and identity (Thomas, 1990; 

Thomas & Gabarro, 1999; Thomas, 1989). His prolific work is respected by both 

scholars and practitioners. Of significant influence in framing this research for 

transitions was the theory presented by Thomas and colleagues as they explored how 

to reframe ethnic identity in the workplace (Thomas, Phillips, & Brown, 1998). 

Utilizing the IBM diversity strategy case study, he authored, with the help of Ted 
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Childs, former IBM VP of Global Diversity, a pivotal analysis of valuing 

inclusiveness (Thomas, 2004). 

Terrie Williams has brought a major mask to the table as she used herself as actor in 

sharing the story of the mental disorders that can be caused by wearing masks (2008). 

Her personal testimony of the affects of depression and the downward spiral is 

communicated in the language of reality that often bridges scholarship and practice, 

depression as rage turned inward. It is wise to heed her message along with her 

communication style as the dysfunctional aspects of the corporate environment 

releases individuals to unleash bottled up anxiety as one journeys to their second 

pursuit. 

Livers and Caver describe the concept of miasma as the daily confrontation of Blacks 

with an atmosphere of misperception and distortion (2003). Of the six areas they 

argue as salient for Black managers, identity is listed first in addition to 

responsibility, race and gender, networking, mentoring, and being politically savvy. 

These six factors cause reduced trust in others, a belief of needing to work twice as 

hard, and never letting down their guard. This is the mask. This is the story of identity 

that intersects with engagement as 50+ Black executives' transition. It is the story of 

pain and opportunity. 

Neff and Citrin's study (1999) revealed factors for executive success. Their extensive 

methodology of examining 50 CEO's revealed the following success competencies: 
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1. Passion 

2. Intelligence and Clarity of Thinking 

3. Great Communications Skills 

4. High Energy Levels 

5. Egos in Check 

6. Inner Peace 

7. Capitalizing on Formative Early Life 

8. Strong Family Ties 

9. Positive Attitudes 

10. Focus on "Doing the Right Things Right: 

a. Living with integrity and leading by example 

b. Developing a winning strategy or "big idea" 

c. Building a great management team 

d. Inspiring employees to achieve success 

e. Creating a flexible, responsive organization 

f Tying it all together with reinforcing management and compensation systems 

Goodly (2007) published research that explored the factors that led to upward 

mobility of African American men. He identified agency factors that contribute to 

upward mobility as perseverance, bravery, adaptability, ambition, strategic planning, 

continuous learning, gratitude, self-awareness, meaningfulness, and self-efficacy. 
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Further, structural factors evolved as the concepts of family, community, education, 

spiritual/religious, and athletics were analyzed. This qualitative study provided 

insight through a sample set of 15 African American men who engaged in a two-

interval interviewing process that resulted in the agency and structural factors of 

success. 

Transition Theory 

William Bridges (1988/1992) offers a differentiation of change and transition with 

change as the start and ending of something at a particular time, and transition as "the 

gradual psychological process through which individuals and groups reorient 

themselves so that they can function and find meaning in a changed situation. Change 

often starts with a new beginning, but transition must start with an ending—with 

people letting go of old attitudes and behaviors" (p. 17). He further asserts "it is a 

person's identity that he or she has trouble letting go of, and it is that identity that 

stands in the way of the change producing its desired result," (p. 19). Transition and 

identity are linked through Bridges' insight. What is the conceptual construct of 

identity that is relevant to successful transitions? 

Bridges offers that leading people through the gap in the transition phases of the old 

world and the new world is crucial for success. Thus, the importance of sharing this 

research as it relates to the neutral zone of uncertainty. Transition is to be encouraged 

and protected, Bridges posits, "because transition is more than just an unfortunately 

necessary disruption of the status quo and a source of psychological distress; it is also 
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the source of renewal and creative reorientation in all individuals and organizations" 

(1988/1992). 

There are five factors that distinguish a person's subjective world that must be 

encountered during transitions according to Bridges. They are: Personal and 

collective history—previous experience outcomes; Cultural values—response based 

on group understanding and norms; Temperament or natural style (Jung based); 

Gender—perceptional debate of practicality versus feelings; Life Phase—adult 

development stage. 

Further, Bridges notes "transition is nothing less than the death and rebirth of a 

person's world... the individual world and the organization's can only rise from the 

ashes of their own destruction" (p. 31). The neutral zone must be embraced, as it has 

been in many cultures, as a time of gestation and fertility. 

Bridges' three phases of transition—the ending, the neutral zone, and the new 

beginning—further establishes an implementation of Lewin's change model— 

unfreeze, movement, and refreezing (Hatch, 2006; Cummings & Worley, 2005). 

Nicholson (1987) proposed the following stages of the transition process: 

preparation, encounter, adjustment, stabilization, and preparation. Others have also 

proposed models of "work adjustment" including Feldman's (1976) work on 
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socialization. Nicholson proposes differences in his transition cycle with focus on the 

following areas: Recursion—iterative, rapid change, short-circuiting the stages; 

Interdependence—content evolves to influence stage where individuals must be 

prepared for the opportunity; and Distinctiveness—experiences based on the 

psychological and social systems. 

Four themes are described by Nicholson in examining transitions. Upon noting that 

careers should be studied as a combination of work histories, psychological 

constructs, and elements of culture, he invokes four theme definitions: Affective 

content of transition; modes of adjustment to transition; continuity and change in 

work histories; and, individual/organization interaction to transition. 

Each of these themes categorize the work of career theorists who offer interpretations 

of them, such as Schein's career anchors as a component of understanding 

adjustments to transitions or Scholossberg's (1984) counseling work with individuals 

changing jobs and organizations changing job structures wherein people are required 

to transition. 

In 1982, Dickens proposed Four Stages of Career Development (Figure 6). This 

model establishes a framework to consider the transition model competencies mapped 

to periods of transition and or stages of transition. They further contend that the 

amount of time a person spends in each stage along with the iterative nature of the 
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stages is important to consider in building the framework. The model has been used 

in other studies such as Thomas' (1986) dissertation relative to mentoring as a subject 

matter. His research revealed that the mentoring was different depending upon the 

stage of the person's career development. 

ENTRY PHASE 

ADJUSTING PHASE 
Dissatisfaction 
Frustration 

I 
PLANNED GROWTH PHASE 

SUCCESS PHASE 

Having a false sense of 
security 
Lacking direction 

Testing the organizational 
environment 
Pushing angrily 

Using concentrated and 
strategic effort 

Gaining confidence 
Reaching milestone goals 
Planning for the future 

Figure 6. Dickens' Four Stages of Career Development 

Thomas notes that Blacks progressing through the stages defined by researchers 

Dickens and Dickens spend more time grappling with the issues of inclusion and 

professional identity associated with the early career phase. This continues the call for 

research that is inclusive of various voices. Thomas' adaptation of the Dickens's 

work is represented in Table 1 (Thomas & Alderfer, 1989). Thomas extended the 
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work of Dickens by adding attitudes and emotions along with behaviors to describe 

each of the phases. 

Table 1. Adaptation of the Career Development Model 

Phase Attitudes and Emotions Behaviors 

Entry Feeling I've got it made (because 
of securing desired job); little or 
no direction in terms of goals; 
naivete about organizational 
norms and culture and race 
relationships; contained anger; 
interpersonal and job discomfort 
ignored 

Reserved behavior: don't make 
waves; try to fit in and make white 
peers comfortable 

Adjustment Dissatisfaction with lack of 
mobility; distress as white peers 
move ahead; anger, rage and 
frustration felt; low self-
confidence; whites not trusted 

Much verbal interpersonal fights 
with whites; withdraws from 
required activities with white 
colleagues; seeks support from 
Blacks; declining job effectiveness 

Planned Realizes that to get ahead means 
growth expending more energy than 

whites; understands need for 
Black input; feels self-confident; 
personal goals set 

Consciously acts to remove barriers 
under one's control; develops own 
personal style; learns to make 
proper demands on corporation; 
nurtures sponsorship relations 

Success Making mistakes not an option; 
aware of blackness and its 
effects on organization; aware of 
subtleties of racism; sensitive to 
the work environment 

Uses communications effectively; 
continues to refine and smooth 
personal style; produces high-
quality results; continues to set and 
meet goals; confronts whites, but in 
a way that leaves them their dignity 

Managing the complexities of organizational transitions offers analogous 

considerations for a transition model for individuals. Assessing the present state and 

the future state leads to the gaps that are evident in the transition state. The motivation 
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to change must be defined through drivers that lead to a tipping point. Mobilizing 

resources and managing the resources are critical during the transition while 

acknowledging and overcoming resistance to change. Activities should be planned to 

manage the transition that include activity planning, intervention strategies, 

technologies, and structures. 

Activity planning may include: Relevance—activities linked clearly to goals; 

Specificity—activities clearly identified rather than generalized; Integration—a 

closely linked strategy; Chronology—logical sequencing of events; Adaptability— 

contingency plans for adjusting to unexpected forces (Beckhard & Harris, 1987). 

Cobbs was arguably one of the first "non-color blind" management consultants in 

corporate America. Keen on maintaining his Black identity while carrying the mantel 

of having written Black rage, he is a fascinating transition story of identify as he 

evolved from rage to entitlement. Cobbs' (Grier & Cobbs, 1968; Cobbs, 2005) 

observation of ethnic therapy related to Jews, gave him the insight to offer 

"ethnotherapy" as an approach to psychotherapy. During the time of great unrest in 

the country, he used it to describe the political and social challenges in America and 

in turn, to identify with patients and their difficulties. He posited that the ethnicity of 

a patient was a very real factor in that patient's psychological makeup. He believed 

that "a practitioner could not fully understand a patient's difficulties without a healthy 

knowledge of that patient's background," (p. 223). 
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Cobbs and Tumock (2000/2003) worked closely with members of the Executive 

Leadership Council to document the stories of 32 Black executives. The patterns of 

corporate success which they uncovered were categorized as: managing your 

demons, fitting in, reading unwritten rules, making your mark, managing 

relationships, understanding power, acquiring power, using power for leadership, 

from big business to my business, and leaving a corporate and community legacy. 

While this book had a chapter that introduced the discussion of transition, From Big 

Business To My Business, it is limited to the entrepreneurial discussion as a natural 

follow on to a corporate career. 

Transition Tipping Points 

The story of the popular use of the phrase "tipping point" is of interest as a 

component of the literature search to frame this topic. Gladwell explains, 

The expression first came into popular use in the 1970s to describe the 
flight to the suburbs of whites living in the older cities of the American 
Northeast. When the number of incoming African Americans in a 
particular neighborhood reached a certain point—20 percent, say— 
sociologists observed that the community would "tip": most of the 
remaining whites would leave almost immediately. The Tipping Point 
is the moment of critical mass, the threshold, the boiling point. 
(Gladwell, 2000, p. 12) 

If, indeed, all epidemics have tipping points with individuals who serve as mavens, 

connectors, and salesmen, it is my hope that the transitioning population of 50+ 

talented Black professionals will create a new wave of opportunities to tip challenges 

confronted by society into a positive force of energy. This research will search for the 
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law of the few, the stickiness factor, and the power of context that Gladwell contends 

are the rules of tipping points. 

The law of the few will attempt to uncover unique relationships, connectors, role 

models, and situations that form a pattern for tipping points of transition. Connectors 

follow the theory of the small world experiment of Milgram whereby a small number 

of people are linked to everyone else in a few steps, with others linked to the few 

because they know a lot of people (Milgram, 1967; Watts, 2003; Wasserman & Faust, 

1994/2006). The concept of connector is key with the knowledge of M. 

Grannovetter's 1974 study relative to obtaining a job, where his research revealed 

that 56 percent of those he interviewed obtained their job through the strength of a 

"weak tie" acquaintance personal connection, as opposed to a strong relationship 

(Granovetter, 1995; Csermely, 2006). 

Of further note in understanding the affects of social networks, Tenkasi and 

Chesmore (2003) offer that the network ties in intraorganizational networks influence 

change. This concept is interesting as it relates to the myriad of organizations with 

opportunities to affect the contributions of 50+ Black professionals. By connecting 

with the right individuals, a tipping point that would change organization engagement 

with this population would be a key contribution. Transferring the knowledge derived 

from this study by establishing network ties within organizations would assist in 

communicating and achieving a tipping point of engagement. 
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Mavens are identified in Gladwell's theory as individuals who are the source of 

information. Connoisseurs of information and knowing, they are instrumental in 

starting epidemics by word-of-mouth and by the simple desire to help others without 

persuasion. 

The law of context and the stickiness factor offer the thought of finding or "tinkering" 

with the small environmental shift that will create a tipping point. Creating tipping 

points by creating environments that trigger shifts will be explored through the 

qualitative and quantitative insight of this research. 

Tipping point research also reveals the importance and the boundary of 150 group 

members. Several examples have evolved that support this theory in combination 

with the law of the few, stickiness, and context. Developing "transactive memory" is 

posited by Wegner as a means to strengthen relationships (Wegner, 1991). The 

combined knowledge of a group as a means to extend knowing is a key concept in 

gathering groups of professionals who are in the early stage of the epidemic of 

transitioning 50+ Black corporate executives. 

The transition tipping points support Gladwell's contention that "what must underlie 

successful epidemics, in the end is a bedrock belief that change is possible, that 

people can radically transform their behavior or beliefs in the face of the right kind of 

impetus," (p. 258). This research accepts the notion that one is influenced and 
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suggestible by our immediate context, surroundings, and the personalities of those 

around us bounded with hopefulness. He defines tipping points as the reaffirmation of 

the potential for change and the power of intelligent action, when moments of great 

sensitivity meets enormous consequences (Gladwell, 2000; Gladwell, 1996). 

Cobbs acknowledged that on March 25, 1965 in Montgomery, Alabama, he 

transformed as a result of a tipping point. He noted that "for the first time in my adult 

life, really, I stepped away from my professional concerns and took to the streets." 

Engagement at this tipping point led him to recognize what he considered a sea 

change and to ask the question that was relevant to his thinking: 

Are you participating personally in the issues of your time? I knew 
that from that moment on, my answer would be yes. There was to be 
no question about that. My participation was not to be on the periphery 
or extracurricular. I was not going to be just a psychiatrist, looking 
from afar at the issues of racism, age, and violence. I knew that I had 
to integrate all these issues into one thoughtful consciousness, and to 
act upon them. (Cobbs, 2005, p. 190) 

Black Rage (Grier & Cobbs, 1968) received wide acceptance following a tsunami of 

changes that formed a perfect storm for a tipping point. 

Black Literature That Informed the Study 

From my earliest recollection, I date the entertainment of a deep 
conviction that slavery would not always be able to hold me within its 
foul embrace; and in the darkest hours of my career in slavery, this 
living word of faith and spirit of hope departed not from me, but 
remained like ministering angels to cheer me through the gloom. 
(Douglass, 1845/2005, p. 39) 
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This was the earliest imagery of career that I found in my literature review. These 

words depicted a spiritual journey of faith and hope. They established the foundation 

of further examination of the literature on adult career transitions of 50+ Black 

executives. 

Of particular interest to the researcher is reviewing the literature of Black scholars 

from multidisciplinary backgrounds who provide trans-disciplinary explanations and 

documentation of the experience of Black corporate executives. These combined 

schools of thought render an opportunity to explore in a socially constructed manner 

the evolution of Black literature as it affects the research of transitions. It is also 

important to note that the examination of Black literature in this study contributes to 

the body of knowledge for those who seek to be more inclusive of participants in 

research, while carefully crafting the unique conditions that are often unveiled 

through knowledge of the diversity of many factors including race, gender, age, and 

other demographics. 

Thomas and Alderfer (1989) provide an overview of the influence of race on career 

dynamics by chronicling the works of many scholars who have examined unique 

aspects of transitions and careers. They argue that much of the literature produced did 

not focus on race as an element of discovery. Noting adult development theory, 

identity, mobility and culture as topics of interest, they conclude their discussion with 
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future research that invites the dynamics of inclusion in the theory of careers and 

race, based on their view of tensions that exist in the field. 

Nichols, a Black anthropologist, was my first exposure to scholarly language that 

added value to the need for inclusive thinking as it related to ethnic groups and their 

worldview. Through a comparative analysis of the axiology, epistemology (applied, 

pedagogy, and methodology), logic, and process, he lectured on the relevance, from 

an academic viewpoint, of the historical differentiating factors that drove 

organizational engagement by ethnic groups as a foundation for understanding 

(2004). In particular, his poignant observation during his lecture, that competition for 

resources can gain societal acceptance (axiological ethics) which promulgates 

individualistic acts (European), collaborative acts (African), and collective acts 

(Asian) represent the foundation for the interest in findings associated with transition 

collaborative structures that would be of value in the transition process of talented 

Black executives to second pursuits of equal or greater contribution (Nichols, 2004). 

Dissecting literature and results from a cultural perspective became a critical focus of 

this research, thus the desire to narrow the focus group to Black executives while 

recognizing the potential generalizability of the findings. Several authors voiced in 

their articles the conscious exclusion of diversity and perspectives in their research, 

which often was explained as the need for further research or future research. It is my 
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hope that this research will provide a foundation for the research of other scholars 

while also recognizing the contributions of Black scholars and practitioners. 

Black scholarly literature has been explored extensively to inform the literature on 

career theory and transition theory that was often developed void of insight from 

Black respondents, scholars and practitioners. The 1903 theory of "the talented 

tenth," espoused by DuBois, (1896; 1898; 1903/2003; Lewis, 1993; Lewis, 2000) 

provided early theory regarding a unique population of Blacks. This conceptual 

theory is rooted within this study of Black corporate executives as a uniquely talented 

group of individuals, positioned for significant second pursuits. 

Further, this research offers an initial foray into the inclusion of Black extant 

literature in all its myriad forms for future researchers who understand the critical 

nature of research that is inclusionary of the authentic voices of multiple perspectives, 

most often informed by cultural and historical experiences. It also recognizes the 

often unsung literature of Black scholars and practitioners in the field of organization 

development. 

As noted by Thomas and Alderfer (1989), most of the literature that they explored in 

writing about transitions revealed a theoretical insight that was not grounded in 

theory. As a scholar practitioner, the premise for this research will extend their earlier 

work by examining the stories and experiences of participants who have engaged in 
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transitions with empirical data. An extensive literature review did not reveal research 

that had been conducted relative to 50+ Black professionals who have transitioned 

from first careers to second pursuits. However, there is a wealth of literature that 

forms pieces of the puzzle of what has become the literature review that best informs 

the examination of transition competencies of Black executives who have transitioned 

successfully to second pursuits. 

Extant literature that studies Black executives was reviewed relative to various topics. 

Topics included challenges and solutions to problems facing African Americans in 

climbing the ladder of success that identified success factors (Goodly, 2007); success 

strategies for African American women (Riley, 2006); the "Mentoring Mosaic" 

collaborative support network (Wise-Wright, 2006); African American women 

striving to break through invisible barriers and overcome obstacles in corporate 

America (Gunn, 1999); qualities, mobility and perceived success of Black managers 

(Keys, 1983); how Black women leaders construct realities and gain knowledge 

(Gostnell, 1996); biculturalism, stress, and career fulfillment (Bell, 1987); and, the 

maintenance of bicultural competence (Gutter, 2003). Studies related to 

communications included leadership socialization, communication strategies, and 

behavior of African-American women (Parker, 1997); communicative strategies of 

African American female executives (James-Hughes, 2003); and, communication 

behavior of African-American women (Lindsey, 1998). A study on brain injury tests 

that measured executive functions with an adult African-American population was 
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reviewed that questioned the applicability of the test results typically standardized 

with Caucasians with the research revealing a false hypothesis in that the findings 

supported generalizability (Elmudesi, 1994). Finally, a study on the adult 

development of Black men provided insight into the literature on adult development 

theory (Gooden, 1980). 

Kimbro edited Think and Grow Rich: A Black Choice in finishing the work of 

Napoleon Hill as the first self-help book targeted to the African American reader. He 

also authored a book with extensive research on strategies for success where he 

defined the nine principles of extraordinary achievement (1998). The nine career 

strategies were developed as a result of the research conducted by Kimbro. The 

Kimbro Executive Profile in What Makes the Great Great will serve as a component 

of the research framework or translation of transition competencies while extending 

his work to a new respondent group. In Kimbro's study, 93 of the 100 were Black 

men; only 7 were women as gleaned from the survey results of Greek organizations. 

This framework can be further tested with transition theory that focuses on gender. 

The strategies he offered that were uncovered in his research include: deep seated 

spiritual belief; the "I Can" credo; vision; passion; courage; character; competence; 

self-confidence; and, discipline. These were the skills that made the great, great. 

The Transitioned Life of Carl Jung 

During the process of discovering nuggets of wisdom in the review of the literature, 

Carl Jung's life emerged as a model of transition. His life's work was the foundation 
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for a wealth of literature and interpretations. Examples through exploration of his life 

present a potential source of transition construct systems and competencies that 

supported this study. 

The complexity of religion, spirituality, and culture that informed Jung's thinking 

combined with his dual personalities, created his own space cornered in the world in 

which he existed. The research of Jung is of particular note as a protege of Freud. 

While Freud focused primarily on child development processes (Storr, 1989), his later 

work engaged with adult development. Freud tended to look backwards to analyze 

life while Jung looked forward. This concept became a key point of departure where 

Jung extended Freud's work and made his imprint on adult development theory. Jung 

is known for emphasizing personality development through adult life rather than 

strictly childhood formation, as was posited by Freud. 

The literature revealed a father son relationship between Freud and Jung that was 

severed based on distinct ideological views of the world. They included thoughts on 

religion, development process beyond childhood, and freedom of will versus causality 

and psychic determinism. Freud conceived the psychic energy of the libido as wholly 

sexual. Jung argued the notion of a more generalized life force with sexuality being 

one form of expression. Jung argued the difference in perspective relative to the 

Oedipus complex, as a universal phenomenon and as consequences of incest 

prohibition rather than its cause (Stevens, 1994). 
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To Jung, the purpose of life was to realize one's own potential, to follow one's 
own perception of the truth and to become a whole person in one's own right. 
This was the goal of individuation, as he later called it. If he was to keep faith 
with himself, he had to go his own way: it would have been impossible for 
him to spend his life playing second fiddle in a two-man band. As for Freud, 
belief in the correctness of his own theories was absolute, and this made him 
so intolerant of dissent that he usually ended up provoking it. He was a 
strange amalgam of autocrat and masochist: As he once admitted to Jung, his 
emotional life demanded the existence of an intimate friend and a hate enemy, 
and, not infrequently he encountered both in the same person.. .Although 
profoundly disturbing, this proved to be a period of intense creativity which 
Jung referred to as his 'confrontation with the unconscious' and it was 
triggered as much by upheavals in his domestic life as by the loss of his 
friendship with Freud. (Stevens, 1994, p. 16) 

Jung's childhood shaped his thinking. The child of a pastor and the grandson of a 

Hebrew scholar theologian, he was influenced by a life without his mother at a 

critical development stage of his childhood. It is believed that this time in his life 

formed the basis for his later perspectives and inquiries. Described as an introverted, 

individualistic, and a spiritual being, he acknowledged dreams as a means to 

understanding the world. He was more concerned about his "inner world of dreams 

and images than in the outer world of people and events" (Stevens, 1994). Noted as a 

professional "bourgeoisie" (Stevens, 1994), his work was often questioned in terms of 

broad applicability. Jung was a student of dreams that were framed in the context of 

their three components: their personal significance, the cultural context with time and 

milieu, and the "archetypal content explored in context of human life as a whole, 

since most profound level dreams link us with the age-old experience of our species" 

(Stevens, 1994). 
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Jung's thinking was criticized. The theory of individuation was deemed as being "too 

evidently determined by Jung's introverted psychological type, his therapeutic 

approach as too focused on inner events and insufficiently concerned with personal 

relationships, and his spiritual orientation as too influenced by his religious 

background for his Psychology to have much relevance to the existential problems of 

people living in the world today" (Stevens, 1994). These debates lend critical thinking 

to the understanding and appreciation of Jung's contributions. Stevens also noted, 

There must be some truth to these criticisms: everyone, however 
brilliant, must be born somewhere, at some time, in some community, 
and must inevitably bear the limitations of that fate. The introverted, 
individualistic, and spiritual biases of Jungian Psychology are evident 
and undeniable. But what matters in one who grapples with the crucial 
issues of human existence is the extent to which he can acknowledge 
his parochial origins, and, through an effort of intellect and 
imagination, transcend them. This was, as it happens, one of Jung's 
most extraordinary—and most paradoxical—gifts: his ability to live in 
his time and simultaneously, to step out of it, to share an affinity with 
people of all the times that have ever been. Everything he wrote was 
touched by his affinity; and it has been justly said of him that his ideas 
were too fundamental, in a sense, to be modern. Precisely because he 
was so introverted, imaginative, and in love with introspection, he 
could peer hard and long into the mirror of his inner Self, and the 
vision of humanity that he saw there is as penetrating, far-sighed, and 
comprehensive as any yet described. 

Jung's insight provided critical thinking in formulating this research. I was awestruck 

that Jung's dissertation was the result of two years of observing seances of his cousin, 

Helene Preiswerk. In 1902, he presented his work at Basel University, 'On the 

Psychology and Pathology of So-Called Occult Phenomena' (Hayman, 1999). He 
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captured her spirit of living realism and her spirit of control as a mature adult 

personality. 

The importance of this study for Jung was greater than the doctorate it 
earned him. In it we can detect the origins of two ideas which were to 
become central to the practice of analytical psychology: (1) Part-
personalities or 'complexes' existing in the unconscious psyche can 
'personate' in trances, dreams, and hallucinations; (2) The real work of 
personality development proceeds at the unconscious level. 

These ideas, in turn gave rise to (1) a therapeutic technique (active 
imagination) and (2) a teleological concept (individuation). The latter 
is the notion that the goal of personal development is wholeness, i.e. to 
become a complete human being as personal circumstances allow. 
(Stevens, 1994, p. 125) 

As researcher and self as actor, during this study on transitions I often related to 

Jung's personal transformation, and acknowledge it as one of the first recordings of 

an individual who captured his personal transitions in adulthood. In 1913 at age 38, 

Jung attributes his dreams as the reason for his transformation from an academic 

career to a life exploring the three stages of consciousness: consciousness, the 

personal unconscious, and the collective unconscious. He masterfully used the 

metaphor of alchemists turning base metals into gold to describe his psychic 

transformation. Alchemy became a metaphor for individuation (Storr, 1983). 

An essayist on spirituality, his thoughts on individuation as a means to a fulfilling life 

greatly informed this study. Individuation being a lifelong developmental process, he 

focused on The Undiscovered Self (Present and Future) to explore the religious and 
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spiritual connotation of self (Storr, 1983.) Jung viewed religion as the fulfillment of a 

basic human need, and also posited that illness is a form of growth. He observed, 

Western society was ... "detached from its Judeo-Christian roots, was 
compulsively materialistic, spiritually impoverished, and 
technologically obsessive. Collectively, we were perpetuating the 
mistake of the alchemists, projecting our spiritual aspirations into 
material things in the delusion that we were pursuing highest value. 
This encouraged us to treat each other as economic commodities and 
exploit the physical resources of the planet while neglecting, to our 
own detriment, the spiritual resources of the Self. The only remedy for 
our civilization's 'loss of soul' was a massive reinvestment in the inner 
life of the individual, so as to re-establish a personal connection with 
'the mythic world in which we were once at home by right of birth' 
(MDR 237). Deprived of the symbolism of myth and religion, people 
were cut off from meaning, and society was doomed to die. (Stevens, 
1994, p. 126) 

Jung was cited as unscientific for the manner of his examination of life discussions 

such as religion. Yet, he was unwavering in his approach to uncovering his reality of 

the world. Classified as a branch of hermeneutics, defined as the art of interpretation 

in the service of meaning, he approached analytical psychology as an experimental 

science. Stevens reported Jung's thinking in his writing: 

Man cannot stand a meaningless life. Where does meaning come 
from? Jung's answer is through an unequivocal affirmation of the Self 
Being passionately on the side of individuation, the Self seeks growth 
and development in our lives. Affirmation of Self liberates its creative 
energies and brings certain knowledge that the best life is the life lived 
sub specie aeternitatis: "The decisive question for a man is this: Is he 
related to something infinite or not?" This, the ultimate question for 
mankind, has given rise to all the myths and religions ever created, 
each one being a brave attempt on the part of some human group to 
relate to the infinite, the eternal. The quest for the cosmic connection, 
the experience of the Sacred and Holy, is a fundamental requirement 
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of the Self. To deny it brings spiritual decay; to embrace it illuminates 
the soul with meaning. Jung writes, "I can only gaze with wonder and 
awe at the depths and heights of our psychic nature. Its non-spatial 
universe conceals an untold abundance of images which have 
accumulated over millions of years of development." It is comparable 
in magnificence to the starry heavens at night, "for the only equivalent 
of the universe within is the universe without." (CWIV, para. 331). 
(Stevens, 1994, p. 127) 

Jung was a student of individuation. He believed that his was the goal of life with all 

other goals subservient. He believed also that "his recognition of dreams and myths 

was speaking the timeless language of the soul—all expressions of the cosmogonic 

inspiration that filled his life," (p. 128). He believed that "personality is the supreme 

realization of the innate idiosyncrasy of a living being. It is an act of high courage 

flung in the face of life, the absolute affirmation of all that constitutes the individual, 

the most successful adaptation to the universal conditions of existence, coupled with 

the greatest possible freedom from self-determination" (CW XVII, para. 289), 

(Stevens, 1994, p. 128). 

Jung is self as actor in adult development and transition theory. There are several 

quotes that demonstrate Jung's realization of self as a requirement for personal 

transformation and growth. They are documented in this study as key thoughts in the 

examination of transitions. 

In summarizing his Siegfried dream, Jung recognizes the mid-life dream that was to 

transform his life as a tremendous sacrifice. 
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After the deed I felt an overpowering compassion, as though I myself 
had been shot: a sign of my secret identity with Siegfried, as well as 
of the grief a man feels when he is forced to sacrifice his ideal and his 
conscious attitudes. This identity and my heroic idealism had to be 
abandoned for there are higher things than the ego's will, and to these 
one must bow. (Storr, 1983. p. 82) 

Jung offered in his writings the notion that he had two personalities, the ego and the 

Self. Ego was the personality that emerged from a childhood as the son of parents 

who went to school and simply existed in life, coping with the day-to-day challenges 

that were presented. He described the Self-personality as an older, mature being, 

separate and remote from the "world of human society, but close to nature and 

animals, to dreams, to God." He conceived Self as "having no definable character at 

all—born, living, dead, everything in one, a total vision of life." His psychiatric 

training posited that all people had two personalities with varied levels of awareness. 

Jung authored Psychological Types in 1921 at the age of 46. He was criticized for not 

taking into account the social influences on personality development to which he 

often agreed. Yet, Jung was so introverted that he believed, 

It is only through conscious realization of the inner world that 
relationship to outer reality was achieved. "Relationship to the Self is 
at once relationship to our fellow man, and no one can be related to the 
latter until he is related to himself (CW XVI, para. 445). 
Individuation, he declared, has two principal aspects: "In the first 
place it is an internal and subjective process of integration, and in the 
second it is an equally indispensable process of objective relationship" 
(CW XVI, para. 448). "You cannot individuate on Everest," he said 
(Hannah, Jung: His Life and Work, 290). Individuation does not shut 
one out from the world but gathers the world to oneself. (CW VIII, 
para. 432) 
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Jung as a transition model offers rich thinking to this study. His concept of aging and 

growth is captured in the following passage. 

What distinguishes the Jungian approach to developmental psychology 
from virtually all others is the idea that even in old age we are growing 
towards a realization of our full potential. This certainly appears to 
have been true of Jung himself. If, like so many of his European 
contemporaries, he had died during the First World War, we should 
have heard very little of him. As it was, his reputation flourished as he 
grew into old age. Not only were his most influential books published 
in the latter part of his life but his intellectual horizons continued to 
widen, as can be judged from the variety of subjects to which he 
turned his attention—synchronicity and flying saucers, for example, as 
well as psychotherapy, alchemy, the / Ching, and religion. For Jung, 
ageing was not a process of inexorable decline but a time for the 
progressive refinement of what is essential. "The decisive question for 
a man is: Is he related to something infinite or not?" (MDR 300). This 
insight was at the root of his life and his Psychology. The infinite, the 
eternal, the imperishable were ever present and imminent for him as 
the bedrock of reality, all the more fascinating for being hidden 
(occult). The great secret is to embody something essential in our 
lives. Then, undefeated by age, we can proceed with dignity and 
meaning, and as the end approaches, be ready "to die with life". For 
the goal of old age is not senility, but wisdom. (Stevens, 1994, p. 28) 

Jung, as a man of great paradox, believed that to be normal is a goal of unsuccessful 

people. He gives credence to those who choose a path of discovery, but offers "the 

duty of one who goes his own way is to inform society of what he finds on his 

voyage." 

Not the criticism of individual contemporaries will decide the truth or 
falsity of these discoveries, but future generations. There are things 
that are not yet true today, perhaps we dare not find them true, but 
tomorrow they may be. So every man whose fate it is to go his 
individual way must proceed with hopefulness and watchfulness, ever 
conscious of his loneliness and its dangers (CW VII, para. 201). 
(Stevens, 1994, p. 1) 
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Jung faced two major bouts with illness that helped to inform his life's work. 

Confirmed in two dreams, Jung dedicated the last seventeen years of his life writing 

and continuing the transformational journey from his ego personality to his Self-

personality. In the face of death, his dreams were understood as "showing the 

unconscious is the generator of the empirical personality and the Self assumes human 

shape in order to enter three-dimensional reality." At 82 years of age, prior to his 

death at 86 years of age, he wrote, 

In the end, the only events of my life worth telling are those when the 
imperishable world erupted into this transitory one.. .All other 
memories of travels, people and my surroundings have paled beside 
these interior happenings.. .But my encounters with the 'other' reality, 
my bouts with the unconscious, are indelibly engraved on my memory. 
In that realm there has always been wealth in abundance, and 
everything else has lost importance by comparison (MDR 18). 
(Stevens, 1994, p. 29) 

Henri Ellenberger proposed the term, creative illness, as he compared the life of 

solitude that Jung led during 1913-1919 with Freud's life during his period of 

Neurasthenia and hysteria (Hayman, 1999; Stevens, 1994). Acknowledgement of 

creative illness as turning points in Jung's life is an observation that is central to 

translating Jung's personal transitions. Jung was a major believer of authentic voice. 

Jung was hostile to all political movements that sought to augment the 
powers of the state, for they would deprive the individual of his right 
to become authentic—to be true to the law of his own being: "To the 
extent that a man is untrue to the law of his own being and does not 
rise to personality, he has failed to realize his life's meaning" (CW 
XVII, para. 314). Those who toe the party line do not choose their own 
way but submerge their potential for wholeness in a relatively 
unconscious existence of collective conformity. The increasing 
dependence of the individual on the state which characterized the 
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political developments of his time Jung regarded as anything but 
healthy: "It means that the whole nation is by way of becoming a herd 
of sheep, constantly relying on a shepherd to drive them into good 
pastures. The shepherd's staff soon becomes a rod of iron, and the 
shepherds turn into wolves" (CW X, para. 413). (Stevens, 1994, p. 
123) 

Finally, Jung's thinking truly transcended his time. He observed that: 

Though aware that our species and our planet are in grave peril from 
our own unconsciousness, he remained cautiously optimistic to the 
end. He believed that nothing essential is ever lost because its matrix is 
ever present among us and can always be recovered by those "who 
have learned the art of averting their eyes from the blinding light of 
current opinions and close their ears to the noise of ephemeral 
slogans". In a letter to M. Serranno (14 September 1960) written 
during the last year of his life, he quoted the consolation given by an 
old alchemist to his disciple: "No matter how isolated you are and how 
lonely you feel, if you do your work truly and conscientiously, 
unknown friends will come and seek you." And a Chinese adage: 
"The right man sitting in his house and thinking the right thought will 
be heard a hundred miles distant". (Stevens, 1994, p. 128) 

Research revealed a poignant statement Jung articulated that supports the meaning of 

his work, "Your vision will become clear only when you can look into your own 

heart. Who looks outside, dreams; who looks inside, awakes" (The Grove Consultants 

International, 2002/2005, p. 16). This simple yet profound statement continued to 

fuel the exploration of literature that integrated the socialization of adult theory with 

the practice of career and transition theory. 

Thus, Jung's thinking serves as a critical consideration in the examination of the 

transition of 50+ Black executives. Many research questions were raised that served 
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to formulate the resultant approach to identifying the transition competencies with 

Jung as an individual actor. Key areas of examination include: 

• Individuation 

• Religion and spirituality 

• Dreams 

• Personality: Ego and Self 

• Generalizability of research 

• Approach to research, participant conversations, surveys, experience and self as 

actor 

• Relationships 

• Creative illness 

• Attraction of conversations and life's work 

• Authentic Self 

Integrating Theory and Practice to Construct a Transition 
System 

The integration of extant literature offers numerous paradigms for consideration in 

building a transition competency model applicable to 50+ Black executives. The 

model is discussed in Chapter 6. 

Mueller (1978) posited that paradigm clashes present the opportunity to form a 

construct, or a mental model that flows between paradigmatic patterns, which 

individuals adopt to process information about their world. The construct system 
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recognizes the changes in relationships between the "dynamic constructs and the 

personal information processing system. The fact that one's own construct is 

continually changing is clear when we think of how experiences, beliefs, exposures, 

education, and interactions with people, things, and ideas alter our perspectives. The 

more a person delves into a situation, the more informed he becomes, and he will 

build up construct structures of increasing complexity to deal with the load of 

information in that area of study or activity." The transition tipping points introduce 

the dynamism of paradigm clashes. 

While a degree of cognitive complexity is recognized in weaving the theories of adult 

development, career change, and transitions, the inclusion of respecting the 

complexity of the environment, the variability of determinants, and the rapid rate of 

change are critical to fully examine the transition paradigms in this research. Thus, 

the literature evolved to a framework that embellished those studies that resonated 

both with the researcher through practice and scholarly pursuit, in addition to the 

applicability of extending and validating the previous work of scholars and 

practitioners. 

The research competency strategy map that includes the conceptual constructs, along 

with the study framework contributors is presented in Appendix D. It depicts the 

foundation for a socially constructed system for transition based on the experiences 

and discussion provided by 50+ Black executives. Guiding the methodology of 

* 
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constructing interesting and meaningful theory was the philosophy of Davis (1971) 

regarding "what's interesting" and Golden-Biddle and Locke (1997) relative to 

constructing contributions and "problematizing". 

Objectives of This Study 

The primary purpose of this study is to examine the transition competencies of 50+ 

Black executives. The secondary purposes add a level of complexity to the 

examination of the research: Capturing the historical contributions of this population 

of talented professionals; offering mentoring for future generations; providing insight 

to corporations who are on the cusp of this massive brain drain and intellectual capital 

depletion; and offering unexplored subjects and materials to the body of 

organizational development knowledge. These considerations are paramount in the 

research deliverables. Writing and delivering this research from the authentic being of 

the author is also a major objective with this study. 

There are eight groups of anticipated beneficiaries of this research. They are scholar-

practitioners, research respondents, practitioners, scholars, future transitioning 

individuals, organizations, businesses, and those who develop the discipline of 

organization development. 

This study will respond to several challenges that currently confront individuals and 

organizations: Today's economic uncertainties; unprecedented shifting of the boomer 

population; extending and recording the reality of the practice of transitions within 
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the patterns discovered in extant theory; and, providing roadmaps to accelerate the 

constructive contributions of individuals in the global society. 

Historically, individuals have been asked to make changes that offer immediate 

sacrifice in order to obtain long-term gains. At this particular moment in history, the 

need to change rests on the shoulders of those who are adaptable and receptive to 

change. Whether by choice or force, individuals are affected by external forces, often 

awakening internal sabbaticals from life that give rise to transitions. 

Confucius, the great philosopher, reminds us "to put the world right in order, we must 

first put the nation in order; to put the nation in order, we must first put the family in 

order; to put the family in order, we must first cultivate our personal life; we must 

first set our hearts right." 

This research provides a means for individuals to cultivate that moment of adult 

development when the tipping point occurs that shifts one into transition to a second 

pursuit of significance. 

This is a time when The Honorable Barack Obama, the President of the United States 

of America, has called on the world's citizenry with a challenging hope and vision for 

the future: 

I am absolutely certain that generations from now, we will be able to 
look back and tell our children that this was the moment when we 
began to provide care for the sick and good jobs to the jobless; this 
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was the moment when the rise of oceans began to slow and our planet 
began to heal; this was the moment when we ended a war and secured 
our nation and restored our image as the last, best hope on Earth. (June 
3, 2008, St. Paul, MN, Democratic presidential nomination speech) 

William Grier and Price Cobbs (1968, p. 149) called "systemic discrimination against 

Black academicians and intellectuals a dreary tale told by many voices." It is my 

intent to use the research from this study to encourage scholars and practitioners to 

assist in their continuing vision to provide paths that lead beyond scholarly excellence 

by opening models that lead to positions of power in government and industry, as 

well as the administrative hierarchy of major educational institutions, or wherever the 

academic or intellectual Black professional deems their passion for contribution 

(Foster, 2008; Grier & Cobbs, 1968). This forty year bridge building venture 

continues while miles of wiring have been hung or buried that continue to shape the 

future purpose. 

Organizations that serve the critical role of connecting Black executives have a 

tremendous opportunity to reinvent their organizations by including the "second 

pursuit" career change information for their members. Of particular note are the most 

respected organizations that have attracted these professionals as members including: 

The Executive Leadership Council (ELC), The National Black MBA Association 

(NBMBAA), Information Technology Senior Management Forum (ITSMF), and 

AARP. 
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And, most importantly, it is my hope that individuals who face the bridge of transition 

will be even more successful in their navigation with the insight of the stories and 

framework that result from this study. 



Chapter 3: Research Question and Methodology 

Introduction 

This study provides empirical evidence that furthers the understanding of adult and 

career development theory, and transition theory. In particular, this participant sample 

of 50+ Black executives is a group of individuals who are demographically excluded 

from most studies, even while achieving a tremendous amount of knowledge and 

wisdom that is worthy of being shared. They represent a new population of talent that 

is pursuing significant second pursuits after having successfully navigated first 

careers. 

Guiding Research Questions and Criticality of Study 

The primary research question that guides this study is: What are the transition 

competencies employed by 50+ Black executives who have transitioned from first 

careers to second pursuits? 

With the economic climate that surrounds this dissertation, helping people understand 

and find their being and their area of continued contribution is of utmost importance. 

The need to continue to work given the impact on savings of the financial market 

collapse is another poignant debate that has arisen during this research. Also, the need 

to rethink the ability and/or the lack of interest in retiring is a fundamental objective 

of this study. By utilizing examples of talent who can demonstrate the approach and 

the process to transition, this research will be of importance to organizations that will 
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benefit from this talent pool as well as to individuals who will continue to reinvent 

themselves in order to live productive and engaging lives in their stage of mature 

adulthood. 

It is hoped also that this population will engage in the debates that will solve the huge 

issues currently confronting society. AARP research presented in Novelli's (2006) 

book offered seven areas of contribution that must be tackled by the reignited 50+ 

population. These focus areas include: Transforming health care; reinventing 

retirement; revolutionizing the workplace; building livable communities; changing 

the marketplace; advocating for a cause; and leaving a legacy. 

Research Strategy—Mixed Methods 

Numerous scholars have adopted the mixed methods approach to research. R. Hayes 

(1955/1975) offers the thought that this combined approach challenges the way 

researches think about their questions and relate them to new and greater insight. 

Mixed methods' richness inspired both my intellectual desire to present the 

quantitative results while supporting the findings with the rich qualitative voices of 

the participants. 

Both qualitative and quantitative data is used to support the findings of the research. 

The strategy for presenting this research combines self as actor while focusing on the 

specific lives of the sample participants. Scholarly rigor, woven with practitioner 

experience offers insight that responds to the questions of transition. Yet, scholarly 
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rigor that embraces the nuances of the research population is important to this 

researcher because of the desire to extend the understanding of individuals who work 

within organizations, and the unique experiences of their change based on culture, 

identity and engagement. 

Research that was of historical significance was primary while a conscious choice 

was made to limit contemporary research that while scientific in intent was 

exclusionary in findings. This limitation was consciously considered as research met 

with methods that most suitably tapped into the knowledge base of the participants. 

Thus, confidentiality of identity, unless given permission to disclose along with the 

continued protection of privacy of experience while attempting to provide insight, is 

respected by this researcher. Pseudonyms will be used where requested and non-

identifiable summaries of thought will be provided in the approach to the methods for 

this study. 

Final research will contribute to extending the theories of adult development, career 

development, and transitions with data analysis associated with this respondent group 

of 50+ Black corporate executives. The generalizability of the research will be 

apparent, but it will not be the intent of the researcher to validate the broader 

utilization of the research. Assimilation with of other studies of various demographic 

segments is welcome by the researcher. 
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Qualitative 

The study initially explored a broad population through an exploratory interview 

process of twenty, 50+ professionals. The interviews were coded and categories were 

determined for exploration that incorporated the literature. The categories that were 

surveyed included skills, life attributes, success and satisfaction, values, work 

expectations, derailment factors, performance/influence/exposure, success strategies, 

and success factors. The components of these categories, inclusive of the sources of 

the data, are included in Appendix D and Appendix H. 

Competencies for values were given abbreviated names but the full description is 

included in Appendix I. 

Qualitative interviewing requires a keen sense of hearing data (Rubin & Rubin, 

1995/2005). Of particular insight was their thinking about how influence is built into 

both the questioning and the analysis process. These concepts were critical in writing 

the survey along with the influence the interviewees had in framing the research and 

the resultant analysis. The focus on coding data to avoid "self as insight" and 

technical literature bias, proved critical in evolving the participant's comparative 

thinking (Strauss & Corbin, 1998). 

Further, Golden-Biddle and Locke's observations regarding shifts in title for the study 

were instructive as an element of the qualitative method (2007). Their thinking also 
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guided the direction of the writing to the desired audience anticipated to benefit from 

this contribution of research along with the inclusion of self as actor. 

Ethnography was also considered as a guiding framework for this research (Creswell, 

2007). In particular, the commonality of the culture sample set in this study and the 

strict adherence to both the ethnic and age variables served as criteria to qualify the 

research and the writing with this defined culture-sharing group. Thus, a cultural 

portrait is shared of transitioning 50+ Black executives. This research provides insight 

and views of both the participants (emic) and the researcher (etic). This research 

addresses both an evolving social condition and gives cause for the ethnographic 

approach. 

The generalizability of this research is framed within the context as supported by 

Silverman (1993/2006). Often used in quantitative studies, this aspect of the proposed 

mixed method provides future opportunity for research on various items. They 

include sample size, ethnicity, and age, to name but a few factors. 

Figure 7 provides an image of the output from the mind mapping process that was 

used to code the exploratory interviews. While it is intentionally not legible to the 

reader due to the confidentiality and the specific attribution of authentic comments, it 

provides a vision of the mapping that was the initial phase of coding the exploratory 

interviews. It is important to note the extreme flexibility that this tool provided in the 
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coding process including flagging data that would be utilized in the study as specific, 

attributable comments that validated or explained the concepts and findings. 

Figure 7. Exploratory Interview Mind Mapping Example 
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The next phase of the coding process produced a lengthy document of mind mapping 

that was converted to a word document in outline format. This capability allowed the 

researcher to further code and develop the conceptual constructs. An example of this 

document is provided in Figure 8. 

The final coding resulted in the conceptual construction of the categories and the 

major coding constructs are listed in Appendix J. These categories were the 

foundation for the examination of extant literature and studies that informed these 

constructs as much as possible. They were mapped to extant studies with 

competencies that closely represented the coding from the exploratory interviews. In 

addition, studies were selected that had an empirical rigor. The studies chosen are 

included in Appendix D. 

This qualitative discovery process constructed competencies and categories based on 

the exploratory interviews, extant studies and the listing of competencies that the 

studies included which appear in Appendix H. 

Statements from the exploratory interviews and the survey were included in the 

discussion in Chapter 5 and informed the transition model in Chapter 6. 
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Don't-want intrusion of technology in my life We're living few too fast; Don't 
need this to lead n productive life; like to hear a voice PA 

Where is the point of departure? Age? Tasks?How people want to connect? 
Youth? JMF n 

Find like minded people who are t rained in seminary and help them 
build the i r network of people !>1 

Foundation for spiritual COE TGlFiACT JMF 

What role can [must] the church play in keeping transient elderly people vibrant and 
active, and informed? JM 

COE'sforSO+JMF 
There is a place for elderly black Americans within the church JM 
You can't cast them off 

People moving parents from Memphis and other places; hardest thing is leaving 
their church. "Everybody's parents missed their church", JM 

Figure 8. Exploratory Interview Coding Phase 2 

The transition survey that was constructed for the study is included in Appendix C. 

Further, the results of the survey are provided in Appendix G. Qualitative feedback is 

included in the Analysis and Findings chapter and they are documented in the Tables 

List. 
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As a final step in developing the survey to acquire empirical data, the literature 

review produced several studies that were used as a framework to categorize codes 

derived from the exploratory interview and to test codes that had previously been 

tested by other studies. Appendix D includes a survey competencies map that 

provides the scholar with the categories of contribution to this study. Further, the 

studies are cited in the references section with the scholar's name. 

Quantitative 

A detailed survey was developed to profile the 50+ transitioning executives. The 

survey was administered utilizing Zoomerang© and was completed in full by 43 

respondents; 7 respondents partially engaged in the survey. It is critical to note that 

the eighty-four questions were of conscious purpose and intent. The structure of 

comparing and contrasting first career with second pursuit attempts to frame this 

research utilizing the theoretical grounding and structure of previous research. The 

attempt to extend literature while providing salient data was a design point of the 

survey and frames the results of this research. 

This study used a confirmatory design (that is, further analysis of competencies that 

other studies reported as significant). This likely explains why many of the 

competencies were highly significant as will be noted in the analysis. In contrast, an 

exploratory study is designed to identify significant relationships (if any) from a list 

of proposed competencies. Moreover, this study used a retrospective design in that 

participants were surveyed after the fact (that is, post first career and second pursuit). 
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In contrast, a prospective study would have surveyed participants at the start of their 

careers and then after their second pursuit. Since participants rated two time periods 

(first careers and second pursuit) this approach approximated a prospective design 

(without actually waiting 20 years for careers to evolve). 

Student's one sample t-test was used to analyze continuous (decimal) competencies 

for two null hypotheses: (a) to test each competency for a significant difference from 

zero and (b) to test the mean percent change in rating from first career to second 

career competencies for a significant difference from zero (that is, mean percent 

change in rating=0). In the former hypothesis, the linear rating scales [e.g., 12 3 4 5] 

were converted to a center scale [i.e., -1-2 0 1 2] with 0 equal to a neutral rating (that 

is, the null hypothesis). Those competencies with the highest mean percent change 

rating (either positive or negative) were considered to have the greatest affect on the 

career transition process. 

Zoomerang©, the tool used to administer the transition survey, also provided an 

initial opportunity to explore the data with frequency and means along with cross tab 

reporting. Initial hypotheses were considered using this accumulation of data. 

Alternative methods were considered for this study, but those chosen were most 

suited to the nature of the data and the appropriateness of use. Given that the 

competencies were compiled from separate studies within the same conceptual 
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framework, it is likely that some overlap (duplication) of information exists among 

the competencies. A factor analysis of the competencies would serve to reduce the 

number of competencies by exposing correlation patterns. However, a sample size of 

50 is considered minimal for a factor analysis to be valid (Stevens, 1996). Also, effect 

sizes (meta-analysis) are useful for synthesizing findings from many studies within 

the same conceptual framework. 

Participant conversations were conducted following the analysis of the survey with a 

sampling of the survey participants, as well as others who had significant insight. The 

subsequent participant conversations served to validate the importance of the work 

and or the results of the survey. These conversations also allowed the researcher to 

more strongly support the findings of the work and appreciate the generalizability of 

the data as a framework for continued research. 

Research Design 

This study was specifically designed to best analyze the life stories of the executives 

who are in one of three phases of transition: thinking about transition, transitioning, 

or transitioned. 50+ was determined as the specific age group with the intent to 

recognize the life structure posited by Erikson, Levinson and their subsequent work. 

Black corporate executives were segmented as participants due to the researcher 

attributing self as actor and an interest in furthering the contributions to society of this 

group of talented individuals. Challenging this group with the thought of significant 

contributions hopefully sparked a wave of continued sharing of wisdom and 
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intellectual knowledge that will be utilized by organizations or in the creation of an 

organization. Whether organizations are reinventing themselves, repositioning their 

services, or struggling to remain sustainable and relevant, this dialogue offers insight 

to strengthen the contributions of individuals as agents of change. 

Design Approach and Process 

The design for this study incorporated a considerable amount of thought relative to 

the anticipated outcomes, while allowing space for unintended consequences and 

findings. Figure 9 provides a framework for the study that was an evolutionary, 

exploratory, mixed method process as a basis for framing a model for transitions, 

while capturing the rich and undocumented contributions and knowledge of the 

participant sample. This study adopted a modified version of the research process 

espoused by Stone (1978) and by Reno (2007) in researching the phenomenon of 

transitions. 
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Figure 9. Research Design Model 

This process allowed for the evolutionary nature of the mixed methods discovery 

process, and offers an attempt to reflect a dynamic nature as opposed to a static 

history of transitions (Roberts, Hulin, & Rousseau, 1978). Particular attention was 

given also to the construct of a model as espoused by Nachmias (1981). 

Exploratory interviews were conducted and transcribed. Participant conversations 

were captured in journals and key statements included in the mind mapping coding 

process. Mind mapping (Buzan & Buzan, 1993/1996) was integrated with the coding 
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of data in order to develop the themes and observations from various methods that 

were engaged. 

The MindManager8© software tool provided a means to organize the data by 

generating, capturing, and organizing the various codes and statements made during 

interviews. Survey data was collected and analyzed utilizing the Zoomerang© survey 

tool along with extrapolation through quantitative software tools—SAS©, SPSS©, 

and Excel© along with the software tool to organize and capture qualitative data, 

NVivo©, where many documents were also catalogued for reference. 

In regard to informed consent and confidentiality, each person was asked permission 

to share their name as a part of the survey and in participant interviews and 

conversations. Where this permission was granted, real names appear with the 

statements. Where this permission was not granted, pseudonyms were utilized. This 

can be distinguished by noting that names with "J" as the first name is most likely a 

pseudonym unless it is the researcher, Jylla. A listing of the participants is included in 

Appendix H. 

Participants 

There were several key groups of participants in this research. Appendix E has a 

listing of the names where permission was granted to reveal the participant's name. 

Company affiliation is documented in Appendix F but not associated with the name 

for any of the responses. Invitations to complete the survey were sent to 109 people; 
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43 participants responded to the 84 question survey in full and 7 were partial 

responses. For the partial responses, the study included qualitative comments but did 

not include the data in quantitative analysis. 

Survey Participant Profile 
Data from this survey was provided by 43 completed responses of the 109 

respondents who were invited to participate (39% participation rate). Seven additional 

participants provided partial responses, only their qualitative responses were 

examined in this research. Respondents who authorized utilization of their name are 

named in the study (60%) whereas those who did not provide authorization are given 

pseudonyms (40%). The respondents were at least 50 years of age with the majority 

of them between 50 and 64 years of age (90%>) with a fairly even distribution between 

the three categories of 50-54, 55-59, and 60-64. The statistics for when the 

respondents transitioned from their first career to their second pursuit revealed 40% , 

55-59 years of age; 26%, 50-54; 19%, 45^9; 12% below age 45; and only one 

person 60-64. Future research as to the age of transition would be an interesting 

extension of this research. However, criteria for this study was specifically framed to 

assess individuals 50+ years or greater. 

Relative to education, 49% had achieved master's degrees; 41% college degrees; and 

7 % had obtained Doctoral degrees. 
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At the height of their first career relative to position of responsibility, 40% of the 

respondents classified themselves as senior management/executive; 28% were middle 

managers who managed other managers; 26% were senior vice president and or C 

level positions other than CEO; 2% were CEO/President/Owner; and 5% were non-

management. Of the years worked in the first career, 33% worked between 30-34 

years; 31%, 25-29 years; 17%, 20-24 years; 12%, less than 20 years; and 7% greater 

than 35 years. 44% of the respondents worked for the same corporation during their 

first career and 35% worked for more than four corporations. 14% worked for two 

corporations and 7% worked for three corporations. The majority of the respondents 

(42%>) worked with computer and technology companies and 16%> worked with 

financial institutions. Additional industries included 9% retail; 7% health care; and 

5% in consulting, manufacturing, and public sector. The functional area of 

responsibility included 35% general management; 26% marketing and sales; 7% 

personnel/HR; and 5% in both finance/accounting and engineering. 

The inquiries relative to second pursuit revealed that 37% have worked in their 

second pursuit for 1-4 years; 35% 5-9 years; 14% less than one year; and 13% for 10 

years or more. Industry choice indicated 38% consulting; 14% non-profit; 12% 

education; 7% computers and technology; and 5% in financial institutions including 

communications and or publishing and public sector. 
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All respondents were of African Ancestry (Black) with 37% female and 63% male. 

While the survey was distributed fairly evenly to males and females, the greater 

response rate by males was of interest. The question of gender as it relates to this 

study is not specifically tested with this research, but indications will be presented for 

potential future studies in areas where statistical results were highlighted with the 

small sample set. 

Significant numbers of professional organizations serve as development, network, 

and service opportunities. Of those selected, 28% of the respondents have affiliation 

status with the Executive Leadership Council (ELC); 40% with the Information 

Technology Senior Management Forum (ITSMF); 37% with the National Black 

MBA Association (NBMBAA); and 85% with AARP. Relative to social network 

organizations, 39% are active Facebook users and 81% are active with Linkedln. 71% 

of the respondents indicated they would be interested in participating in a social 

network group for 50+ professionals with 14%o requesting additional information to 

make the decision. 14% indicated they would not be interested. 

Of the respondents, 65% are married; 23% divorced; and 11% are single. None have 

been widowed. 57% have been married once; 10% twice; 9% three times or more; 

and, 10%) have never been married. 
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Study Actors 

This study presents individuals as the focus of the research while also exploring self 

as actor and researcher. The following sections expand upon these concepts in 

developing this study. 

The Concept of Self as Actor 
One of my first revelations of scholarly note was with the work to present self as 

actor. 

In our society, when husband and wife appear before new friends for 
an evening of sociability, the wife may demonstrate more respectful 
subordination to the will and opinion of her husband than she may 
bother to show when alone with him or when with old friends. When 
she assumes a respectful role, he can assume a dominant one; and 
when each member of the marriage team plays its special role, the 
conjugal unit, as a unit, can sustain the impression that new audiences 
expect of it. Race etiquette in the South provides another example. 
Charles Johnson's suggestion is that when few other whites are in the 
region, a Negro may call his white fellow worker by his first name, but 
when other whites approach, it is understood that mistering will be 
reintroduced. (Johnson, 1943; Goffman, 1956/1959, p. 78) 

Further, Goffman noted, "The individual may privately maintain standards of 

behavior that he does not personally believe in, maintaining these standards because 

of a lively belief that an unseen audience is present who will punish deviations from 

these standards," (1956 /1959, p. 81). 

The mask that is often a part of the uniform of corporate executives is highlighted by 

this recognition of self as an actor. Adhering to the covert processes as delineated by 

(Marshak, 2006) or the unwritten rules as hypothesized by Coleman (1996/2006) 
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provides the landscape for the exploration of identity in the first career compared to 

the pursuits after transition. Steele posits that "masks require great discipline because 

we are all far more varied and complex than the mask we wear," (p. 109). His book, 

A Bound Man: Why We Are Excited About Obama and Why He Can't Win, offers a 

portrait of identity that must be now questioned from the context of how identity has 

shifted given that Obama did win. As an individual with mixed ethnicity, Steele 

speculates that Obama has "fit himself into the world by often taking his own 

experience out of account." His assessment questions, 

How can Barack Obama sit every week in a church preaching 
blackness and not object—not stand and proclaim that he was raised 
quite well, thank you, by three white Middle Westerners? More 
important, how can he not let his actual experiences inform his ideas 
and his politics? Who would be better positioned to know that values 
have nothing to do with race, or that assimilation is really about 
mastery and development rather than self-hate and cultural infidelity? 
And who better to know that the adjective "Black" imparts no special 
knowledge when attached to words like "family" and "freedom?" 
Isn't America's fascination with him precisely his potential for 
defusing race as a national obsession? Might this not be his 
Promethean fire, his special gift to his times? (p. 54) 

While hindsight provides a platform for debate, constructing frameworks that attempt 

to recognize the cultural diversity of identity and the evolution of a people is key to 

the expansion of theory and practice. In particular, Steele contends that the "great 

debates in Black American history have essentially been over strategy and mask." 

This statement again represents an examination of theory that was often posited 

relative to a talented tenth of the Black population in the late nineteenth century. 
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The first significant Black middle class—believed that identifying with 
white America, subscribing to the norms of middle-class life, 
identifying with the American Dream, practicing piety, and carrying a 
little contempt for the unwashed Black masses would be the best 
strategy for getting ahead. To this end, they presented themselves 
essentially as colored versions of middle-class whites. Their reading 
was what whites would see how alike they were and be shamed into 
granting them full equality. It was a terrible misreading, since white 
America was retrenching along racial lines, not opening up. So, here 
was a mask that did not work well. 

Booker T. Washington (1881; Henderson & Ledebur, 1972; Young, 1972) argued for 

a mask of development, hard work, and tolerance for segregation as opposed to 

equality. What is the mask that is worn today as 50+ talented Black executives' 

transition? Steele contends that the mask we put on today invariably becomes our 

racial identity. Is that our transition identity also? Are these individuals with success 

but no self when bargaining becomes a strategic play for identity, as Steele posits? 

He concludes his assessment by stating "Probably the greatest debilitation in Black 

American life is that our history of masking—once so necessary to our survival—has 

caused us to overvalue the manipulation of white people and to undervalue the 

evolution of our individual selves," (p. 134). Visibility as individuals is Steele's 

resultant challenge to his readers, Ellison's (1952) concern with "The Invisible Man", 

and Dunbar's (1968) reminder of the mask that we wear. 

Self as Actor 

In establishing the objectives of this research, I wanted to bring my authentic being to 

the study. As I thought about the literature that had informed my thinking from 

development of the question to examination of extant literature, I recognized that I 
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must include thoughts about the Self in order to remain authentic in articulating my 

personal transitions, while separating the findings of the participant group. It is with 

that thought in mind that I offer this examination of literature based on my past 

literary influences, my present scholarly pursuit, and my future aspirations for making 

contributions. 

Growing up in the segregated south of North Carolina, I found that reading was often 

my best friend. I could immerse myself in a book, or impress a teacher by reading the 

stories of Tom, Dick and Jane better than anyone in the classroom. Later, I learned 

that I could compete against my best self, by reading as quickly as I could and taking 

the tests at the end of each chapter in the SRA® color-coded reading kit. I enjoyed 

every checkmark that I made in completing the series, but remember being deflated 

when the last booklet in the purple section had been completed thus, ending my 

competitive reading journey against self as competitor. The Weekly Readers gave me 

insight into a foreign world that I later learned was often just on the other side of the 

tracks in my hometown. 

When I entered the eighth grade at an integrated school for the first time, I found 

myself searching for those who were impressed with my skills and abilities. For so 

long I felt as though I had simply added color to the room but not opened the hearts of 

those who were charged with instructing me. When Mrs. Garrison ventured in her 

commanding way to demonstrate that her control of science was open for my 
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exploration and her guidance, I found myself adapting to the newfound environment 

that integration presented. In the tenth grade, Mr. Phil Kirk, my English teacher, 

opened not only the books of knowledge, but also his encouragement that I was a 

good student and deserving of his attention. The majority of the rest of high school is 

a blur. 

I enrolled in the local college with a full scholarship and was thrilled to again be 

surrounded by only Black students at a historically Black college and university 

(HBCU), Livingstone College. I don't know why I didn't' apply to a predominantly 

white institution as many of my friends did. Or maybe I do know. Livingstone held a 

tremendous legacy for my family and the full Samuel E. Duncan Scholarship sealed 

the opportunity. It was there that Dr. Mattie T. Lakin, my English teacher, 

mesmerized me. We explored Black authors and their works with a religion akin to a 

cult. She opened my thinking and my inquisitiveness to create through words a world 

of my own authentic being. I published for the first time in The Bear's Tale (Foster, 

1973) and was suddenly on a pedestal in my home-town as an author. She left in my 

heart and on my mind the power of the written and the spoken word from a contextual 

place of Black scholars and literary authors. It was then that Mother to Son (Hughes, 

1922/1972) grounded my life. It was then that I recognized "life for me ain't been no 

crystal stairs", but that I could continue to climb. The metaphor, imagery, and 

symbolism have never escaped my being. 
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With these memories of the influence that literature had on my early life, I recognize 

that I have accumulated the scholarly literature espoused by the scholarly pursuit in 

which I am currently engaged. It is with the knowledge of how thinking is informed 

that I trace some of the literature in my library that informed my past development, 

my current pursuit of scholarly process, and my future contributions to this world. 

I grew up reading literature that was informative of the world in which I lived. The 

Afro American Newspaper, published in Baltimore, was my refuge for knowledge. It 

not only provided news and profiles of interesting people and societal life, it also 

gave me the opportunity to write to "pen pals", many of whom were in jail, and to 

enter contests. I still have the check for $1, awarded as a prize for my literature 

submission. 

Ironically, when I became a Vice President at IBM in 1995, it was the Afro American 

Newspaper that pictured me with then Secretary of Labor, the Honorable Alexis 

Herman moderating a panel for Black business women in Washington, D. C. The U. 

S. Secretary of Commerce, the late Honorable Ron Brown, who within a month 

would die a tragic death in an airplane crash while on a trade mission to Croatia, also 

attended this event (Graves, 1997). Later, when I read an account of Brown's life 

(Holmes, 2000), the story gave me solace in understanding that legacies live on 

through the written word. 
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For centuries, African Americans have recorded their stories within the confines of 

the channels of their community of knowledge. Whether a newspaper or a magazine, 

to research the thinking and the theories generated by Blacks, one must explore 

beyond the scholarly magazines of established intellectual circles. 

In 1994, my mother gave me a book for Christmas entitled, "The Sermon and the 

African American Literary Imagination " (Hubbard, 1994). Written by a "home-girl", 

this literary gift captured the nature of sermons as a means of communication that 

"transforms and imposes a moral vision of the world", and climaxes in a "collective 

catharsis". This historical annotation is a singular attribution to the language of 

communication adopted by culturally driven means. 

So it is that this dissertation pays tribute to the many voices, the authentic voices of 

literature that inform the transition journey of Blacks, peppered with spirituality and 

meaningfulness inherent in a group of people. These unique literary perspectives have 

merged to form the fundamental constructs for this study. 

Michael Eric Dyson brings an authentic voice to academia. His book, Open Mike, 

(2002) is a series of interviews about his life's story. I gravitated with interest to his 

academic pathway to success. 

Writing my dissertation before I submitted my proposal, writing my 
first book before I completed my Ph.D. thesis, and garnering a 
doctorate and being promoted to full professor in the same year. I have 
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provoked no small controversy for showing my class roots in the 
academy, and for bringing an unapologetically Black masculine style 
into the classroom. Deep inside—as this interview shows—I take pride 
in trying to stay rooted in the streets and church sanctuaries that 
produced me, even as I stretch my mind and soul through encounters 
with the wider world, (p. 3) 

Dyson establishes a literary model for academia of authenticity and voice. 

The Journal of Black Studies offers numerous glimpses into the psyche of Blacks. An 

article on racism in academe discussed the system from the perspective of an African 

American (Anderson, 1988). Black power is revisited with a charge to consolidate 

resources for the betterment of the community (Van Home, 2007). For more than a 

third of a century, Asante, the Journals' Founder, has published scholarly discourse 

citing the importance of including multi-disciplinary topics: society, social issues, 

afro-centricity, economics, culture, media, literature, language, heritage, and biology. 

Noticeably absent is dialogue on organization development, management, or 

leadership issues in corporate America, introducing the need for research associated 

with creating the importance of this dialogue. Asante is credited with founding the 

first PhD program in African American Studies and is the author of more than 65 

books including The Handbook of Black Studies (Asante, 2004), 700 Greatest African 

Americans (Asante, 2002), Transcultural Realities: Interdisciplinary Perspectives on 

Cross-Cultural Relations (Asante, 2001), and Contemporary Black Thought: 

Alternative Analyses in Social and Behavioral Science (Asante, 1980). Of note, 

Asante's publishing expertise is an interesting model for consideration in sharing the 
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scholarly insight relative to Blacks in organization development, similar to the 

publishing model of Buono (2004). 

In particular, while seeking knowledge as I navigated corporate America, my source 

of developmental insight was Black Enterprise Magazine. I discovered the magazine 

while in graduate school in 1976. Previously, and to this day, Ebony and Jet 

Magazines were often the channels of choice for communicating to Black people. 

Later, the National Black MBA Association published a magazine that continues to 

be a source of information as well as a publishing outlet. This perspective, admittedly, 

is informed by self as actor. It offers the opportunity to seek to bridge the gap of 

scholarly pursuit of literature with practice driven literature knowledge. Future 

research on scholarly works might constitute a dissertation in and of itself. This 

continues to be attempted through the broad scope of Black History classes, 

museums, and niche scholarly publications. For this research, with self as actor, I 

seek to honor specific literature that has informed my thinking over time, in order to 

develop a pathway of research that constructs this transition paradigmatic framework. 

Of the three theories explored, career theory is the most dominant area of writing that 

has been examined in extant literature relative to Black executives. Black Rage (Grier 

& Cobbs, 1968), Cracking the Corporate Code (Cobbs & Turnock, 2003), and My 

American Way (Cobbs, 2005) offer a provocative sequence of literature authored by 

Cobbs. His insight was instrumental in both my scholarly pursuit as well as my 
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practice interests. A psychiatrist by training, he has modeled the scholarship bridge 

with the practice of knowledge as a "medical professional, corporate consultant, 

freedom fighter, and family man." Cobbs presents a bridge through elevating his life 

to scrutiny that lights my transitional pathway. He suggests, 

In thinking back over our many centuries in this country, I am aware 
that every generation of black Americans has had to try mightily to 
identify the obstacles to be overcome. Looking through the rearview 
mirror of history, the obstacles seemed more clear years ago and are 
more amorphous in today's world. Oppressed people are always doing 
a balancing act, struggling to remove externally imposed barriers while 
also trying to resolve those that reside inside themselves. This is no 
less true of the current generation. They need to understand their own 
rage. They need to manage it, by educating themselves about 
themselves and the history of how they came to be. Through this they 
will discover that they need not be victims, that they need not be 
hobbled. They need to understand that they are entitled to full 
citizenship and entitled to be who they wish to be. It's a difficult 
undertaking, one fraught with pitfalls and dangers. Any self-
examination is so, especially that which is undertaken by people who 
have in fact been historically victimized. But many black people have 
negotiated those pitfalls and dangers because they have understood 
their rage and have then used this knowledge to fuel their intellect and 
claim their own entitlement. 

The entitlement of which I have continued to speak is an internal issue 
of the soul and a state of being. It's a way of looking at yourself so that 
you can claim what you desire as a human being and as a citizen of 
this country and the world. Entitlement is about having a sense of your 
own place, of your own ability, of taking charge of your destiny and of 
the quality of your own life. 

As my life's odyssey transported me from rage to entitlement, I came 
to realize that the themes of my personal journey were not unique to 
me. I was always aware that the struggles of my life were intertwined 
with the history of my people. After years of wrenching introspection 
and often painful insight, I came to understand that the rage felt by me 
and others was justified. Yet, I also understood that however justified a 
complicated set of feelings may be—whether rage, revenge, or even 
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hatred—if not understood and effectively managed, the person in 
whom they are felt is ultimately consumed. I found out successes in 
life and years of psychotherapy might make many issues more 
understandable, but something more was needed. Managing my own 
rage meant confronting the demons within me and figuring out what 
parts were useful for effective functioning and what others caused 
dysfunction and needed to be discarded. 

The entitlement I came to recognize as lacking in me and others was 
an innate entitlement, an unconstrained, essentially healthy set of 
deep-rooted feelings that are essential to one's sense of self-worth. 
Once discovered and claimed as one's own they leave a person free to 
pursue and to possess whatever bounties that life has to offer. They 
create an unwavering internal sense, not that one is owed something, 
but rather that one is entitled to something. I now have come to see 
that for black Americans only by embracing this innate entitlement can 
the accumulation of centuries of internal shackles be identified and 
removed. Only then can individuals be free to focus their rage 
externally where it belongs and not internally where it cripples. 
(Cobbs, 2005, p. 248) 

It is my hope through writing this dissertation that I will reap the sense of 

accomplishment as stated by Cobbs, and when this work is assessed, it will be 

"viewed as written with an authentic Black voice that had authority and credibility," 

(p. 219). 

Much has been written and shared about the writings of Martin Luther King and his 

oratorical genius. Of particular note in my thinking is his statement, "The ultimate 

measure of a man is not where he stands in the moments of comfort and convenience, 

but where he stands at times of challenge and controversy." Historically, Black 

scholars have voiced their intellectual wisdom via their public pulpits as ministers or 
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speaker. Journals such as Vital Issues (Banks, 1991) focused on publishing the 

speeches of Black orators that provide insight into the examination of research in 

which they engaged. 

As an orator and scholar, Samad shares a perspective on the importance of the 

authentic voice as he chronicled his life's story. 

We are all witnesses of time, each in our own contexts, reflecting the 
events of time as they have bounced off our respective lives. Our 
recollections are often reflective of the full spectrum of thoughts and 
interactions, based on varying degrees of insights and experiences, 
direct and indirect, positive and negative that cause us to view life 
based on what we understood, at a particular time and place in life. It 
is often in hindsight that we recognize the true meaning of the trials we 
experience. Very few of us, (Blacks in particular), view life as history, 
or recognize the events of our lives as history unfolding on the rolling 
scroll of time. (Samad, 2002, p. 623) 

Samad, my colleague and friend, has validated the importance of my work through 

his voice. Intermingled with my story, it is my intent to establish a dialogue of great 

contribution with the study of 50+ transitioned Black executives. 

Self as Researcher 

D. and C. Nachmias noted that social scientists operate at both the conceptual-

theoretical and the observational-empirical levels with social science as the outcome 

of their interaction. They suggest that reason and experience are necessary to denote 

knowledge as scientific (Nachmias & Nachmias, 1981). 
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Jung's research offered the opportunity to classify types of scientists (Mitroff & 

Kilmann, 1978). Having been myself assessed as an INTJ in the Myers-Briggs 

assessment tool, the conceptual theorist (CT) characteristics are reflected in this 

research. In particular, integrating the concepts explored as a scholar and practitioner, 

left open a desire to explore the belief that 

Paradigms or models are only conceptual representations of reality, not 
reality per se, and that they serve primarily as stimulants to our 
conceptual imagination. Their purpose is to direct and to guide inquiry 
not to constrain it.. .the CT believes that one must always be free to 
think and to invent the unthinkable in order to ferret out and challenge 
our most cherished, taken-for-granted ideas and assumptions. (Mitroff 
& Kilmann, 1978, p. 55) 

Conforming to Davis' notions of what is interesting about scientific discovery (1971), 

the previous thoughts and assumptions relative to 50+ transitions while exposing new 

found knowledge is an argument that is critical to not only 50+ individuals but also to 

the engagement of this participant set in strengthening the ability of organizations to 

deploy this talent source to societal challenges. This opportunity represents a major 

contribution for future study by this researcher. 

Individual as Actor in Organization Development 

The decision to examine individuals as the subject for this research, as opposed to an 

organizational entity was a conscious and important choice. Given the economic 

environment, the aging work force, the talent drain, and the need to fill talent gaps 

with expertise, a focus on individuals is critical to anticipate the change agendas of 

organizations. 
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T. J. Galpin (1996) introduced The Human Side of Change as a major consideration in 

organizational change. His model for behavioral change identified the following 

steps: 

1. Raise awareness 

2. Develop a desire to change 

3. Acquire new skills 

4. Apply the skills 

5. Receive feedback 

6. Form new habits 

As a prerequisite to success in shifting individuals to engage in change, he notes that 

leaders must earn relationship power before position power will be respected. The 

attributes for leading change are indicated as creativity, team orientation, listening 

skills, coaching skills, accountability, and appreciativeness. He also delineates the 

cultural components necessary to implement change successfully: 

1. Rules and procedures 

2. Goals and measurement 

3. Customs and norms 

4. Training 

5. Ceremonies and events 

6. Management behaviors 
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7. Rewards and recognition 

8. Communications 

9. Physical environment 

10. Organizational Structure 

Within the context of these models for change, and at the core for consideration are 

the drivers for individuals to be the change agents necessary for success. The 

literature fails to offer the thoughts necessary for individual change even though it 

portrays the focus on the human side of the change that an organization is 

undergoing. Can a model be socially constructed with the insight from Galpin's tenets 

being a source of the foundation for transitions of individuals? 

McGregor's theory X offers insight for those in transition as it relates to assumptions 

about human nature and human behavior. The three assumptions of Theory X imply 

that man has an inherent dislike of work and will avoid it: Man must be coerced, 

directed and threatened in order to put adequate effort in productive achievement of 

objectives; man prefers to be directed to avoid responsibility and exercise little 

ambition; man has a desire for security above all. 

While under constant scrutiny through the years, the theory offered thoughts on 

motivation that led to the thought that man works to satisfy needs, based on a series 

of levels of importance until death. However, it is noted that a satisfied need is not a 
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motivator of behavior; that was a gap in Theory X. It is posited that the greatest needs 

to man are "egoistic" needs: those that relate to one's self-esteem and to one's 

reputation (McGregor, 1960). Rarely satisfied, once important, man seeks these needs 

indefinitely. Further, the need for self-fulfillment surfaces as one seeks to realize 

one's own potentialities, continued self-development, and creativity. Corporations 

give little opportunity to express these needs that often remain dormant. 

Generalizations of human behavior were subsequently captured in Theory Y. Theory 

Y offers a dynamic approach to human motivation with a foundational concept of 

human potentialities. It is interesting to examine this theory as it relates to the 

discovery of future interests of 50+ executives and how they are motivated to seek 

significant pursuits. Data can be gathered to inform the applicability of these basic 

theories to test the relevance of this knowledge in the decision processes of 

transitioning executives through tipping points and significance of work. 

The human factor in change is defined by Zimbalist as: understanding, accepting, 

working with, motivating, and respecting people in any social environment. He posits 

that the most powerful ingredient in any form of social interaction is the human factor 

(Zimbalist, 2005). Understanding these factors as they relate to the transition process 

provides a critical linkage in which to compare and contrast key drivers of transitions. 
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Waterman (1987) asserts as a conclusion to his seven-year study of renewal of 

corporations that individuals in a company are the only true source of renewal. Is it 

possible to renew society's focus by focusing on the individual? It is the belief of this 

researcher that focus on the individual is a critical contribution to organization 

development. In particular, access to a group of successful black corporate executives 

who have made tremendous contributions with minimal insight extended to the field 

of organization development, is a significant contribution. 

Summary 

This research met its objective. It cracked the code for transitions of 50+ Black 

executives. The emergent mixed methods approach provided a provocative 

framework that revealed transition triggers that led to transition tipping points that 

established the transition competencies which were relevant, and revealed through 

research rigor. 



Chapter 4: Analysis and Findings 

Introduction 

Schein (1999) provided thoughtful guidance in his suggestion that it is important that 

process consultation shift the invisible to visibility. As a practicing consultant 

embarked upon scholarly discourse, this statement provoked my thinking as I 

analyzed the data from the interviews and surveys provided by the participants. 

Analysis 

The data was analyzed using several methods. A dataset was presented with 

competencies that had responses which were qualitative and quantitative. These 

competencies were grouped into categories that evolved from the executive 

interviews and the literature review. The categories are: skills, life attributes, personal 

success and satisfaction, values, work expectations, derailment factors, performance, 

image, and exposure (PIE), success strategies, and success factors. The derivative 

studies and sources for the competencies are documented in Appendix D and 

Appendix H. 

The competencies are divided into two timeframes: First Career (FC) and Second 

Pursuit (SP). The listing of competencies is included in Appendix H. Various tests 

were conducted and are documented in the List of Tables and provided in this section. 

The flow of this chapter presents a detail analysis of the competencies and a summary 
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of the results. Summary charts of the findings are documented in Table 23 and Table 

24. 

Competency T-Tests for First Career and Second Pursuit 

The following tables provide details of means and p-values for first career and second 

pursuit by competencies within category. 

Table 2. Skills T-Tests 

Category 

Skills FC 

Competencies 

Business Intuition 

Cognitive Power 

Cross-Cultural 

Influence 

Organization Development 

Results Orientation 

Trustworthiness 

Vision 

Networking 

Building Relationships 

Mean 

1.5349 

1.5814 

1.3256 

1.6047 

1.2558 

1.7674 

1.7209 

1.4186 

1.186 

1.5814 

Standard 
Error 

0.1169 

0.1115 

0.1139 

0.1206 

0.1003 

0.1044 

0.1069 

0.1115 

0.146 

0.1211 

Test 
Statistic 

13.1252 

14.179 

11.6351 

13.3025 

12.5145 

16.9337 

16.0935 

12.7194 

8.122 

13.0636 

p-Value 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

The mean values for the ten skill items (first career) were all significantly different 
from 0 (that is, the neutral rating). 

Table 2 continues 
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Category 

Skills SP 

Competencies 

Business Intuition 

Cognitive Power 

Cross-Cultural 

Influence 

Organizational Development 

Results Orientation 

Trustworthiness 

Vision 

Networking 

Building Relationships 

Mean 

1.5116 

1.4186 

1.4651 

1.6977 

1.3256 

1.6512 

1.8605 

1.6047 

1.7143 

1.907 

Standard 
Error 

0.1305 

0.1381 

0.1304 

0.0851 

0.1277 

0.0873 

0.063 

0.0949 

0.0854 

0.0448 

Test 
Statistic 

11.5857 

10.2691 

11.2377 

19.9563 

10.382 

18.9113 

29.542 

16.9015 

20.0635 

42.5477 

p-Value 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

The mean values for the ten skill items (second pursuit) were all significantly 
different from 0 (that is, the neutral rating). 
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Table 3. Life Attributes T-Tests 

Category 

Life 

Attributes 

FC 

Competencies 

Financial Well Being 

Health and Wellness 

Hobbies and Fun 

Career and Work 

Family 

Profess. Relationships 

Network Relationships 

Self Care 

Spiritual 

Intellectual Pursuits 

Environment 

Mean 

1.1628 

0.907 

0.4884 

1.0465 

1 

1.0465 

0.9535 

0.6744 

0.7143 

0.9302 

1.2381 

Error 

0.1369 

0.1405 

0.1347 

0.1101 

0.1488 

0.1151 

0.1198 

0.1586 

0.178 

0.1388 

0.112 

Statistic 

8.4921 

6.4574 

3.627 

9.5019 

6.7194 

9.0958 

7.961 

4.2517 

4.0124 

6.7022 

11.0497 

p-Value 

0 

0 

0.0008 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0.0001 

0.0002 

0 

0 

Table 3 continues 
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Category 

Life 

Attributes 

SP 

Competencies 

Financial Well Being 

Health and Wellness 

Hobbies and Fun 

Career and Work 

Family 

Profess. Relationships 

Network Relationships 

Self Care 

Spiritual 

Intellectual Pursuits 

Environment 

Mean 

0.5814 

1.2558 

0.8605 

1.186 

1.5238 

1.2791 

1.3023 

1.3095 

1.3256 

1.2791 

1.5349 

Error 

0.1604 

0.1528 

0.1581 

0.1066 

0.109 

0.0901 

0.0972 

0.1297 

0.1361 

0.1215 

0.1425 

Statistic 

3.6247 

8.2167 

5.4413 

11.1291 

13.9741 

14.2009 

13.3957 

10.0951 

9.7414 

10.5292 

10.7675 

p-Value 

0.0008 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 
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Table 4. Success and Satisfaction T-Tests 

Test 

Standard Test 

Group Competencies Mean Error Statistic p-Value 

Personal FC Success 1.4419 0.0959 15.0372 0 

Satisfaction 1.0465 0.105 9.9678 0 

Adaptation 1.0698 0.1677 6.3791 0 

Personal SP Success 1.0488 0.1102 9.5204 0 

Satisfaction 0.907 0.1365 6.6467 0 

Adaptation 0.3171 0.248 1.2784 0.2085 

The mean values for two of the three personal items (second pursuit) were 
significantly different from 0 (that is, the neutral rating). Behavior adaptation did not 
remain significant from first career to second career. 
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Table 5. Values T-Tests 

Standard Test 
Category Competencies Mean Error Statistic p-Value 

Values FC Love Ideas 

Desire for Wealth 

Concern for Form 

Community Consciousness 

Beating Competition 

Living by Rules 

Values SP Love Ideas 

Desire for Wealth 

Concern for Form 

Community Consciousness 

Beating Competition 

Living by Rules 

0.9024 

1.119 

0.4762 

0.5 

1.2381 

0.9286 

1.6429 

0.5238 

1.0238 

1.5952 

0.0714 

0.5476 

0.1704 

0.1372 

0.1779 

0.1935 

0.1517 

0.1751 

0.0953 

0.1712 

0.1465 

0.1081 

0.1999 

0.1642 

5.2965 

8.1576 

2.6773 

2.5835 

8.1624 

5.3036 

17.2369 

3.0595 

6.9867 

14.7584 

0.3574 

3.3359 

0 

0 

0.0106 

0.0134 

0 

0 

0 

0.0039 

0 

0 

0.7226 

0.0018 

The mean values for five of the six values items (second pursuit) were significantly 
different from 0 (that is, the neutral rating). Beating the competition did not remain 
significant from first career to second pursuit. 
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Table 6. Work Expectations T-Tests 

Category 

Work 

Expectations 

FC 

Competencies 

Autonomy 

Balance 

Career Growth 

Compensation 

Diversity 

Environment 

Expression 

Recognition 

Stability 

Structure 

Teamwork 

Mean 

0.8293 

0.8333 

1.5814 

1.5581 

0.907 

0.9767 

0.907 

1.3953 

1.0476 

0.5349 

1.2558 

Standard 
Error 

0.1671 

0.1443 

0.0831 

0.0835 

0.1518 

0.131 

0.1518 

0.0949 

0.1361 

0.1386 

0.1249 

Test 
Statistic 

4.962 

5.7769 

19.0349 

18.6509 

5.974 

7.458 

5.974 

14.6969 

7.6965 

3.8589 

10.0523 

p-Value 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0.0004 

0 

Table 6 continues 
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Category 

Work 

Expectations 

SP 

Competencies 

Autonomy 

Balance 

Career Growth 

Compensation 

Diversity 

Environment 

Expression 

Recognition 

Stability 

Structure 

Teamwork 

Mean 

0.9756 

1.3333 

0.0238 

0.7857 

1.0238 

1.119 

1.4048 

0.4762 

0.9268 

0.5476 

1.4286 

Standard 
Error 

0.1581 

0.1511 

0.1721 

0.1544 

0.1721 

0.1677 

0.1183 

0.1607 

0.1538 

0.1606 

0.1236 

Test 
Statistic 

6.1721 

8.8222 

0.1384 

5.0876 

5.9505 

6.6745 

11.8697 

2.963 

6.0272 

3.4102 

11.5627 

p-Value 

0 

0 

0.8906 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0.0051 

0 

0.0015 

0 

The mean values for ten of the eleven work expectation items (second pursuit) were 
all significantly different from 0 (that is, the neutral rating). Career growth did not 
remain significant from first career to second pursuit. 
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Table 7. Derailment Factors 

Category 

Derailment 
Factors 

FC 

Derailment 
Factors 

SP 

Competencies 

Interper. Relationships 

Team Building 

Strategic Transitions 

Follow-through 

Level of Dependence 

Adaptation 

Performance 

Personal Learning 

Org Navigation 

Life and Work Balance 

Interper. Relationships 

Team Building 

Strategic Transitions 

Follow-through 

Level of Dependence 

Adaptation 

Performance 

Personal Learning 

Org. Navigation 

Life and Work Balance 

Mean 

1.6977 

1.6585 

1.4651 

1.7442 

0.6098 

1.3488 

1.8372 

1.186 

1.5714 

0.7381 

1.8333 

0.8049 

1.0732 

1.7857 

0.7143 

0 

1.6341 

1.3571 

0.6429 

1.381 

Standard 
Error 

0.0783 

0.0827 

0.1071 

0.0751 

0.1557 

0.1326 

0.057 

0.1165 

0.0972 

0.1564 

0.0582 

0.1754 

0.16 

0.0726 

0.1535 

0.2209 

0.1091 

0.1439 

0.2123 

0.1444 

Test 
Statistic 

21.6842 

20.0521 

13.6858 

23.2246 

3.9163 

10.1701 

32.2516 

10.1806 

16.1588 

4.7194 

31.4992 

4.5895 

6.3542 

24.6031 

4.6535 

0 

14.9817 

9.4331 

3.0275 

9.5636 

p-Value 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0.0003 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

0 

0 

0.0043 

0 
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Table 8. Performance, Image, Exposure 

Category Competencies Mean 
Standard 

Error 
Test 

Statistic p-Value 

PIEFC Performance 

Image 

Exposure 

-1.1316 

-0.8108 

-0.85 

0.1563 

0.1215 

0.1107 

-7.2404 

-6.6712 

-7.6818 

0 

0 

0 

PIESP Performance -0.825 0.1427 -5.7806 

Image -1.0244 0.1184 -8.6547 

Exposure -1.0732 0.1229 -8.7304 

0 

0 

0 

Table 9. Kimbro Success Strategies 

Category 

Kimbro Success 
Strategies FC 

Competencies 

Spiritual Belief 

I Can credo 

Vision 

Passion 

Courage 

Character 

Competence 

Self-confidence 

Discipline 

Mean 

0.7209 

1.7209 

1.0233 

1.3023 

1.4651 

1.6977 

1.8372 

1.8571 

1.561 

Standard 
Error 

0.2006 

0.096 

0.1267 

0.1224 

0.1121 

0.113 

0.057 

0.0546 

0.0859 

Test 
Statistic 

3.5944 

17.9226 

8.0783 

10.6374 

13.0689 

15.0208 

32.2516 

33.9828 

18.1748 

p-Value 

0.0008 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Table 9 continues 
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Category 

Kimbro Success 
Strategies SP 

Competencies 

Spiritual Belief 

I Can credo 

Vision 

Passion 

Courage 

Character 

Competence 

Self-confidence 

Discipline 

Standard 

Mean Error 

1.1628 0.1695 

1.7674 0.087 

1.6279 0.0882 

1.8095 0.0702 

1.5 0.1143 

1.8372 0.066 

1.814 0.06 

1.9302 0.0393 

1.6512 0.0873 

Test 
Statistic p-Value 

6.8619 0 

20.3119 0 

18.4588 0 

25.7917 0 

13.1225 0 

27.848 0 

30.2093 0 

49.1035 0 

18.9113 0 
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Table 10. Success Factors 

Category 

Success 
Factors 

FC 

Competencies 

Perseverance 

Bravery 

Adaptability 

Ambition 

Strategic Planning 

Continuous Learning 

Gratitude 

Self-awareness 

Meaningfulness 

Self-efficacy 

Family 

Community 

Education 

Spiritual/Religious 

Athletics 

Intelligence 

Communication 

High Energy Level 

Inner Peace 

Life Experience 

Positive Attitude 

Focus 

Mean 

1.7907 

0.814 

1.6667 

1.5349 

1.0233 

1.3488 

0.3721 

1.3256 

0.7143 

1.5349 

1.0465 

0.5581 

1.093 

0.6977 

-0.4651 

1.4884 

1.6047 

1.5581 

0.8293 

0.7442 

1.7442 

1.4419 

Standard 
Error 

0.071 

0.1534 

0.0736 

0.077 

0.1222 

0.1046 

0.1665 

0.1277 

0.1609 

0.1071 

0.1559 

0.1536 

0.1191 

0.1927 

0.1675 

0.0963 

0.0825 

0.1068 

0.1811 

0.1732 

0.0673 

0.1119 

Test 
Statistic 

25.2042 

5.3052 

22.6385 

19.943 

8.3724 

12.8927 

2.2352 

10.382 

4.4398 

14.3375 

6.7118 

3.6339 

9.1755 

3.6203 

-2.776 

15.4575 

19.4606 

14.5876 

4.5783 

4.2963 

25.9068 

12.8879 

p-Value 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0.0308 

0 

0.0001 

0 

0 

0.0008 

0 

0.0008 

0.0082 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0.0001 

0 

0 

Table 10 continues 
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Category 

Success 
Factors 

SP 

Competencies 

Perseverance 

Bravery 

Adaptability 

Ambition 

Strategic Planning 

Continuous Learning 

Gratitude 

Self-awareness 

Meaningfulness 

Self-efficacy 

Family 

Community 

Education 

Spiritual/Religious 

Athletics 

Intelligence 

Communication 

High Energy Level 

Inner Peace 

Life Experience 

Positive Attitude 

Focus 

Mean 

1.5581 

0.9048 

1.7209 

0.9762 

1.3023 

1.4419 

0.9535 

1.5814 

1.5 

1.4651 

1.5116 

1.3659 

1.3171 

1.093 

-0.4884 

1.5 

1.8293 

1.7442 

1.3721 

1.122 

1.8571 

1.7143 

Standard 
Error 

0.1119 

0.1663 

0.0768 

0.1686 

0.1433 

0.1214 

0.137 

0.1115 

0.1091 

0.1261 

0.1171 

0.1295 

0.128 

0.1877 

0.2007 

0.0852 

0.0595 

0.0751 

0.1489 

0.1608 

0.0546 

0.0784 

Test 
Statistic 

13.9273 

5.4408 

22.4091 

5.7884 

9.0901 

11.8796 

6.9587 

14.179 

13.7477 

11.6227 

12.9142 

10.5454 

10.288 

5.8232 

-2.4334 

17.6057 

30.747 

23.2246 

9.2143 

6.9785 

33.9828 

21.8793 

p-Value 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0.0193 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 
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Results of Competency T- Tests for FC and SP 

With the exception of three competencies, all competency means were significantly 

different from 0 (that is, the neutral rating) for the first career and second pursuit 

respectively. Career growth (work expectations) did not remain significant from first 

career to second pursuit (FC: M=.158, p-value=<0.0001; SP: M=0.02, p-

value=0.8906). Beating the competition (values) did not remain significant (FC: 

M=1.2381, p-value=<0.0001; SP: M=0.07, p-value=0.7226). Finally, behavioral 

adaptation did not remain significant (FC: M=1.0698, p-value=<0000.1; SC: 

M=0.3171, p-value=0.2083). 

Competencies High in First Career and in Second Pursuit 

Tables 2-10 were used to determine the mean change for first career and the mean 

change for second pursuit. The competencies were ranked based on the level of 

highest and the difference in change. Each competency had to be greater than a mean 

of 1.58. Table 11 provides a summary of the findings of competencies that were high 

in the first career and remained high in the second pursuit. 
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Table 11. Competencies High in First Career and in Second Pursuit 

Competencies 

Building Relationships 

Influence 

Trustworthiness 

Character 

Communication 

Interpersonal 
Relationships 

Positive Attitude 

Results Orientation 

I Can Credo 

Self-confidence 

Adaptability 

Follow Through 

Competence 

Performance 

FC 
Mean 

1.5814 

1.6047 

1.7209 

1.6977 

1.6047 

1.6977 

1.7442 

1.7674 

1.7209 

1.8571 

1.6667 

1.7442 

1.8372 

1.8372 

SP 
Mean 

1.907 

1.6977 

1.8605 

1.8372 

1.8293 

1.8333 

1.8571 

1.612 

1.7674 

1.9302 

1.7209 

1.7857 

1.814 

1.6341 

Change 

0.1612 

0.1089 

0.1081 

0.0946 

0.065 

0.0409 

0.0357 

0.0349 

0.0326 

0.0214 

0.0214 

0.0187 

-0.0012 

-0.0317 

Category 

Skills 

Skills 

Skills 

Success Str 

Success 

Derailment 

Success 

Skills 

Success Str 

Success Str 

Success 

Derailment 

Success Str 

Derailment 

Competence and performance measures indicated a negative decline even though they 

remained high in significance in FC and in SP. 

Competency Changes and Results by Category, FC to SP 

The following tables provide data relative to the mean changes for each of the 

competencies when t-tests were conducted utilizing the change in competencies from 

first career to second pursuit. 
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Table 12. Change in Skill Ratings FC to SP 

Competencies 

Business Intuition 

Cognitive Power 

Cross-Cultural 

Influence 

Organizational Development 

Results Orientation 

Trustworthiness 

Vision 

Networking 

Building Relationships 

Mean 
Change 

0.081 

-0.0031 

0.0744 

0.1089 

0.0337 

0.0349 

0.1081 

0.0767 

0.2444 

0.1612 

Standard 
Error 

0.0991 

0.0461 

0.052 

0.0973 

0.0354 

0.0732 

0.0943 

0.0409 

0.1009 

0.0952 

Test 
Statistic 

0.8178 

-0.0673 

1.4312 

1.1194 

0.9517 

0.4765 

1.1469 

1.8752 

2.4228 

1.6946 

p-Value 

0.4181 

0.9467 

0.1598 

0.2693 

0.3467 

0.6362 

0.2579 

0.0677 

0.0199 

0.0976 

Student's t-test was used to determine if changes in skill ratings from first career to 

second pursuit were significantly different from 0 (that is, no change in rating). 

Subsequently, mean percent change ratings were computed for the ten items of the 

skills group. Of the ten skills surveyed, networking was significantly more important 

for second pursuits than first careers (mean change=0.2444, p-value=.0199). 

Moreover, cognitive power had slight negative mean percent change from first career 

to second pursuit (Mean=-0.0031). (Note also that business intuition obtained a 

negligible change in rating). 
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Table 13. Change in Life Attributes FC to SP 

Competencies 

Financial Well Being 

Health and Wellness 

Hobbies and Fun 

Career and Work 

Family 

Profess. Relationships 

Network Relationships 

Self Care 

Spiritual 

Intellectual Pursuits 

Environment 

Mean 

Change 

-0.0919 

0.1558 

0.2012 

0.0826 

0.2139 

0.0872 

0.1275 

0.2659 

0.3103 

0.1578 

0.1127 

Standar 
d 

Error 

0.0506 

0.0678 

0.0765 

0.0491 

0.0623 

0.0341 

0.0415 

0.0686 

0.1112 

0.0623 

0.0531 

Test 
Statistic 

-1.8139 

2.297 

2.6299 

1.6831 

3.432 

2.5562 

3.0738 

3.8759 

2.7904 

2.5339 

2.1213 

p-Value 

0.0768 

0.0267 

0.0119 

0.0998 

0.0014 

0.0143 

0.0037 

0.0004 

0.008 

0.0151 

0.04 

Of the eleven life attributes surveyed, ten were statistically significant. Of these, nine 

obtained positive significant mean change ratings: (a) spiritual (M=0.3103, p-

value=.008), (b) self care (M=0.2659, p-value=.0004), (c) family (M=0.2139, p-

value=.0014), (d) hobbies and fun (M=0.2012, p-value=.0119), (e) intellectual 

pursuits (M=0.1578, p-value=.0151), (f) health and wellness (M=0.1558, p-

value=.0267), (g) network relationships (M=0.1275, p-value=.0037), (h) environment 

(M=0.1127, p-value=.04), and (i) professional relationships (M=0.0872, p-

Life 

Attributes 
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value=.0143). Only one attribute obtained a negative significant mean change rating: 

financial well being (M=-0.0919, p-value=.0768). 

Table 14. Change in Personal Success and Satisfaction FC to SP 

Test 

Category Competencies 

Success 

Satisfaction 

Amt of Adaptation 

Mean 
Change 

-0.0683 

0.0093 

-0.0902 

Standard 
Error 

0.0362 

0.0542 

0.1199 

Test 
Statistic 

-1.8845 

0.1716 

-0.7525 

p-Valu« 

0.0668 

0.8646 

0.4562 

Personal 

Among the three personal expectations, none were statistically significant. 

Table 15. Change in Values FC to SP 

Category 

Values 

Competencies 

Love of Ideas 

Desire for Wealth 

Concern for Form 

Community Consciousness 

Beating Competition 

Living by Rules 

Mean 
Change 

0.348 

-0.0921 

mm 
0.6583 

-0.2214 

-0.0286 

Standard 
Error 

0.1133 

0.0597 

0.1158 

0.1754 

0.0637 

0.0555 

Test 
Statistic 

3.0717 

-1.5411 

3.1823 

3.7542 

-3.476 

-0.5151 

p-Value 

0.0038 

0.131 

0.0028 

0.0005 

0.0012 

0.6092 
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Of the six values, four were statistically significant. Three values obtained a positive 

percent mean change: (a) community consciousness (M=0.6583, p-value=.0005), (b) 

concern for form and functionality (M=0.3687, p-value=.0028), and (c) love of ideas 

(M=0.3480, p-value=.0038). One value, beating the competition, obtained a negative 

percent mean change (M=-0.2214, p-value=.0012). 

Table 16. Change in Work Expectations FC to SP 

Category 

Work 

Expectations 

Competencies 

Autonomy 

Balance 

Career Growth 

Compensation 

Diversity 

Environment 

Expression 

Recognition 

Stability 

Structure 

Teamwork 

Mean 
Change 

0.1529 

0.176 

-0.3302 

-0.1583 

0.0992 

0.0698 

0.2333 

-0.2008 

-0.0004 

0.0524 

0.0845 

Standard 
Error 

0.1119 

0.0463 

0.0413 

0.0365 

0.0662 

0.0462 

0.0839 

0.0401 

0.0411 

0.0566 

0.0505 

Test 
Statistic 

1.3663 

3.8032 

-8 

-4.3328 

1.4996 

1.5107 

2.7819 

-5.0044 

-0.0101 

0.926 

1.6744 

p-Value 

0.1797 

0.0005 

0 

0.0001 

0.1414 

0.1385 

0.0081 

0 

0.992 

0.3599 

0.1017 

Among the eleven work expectations, five were statistically significant. Two values 

obtained a positive percent mean change: (a) balance (M=0.176, p-value=.0005), 
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(b) expression (M=0.2333, p-value=.0081). Conversely, three work expectations 

obtained a negative percent mean change: (a) career growth (M=-0.3302, p-

value=<.0001), (b) recognition (M=-0.2008, p-value=<.0001), and (c) compensation 

(M=-0.1583, p-value=.0001). 

Table 17. Change in Derailment Factors FC to SP 

Category 

Derailment 
Factors 

Competencies 

Interpersonal Relationships 

Team Building 

Making Strategic Transitions 

Follow-through 

Level of Dependence 

Adaptation 

Performance 

Personal Learning 

Organizational Navigation 

Life and Work Balance 

Mean 

Change 

0.0409 

-0.1692 

-0.0789 

0.0187 

0.0911 

-0.2778 

-0.0317 

0.0567 

-0.1952 

0.2821 

Standard 
Error 

0.0261 

0.0411 

0.0401 

0.0194 

0.0682 

0.0655 

0.0281 

0.0371 

0.0499 

0.0788 

Test 
Statistic 

1.5635 

-4.1137 

-1.9676 

0.9607 

1.3343 

-4.2378 

-1.1289 

1.531 

-3.9158 

3.582 

p-Value 

0.1256 

0.0002 

0.0561 

0.3423 

0.1897 

0.0001 

0.2657 

0.1334 

0.0003 

0.0009 

Among the ten factors, four were statistically significant. One value obtained a 

positive percent mean change: (a) life and work balance (M=0.2821, p-value=.0009). 

Conversely, three work expectations obtained a negative percent mean change: 
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(a) adaptation to management/culture (M=-0.2778, p-value=.0001), (b) organization 

navigation (M=-0.1952, p-value=.0003), and (c) team building (M=-0.1692, p-

value=0002). 

Table 18. Change in Performance, Image, and Exposure FC to SP 

Category 

Factors 

Competencies 

Performance 

Image 

Exposure 

Mean 

Change 

0.3904 

0 

0.0256 

Standard 
Error 

0.1372 

0.0761 

0.0986 

Test 
Statistic 

2.8455 

0 

0.26 

p-Value 

0.0072 

1 

0.7963 

Among the three factors, only performance was statistically significant (M=0.3904, p-

value=.0072). 
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Table 19. Change in Kimbro Success Strategies FC to SP 

Category 

Kimbro 

Strategies 

Competencies 

Spiritual Belief 

I Can credo 

Vision 

Passion 

Courage 

Character 

Competence 

Self-confidence 

Discipline 

Mean 

Change 

0.2353 

0.0326 

0.2151 

0.2238 

0.031 

0.0946 

-0.0012 

0.0214 

0.024 

Standard 
Error 

0.0684 

0.0383 

0.0579 

0.1007 

0.034 

0.0726 

0.0139 

0.0166 

0.0217 

Test 
Statistic 

3.4395 

0.8492 

3.7176 

2.2219 

0.9109 

1.3033 

-0.0838 

1.2892 

1.1068 

p-Value 

0.0013 

0.4006 

0.0006 

0.0319 

0.3676 

0.1996 

0.9336 

0.2045 

0.275 

Among the nine Kimbro strategies, three were statistically significant with a positive 

percent mean change: (a) spiritual belief (M=0.2353, p-value=.0013), (b) passion 

(M=0.2238, p-value=.0319), and (c) vision (M=0.2151, p-value=<.0006). 
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Table 20. Change in Goodly and Neff Success Factors FC to SP 

Competencies 
Perseverance 

Bravery 

Adaptability 

Ambition 

Strategic Planning 

Continuous Learning 

Gratitude 

Self-awareness 

Meaningfulness 

Self-efficacy 

Family 

Community 

Education 

Spiritual/Religious 

Athletics 

Intelligence 

Communication Skills 

High Energy Level 

Inner Peace 

Life Experience 

Positive Attitude 

Focus 

Mean 
Change 
-0.0434 

0.0837 

0.0214 

-0.1202 

0.1155 

0.0329 

0.3221 

0.0984 

0.3898 

0.0035 

0.1911 

0.3846 

0.0768 

0.2194 

0.0004 

0.0238 

0,065 

0.0705 

0.2634 

0.1846 

0.0357 

0.1 

Standard 
Error 
0.0245 

0.0637 

0.0187 

0.0389 

0.0544 

0.0287 

0.1092 

0.0434 

0.1246 

0.0336 

0.0601 

0.1148 

0.0362 

0.1046 

0.049 

0.03 

0.0217 

0.0356 

0.0767 

0.1077 

0.0212 

0.0471 

Test 
Statistic 
-1.771 

1.3145 

1.1473 

-3.0912 

2.1248 

1.1469 

2.9484 

2.2663 

3.1287 

0.1039 

3.1772 

3.3511 

2.1225 

2.098 

0.0079 

0.7933 

2.9997 

1.9811 

3.4334 

1.7135 

1.6874 

2.1222 

p-Value 
0.0838 

0.196 

0.2579 

0.0036 

0.0395 

0.2579 

0.0052 

0.0286 

0.0033 

0.9178 

0.0028 

0.0018 

0.04 

0.042 

0.9937 

0.4322 

0.0046 

0.0542 

0.0014 

0.0944 

0.0991 

0.0399 

Among the twenty-two factors developed by Goodly and Neff, twelve were 

statistically significant. Of these eleven obtained positive percent mean changes: (a) 

meaningfulness (M=0.3898, p-value=.0033), (b) community (M=0.3846, p-
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value=.0018), (c) gratitude (M=0.3221, p-value=.0052), (d) inner peace (M=0.2634, 

p-value=.0014), (e) spiritual/religious (M=0.2194, p-value=.0420), (f) family 

(M=0.1911, p-value=.0028), (g) strategic planning (M=0.1155, p-value=.0395), (h) 

self-awareness (M=0.0984, p-value=.0286), (i) education (M=0.0768, p-

value=.0400), (j) communication skills (M=0.0650, p-value=.0046), and (k) focus 

(M=0.1000, p-value=.0399). Conversely, only one factor obtained a negative percent 

mean change: ambition (M=-0.1202, p-value=<.0036). 

Results of Mean Changes for Competencies, FC to SP 

The mean changes were categorized and then ranked from the largest change 

(positive and or negative) to the smallest change. Tables 21 and 22 provide a 

summary of the results of the mean changes of the competencies. 
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Table 21. Significant Competencies by Category, First Career to Second Pursuit 
(Student's T-Test) 

Category/Competency Positive p- Negative p- % /# of 
Mean Value Mean value competencies 

Change Change in category 

SUCCESS FACTORS 55%/22 

Ambition 

Strategic Planning .1155 .0395 

Gratitude .3221 .0052 

Self-awareness .0984 .0286 

Meaningfulness .3898 .0033 

Family .1911 .0028 

Community .3846 .0018 

Education .0768 .04 

Spiritual/Religious .2194 .042 

Communication Skills .065 .0046 

Inner Peace .2634 .0014 
Focus .1 .0399 

-.1202 .0036 

LIFE ATTRIBUTES 82%/ll 
Health and Wellness 

Hobbies and Fun 

Family 

Professional Network 
Relationships 

Social Network 
Relationships 

Self Care 

Spiritual 

Intellectual Pursuits 

Environment 

.1558 .0267 

.2012 .0119 

.2139 .0014 

.0872 .0143 

.1275 

.2659 

.3103 

.0623 

.1127 

.0037 

.0004 

.008 

.0151 

.04 
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Category/Competency Positive p- Negative p- % /# of 
Mean Value Mean value competencies 

Change Change in category 
VALUES 67%/6 

Loves Ideas/Explores .348 .0038 
New Interests 

Form/Function, .3687 .0028 
Relationship harmony 

Community Conscious, .6583 .0005 
Volunteers, Serves 

Beating Competition -.2214 .0012 

WORK EXPECTATIONS 45%/ll 

Balance .176 

Career Growth 

Compensation 

Expression .2333 

Recognition 

DERAILMENT FACTORS 40%/10 

Building/Managing a -.1692 .0002 
Team 

Adaptation to -.2778 .0001 

Management/Culture 

Organization Navigation -.1952 .0003 

Balance work/life .2821 .0009 

PERFORMANCE, MAGE, EXPOSURE (PIE) 33%/3 

Performance .3904 .0072 

SUCCESS STRATEGY 33%/9 

.0005 

.0081 

-.3302 

-.1583 

-.2008 

.000 

.0001 

.000 

Deep Seated Spiritual 
Beliefs 

Vision 

Passion 

.2353 

.2151 

.2238 

.0013 

.0006 

.0319 

SKILLS 10%/10 
Networking .2444 .0199 
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Table 21 depicts the key competencies for each category. For instance, in the skills 

category only networking in a person's first career had any affect on their second 

pursuit. The other competencies were found to be insignificant at the tested 

significance level of 95%. Borderline competencies withp-values of .05 or below 

have been included. Overall, the most significant competencies across the dataset 

ranked by p-values and mean change are depicted in Table 22. 

Table 22. Significant Competencies Across Dataset Ranked by Mean Change 
and p-value 

Mean 
Competency Change p-value Category 

Community Consciousness 

Performance 

Meaningfulness 

Community* 

Concern for form 

Love of Ideas 

Gratitude 

Spiritual 

Life and Work Balance 

Self Care 

Inner Peace 

Networking 

Spiritual Belief* 

Expression 

Passion 

Spiritual/Religious 

0.6583 

0.3904 

0.3898 

0.3846 

0.3687 

0.348 

0.3221 

0.3103 

0.2821 

0.2659 

0.2634 

0.2444 

0.2353 

0.2333 

0.2238 

0.2194 

0.0005 

0.0072 

0.0033 

0.0018 

0.0028 

0.0038 

0.0052 

0.008 

0.0009 

0.0004 

0.0014 

0.0199 

0.0013 

0.0081 

0.0319 

0.042 

Values 

PIE 

Success 

Success 

Values 

Values 

Success 

Life Attributes 

Work Expectations 

Life Attributes 

Success 

Skills 

Success Strategy 

Work Expectations 

Success Strategy 

Success 
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Competency 

Vision 

Family 

Hobbies and Fun 

Org Navigation 

Family 

Balance 

Intellectual Pursuits 

Health and Wellness 

Network Relationships 

Strategic Planning 

Environment 

Focus 

Self-Awareness 

Professional Relationships 

Education 

Communication Skills 

Ambition 

Compensation 

Team Building 

Recognition 

Beating Competition 

Adaptation to mgmt/culture 

Career Growth 

Mean 
Change 

0.2151 

0.2139 

0.2012 

0.1952 

0.1911 

0.176 

0.1578 

0.1558 

0.1275 

0.1155 

0.1127 

0.1 

0.0984 

0.0872 

0.0768 

0.065 

-0.1202 

-0.1583 

-0.1692 

-0.2008 

-0.2214 

-0.2778 

-0.3302 

p-value 

0.0006 

0.0014 

0.0119 

0.0003 

0.0028 

0.0005 

0.0151 

0.0267 

0.0037 

0.0395 

0.04 

0.0399 

0.0286 

0.0143 

0.04 

0.0046 

0.0036 

0.0001 

0.0002 

0 

0.0012 

0.0001 

0 

Category 

Success Strategy 

Life Attributes 

Life Attributes 

Work Expectations 

Success 

Work Expectations 

Life Attributes 

Life Attributes 

Life Attributes 

Success 

Life Attributes 

Success 

Success 

Life Attributes 

Success 

Success 

Success 

Work Expectations 

Derailment 

Work Expectations 

Values 

Derailment 

Work Expectations 

* Duplicate 
Note: Competencies above the line and including passion are the top mean change with 
a positive trend while competencies below the line beginning with beating competition 
are significant mean change but with a negative mean change trend. 
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In summary, the competencies listed above have the most affects on the Second 

Pursuit, based on their values or characteristics in the First Career. Given the sample 

size, this data is inconclusive relative to gender, but introduces the need for future 

research of this model with gender as a moderating competency. 

With regard to mean percent change ratings, 40 competencies were significantly 

different from 0 (i.e., mean percent change =0). Of these, 32 competencies increased 

in rating from first career to second pursuit, while 7 competencies decreased from FC 

to SP (see Table 22). Community consciousness obtained the highest increase from 

first career to second pursuit (Mean percent change = 65%). Subsequently, career 

growth obtained the highest decrease (Mean percent change = -33%). 

Findings of Competency Analyses 
The following table represents the summary of key competencies found in the 

analysis of the competencies relative to transition. 
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Table 23. Summary of Competency Analysis 

Top in FC and SP 
Neg Competencies 

Top in FC and SP Pos Positive Change 
Competencies Competencies 

Negative Change 
Competencies 

Competence Building Relationships 

Influence 

Trustworthiness 

Character 

Communication 

Interpersonal 
Relationships 

Positive Attitude 

Results Orientation 

I Can Credo 

Self Confidence 

Adaptability 

Follow Through 

Community 
Consciousness ' 

Meaningfulness 

Concern for Form 

Love of Ideas 

Gratitude 

Spiritual2 

Life/Work Balance 

Self Care 

Inner Peace 

Networking 

Expression 

Passion 

Career Growth 

Adaptation to 
mgmt/culture 

Beating Competition 

Performance 3 

Success Factors 

Life Attributes 

Values 

Work Expectations 

Derailment Factors 

PIE 

Success Strategies 

Skills 

3 

3 

4 

3 

Performance 3 

12/22 

9/11 

4/6 

4/11 

5/10 

1/3 

3/9 

1/10 

55% 

82% 

67% 

36% 

50% 

33% 

33% 

10% 

4 

2 

4 

3 

1 

1 

2 

1 

Notes: 
1 Community Consciousness and Community were both in the top 12 
2 Spiritual and Spiritual Beliefs were both in the top 12 
3 Performance was the only competency consistent across Top in FC and SP and 
showed a substantial change in FC to SP; Performance measured by the PIE category 
was positive while performance measured in the derailment factors was negative. 
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Additional Qualitative Analyses Insight 

Qualitative statements were provided in the transition survey that informed the 

findings of the quantitative analysis. They include additional insight on transition 

skills, significant work, life's work, engagement, dreams fulfilled and unfulfilled, and 

transition tipping points. This data is shared in the sections that follow that help and 

further provide insight to the findings of the survey. 

Transition Skills Analysis 

Questions 14 and 15 of the transition survey inquire about skills important to 

transition from first career to second pursuit in terms of most important and the next 

most important. The list of responses is included in the following table. This list is 

compared to the identified skills in the assessed skills by a Fortune 500 firm's 

research study with the results from the quantitative assessment of those skills. Table 

24 of the top qualitative skills (15 skills with three or more shared responses) 

suggested by the participants through qualitative insight mapped to 14 of the skills 

tested through quantitative analysis, with the exception being leadership not tested as 

a quantitative skill. Of the 14 skills tested with quantitative analysis, 5 of the skills 

were ranked in the top 12 anchors or competencies. This is an interesting observation 

as to the qualitative disconnect from the quantitative results which supports a mixed 

methods approach to interpreting data whether first career and or second pursuit. 
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Table 24. Qualitative Skills Analysis Summary 

Most Important 

Relationships (4) 

Networking (4) 

Communication (4) 

Leadership (4) 

Confidence (4) 

Business Intuition 
(3) 

Business Savvy (3) 

Development (3) 

Planning (3) 

Sales (2) 

Tenacity 

Humbleness 

Problem Solving 

Strategic 
development 

Comfort in own 
skin 

Courage 

Faith (2) 

Flexibility 

Patience 

Passion 

Second Most Important 

Networking (4) 

Communication (6) 

Leadership (2) 

Confidence (6) 

Question broadly 

Willing to explore other 
options 

Strong seasoning in first 
career 

Planning 

Emotional intelligence 

Tenacity (3) 

Belief in values 

Problem solving 

Perseverance 

Competency 

Strategic Thinking 

Operationalize strategic 
plan 

Negotiating 

Exploring Passion 

Combined 
Competencies 

Prioritized 
Communication 
(10) 
Confidence (10) 

Networking (8) 

Leadership (6) 

Planning (4) 

Tenacity (4) 
Relationships 
(4) 
Business Savvy 
(3) 
Development 
(3) 
Business 
Intuition (3) 
Experience (3) 

Education (3) 

Knowledge (3) 

Financials (3) 

Drive/ 
Determination 
(3) 
Analytical (2) 

Problem 
Solving (2) 
Faith (2) 

Sales (2) 

Training (2) 

Passion (2) 

In 
research 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

Yes 

Yes 
Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

In 
Finding 

? 
Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

No 

No 
Yes 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

Yes 
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Most Important Second Most Important Combined In In 
Competencies research Finding 

Prioritized ? ? 

Management (2) Project management 

Experience (2) 

Decisiveness 

Ability to build 
business 

Business 
Development 

Knowledge 

Training 

Financial 
Independence 

International 
Experience 

Analytical 

Risk Taking 

Ability to Focus 

Determination to 
Succeed 

Experience 

Vision 

Resources 

Education (3) 

Knowledge (2) 

Training 

Financials (2) 

Collaboration 

Analytical Skills 

Optimism 

Marketing 

Drive and Determination 
(2) 

Management 
(2) 

Significant Work and Life's Work Qualitative Analysis 

While 56% of the participants cited their first career work as significant in question 

23, the descriptions provided in question 24 offer additional insight regarding the 

nature of the work that they believed to be significant. 81% of the participants did not 

consider their first career their "life's work" per question 25; 79% considered the 

work they are doing in their second pursuit as significant with 68% asserting that it is 

their life's work. The survey participants describe the works' significance in question 

44 as captured in Table 25. 
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Table 25. Significant Work and Life's Work Descriptions 

First Career Significant Work Second Pursuit Significant 
Work 

Nature of Work 1. Global work 

2. Sold to the not-for-profit military 
resale system 

3. Health care administration for 
underprivileged patients 

4. Cultural diversity opportunities 

5. Helping found ITSMF 

6. Impact on developing markets 

7. Helped to break the "color barrier" in 
investment banking 

8. Infrastructure that improved the lives 
of many 

1. Working to build inclusion 
into the corporate work 

Development 1. Major personal skills development 

2. Helping others grow in their 
development 

3. Creating and enabling vision and 
hope in others 

4. Developed others 

5. Expert 

6. Community development in large 
urban city 

7. Being a mentor and coach to others 
coming up 

8. It makes a difference in people's 
lives 

9. Placing executives in companies that 
needed talent 

10. Worked in healthcare - made a 
difference to people 

1. Visible changes in people 
through coaching 

2. Inspiring individuals to 
take responsibility for self 

3. I am able to reach out and 
help people 

4. I am working with young 
African American students 

5. Helping others achieve 
goals 

6. Can make a difference in 
peoples lives 

7. Impact the lives of students 

8. Engaging and assisting 
college students 

9. Our work is influencing 
life choices by others. 

10. Creating space for 
learning; facilitating 
learning 
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First Career Significant Work Second Pursuit Significant 
Work 

11. Working with parents to 
better raise their children 

12. Impacting the lives of 
citizens 

13. Helping sick children find 
joy 

14. Teaching math at an urban 
school 

15. Assisting others to achieve 
financial goals and 
objectives 

16. Giving back to people of 
time, talent & treasury 

17. Helping executives realize 
and reach their full 
potential 

18. Transforming individual 
lives 

19. Help executives live more 
satisfied lives 

20. Helping people exceed 
their expectations 

1. High quality; focused energy; 
high value to client 

2. My work provides results that 
are measurable. 

3. Helping clients fill their needs 
for key executives 

4. Corporate officer at two major 
companies and civic 
organizations 

Impact on 1. Helped organization be successful 
organization 

2. Contributed to organization growing 
and not closing 

3. Valued contributor 

4. Breaking new ground 

5. Creating new behavior 

6. Game changing process 
implementations 

7. Aided the economy 

8. Able to increase company profits 

9. Trained 30K sales reps and managers 
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First Career Significant Work Second Pursuit Significant 
Work 

worldwide 

10. The technology I sold, made the 
world better 

Personal 
Satisfaction 

1. It's about doing what is right. 
Not just money 

2. Serving my community 

3. Volunteering with non-profits 
is rewarding 

4. Because I am living my life 
mission 

5. Impact on underserved 
communities 

6. People are benefiting from my 
leadership and experience 

Engagement Focus in First Career and Second Pursuits 

Questions 10-13 in the transition survey provided insight relative to the participant's 

choices for engagement in first careers and second pursuits, coupled with secondary 

considerations during their transition process. The results are summarized in Table 

26. 
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Table 26. First Career and Second Pursuit Engagement Choices 

Primary First 
Career Choice 
81% Corporate 
7% Entrepreneur 

5% Government 
2% Education 

2% Non-Profit 

7% Other 
Other 
Health Care 
Retained Exec 
Search 
Investment 
Banking 
Corporate 
Finance 

Secondary First Career 
Choice 

15% Corporate 
24% Entrepreneur 

2% Foundation 
7% Volunteer 

12% Education 
5% Spiritual/Religious 
15% Non-Profit 

12% Not Applicable 
10% Other 
Other 
Classical HR 
Consulting 
Retained Exec Search 
Non-Profits/ 
Government 

Primary Second Pursuit 
Choice 

10% Corporate 
38% Entrepreneur 

2% Philanthropy 

10%o Government 
10%> Education 
10% Spiritual/Religious 
12% Non-Profit 
2% Retired 

7% Other 
Other 
Consulting/Training 
Retained Exec Search own 
firm 
Management Consulting 

Secondary Second Pursuit 
Choice 

9% Corporate 
9% Entrepreneur 
7% Board of Directors 
2% Foundation 
7% Volunteer 
2% Government 
12% Education 
5% Spiritual/Religious 
16%> Non-Profit 
5% Retired 
9% Not applicable 
16% Other 

Other 
Part time franchisee 
Marriage/Family Therapy 
Consulting 
Retained Search 
Social venture 
Non-Profits/Govemment 
Management Consultant 

A comparison of engagement choices made by the participant group provides 

interesting observations that will be discussed in the next chapter. 

Dreams Qualitative Observations 

The notion of dreams that inform transitions was revealed in the literature as a driver 

of transitions. In similar manner, several of the tipping points relate to dreams that 

resulted in transitions. The participants identified dreams that had been fulfilled and 

dreams that were unfulfilled as captured in Tables 27 and 28 with a summary in Table 

29. 
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Table 27. Dreams Fulfilled Qualitative Transition Survey Summary 

Becoming 1. Written and published a book 
a.... 2. Becoming a minister 

3. Elected president of Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity 
4. Leading an international Sorority/Fraternity for a three year term 
5. Bringing God's people together in greater understanding and 

greater grace 
6. Received certification to teach swimming 

World Citizen 1. Created a business alliance in Africa 

2. Traveled abroad 

3. Able to see the world and become a world citizen 

4. Travel to Europe and to Asia 

5. Traveling around the world 

6. I have always dreamt of visiting the Pyramids in Egypt and 
traveling extensively through Africa. The experience has been all 
that I thought it would be. 

7. Conducting work around the globe 

Career 1. A career in financial services and becoming an executive 

2. Leaving corporate 

3. Independence in my chosen profession 

4. Leaving at a point in my career when my management would 
have preferred me to stay because I was at the top of my game, 
was icing on the cake. Having my team recognize me, and still 
call me after 2 years, adds to the fulfillment. 

5. Completed a successful (high profile) career in Corporate 
America 

6. Career success... 

7. Becoming a senior-level corporate executive was a dream 
fulfilled 

Table 27 continues 
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Working with young people to be successful 

Share world citizen dream with young people to create similar 
dreams for them. 

I dreamed of being able to help others by becoming a trusted 
advisor to influence the development of young adults. My dream 
was that younger black people would benefit from the lessons I 
learned in a career with one of the best companies in the world. I 
have now reached a stage in life where others seek my advice -
not because I am a paid consultant, but because I have earned a 
certain amount of credibility that makes my input valuable. 

Business 1. Built a company and sustained it over 7 years 

2. Be a thriving entrepreneur 

3. Running a small business 

4. Owning my own business 

5. The opportunity to be my own boss 

Education 1. Earning a Ph.D. 
2. I was one of two out of eight siblings who got a degree 
3. Obtaining my MBA from Harvard Business School 

Family 1. Most importantly, my dream is most successfully fulfilled in the 
lives of my adult children. They seek out my advice to guide their 
personal development and aspirations. 

2. Being a good father 

3. A wonderful family, loving, passionate and trust filled 
relationship with my soul mate. 

4. That our son be able to graduate debt free and pursue his dreams 
in life. DONE!! 

5. Seeing my sons all grown up and successful 

6. Being a child of parents who were born in Mississippi and 
matriculated to Chicago in the 1930s who did not have education 
beyond grade school, The fact that I was able to graduate from 
college with a Bachelor's and later a MBA was a dream fulfilled 
for me and my family 

Young People 1. 

2. 
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7. I have lived long enough to see my children grow up to be 
productive members of society. Additionally, I have seen my 
grandchildren. 

8. Purchased a vacation home. My husband and our children and I 
will enjoy it for years to come 

9. Becoming a father and grandfather 

10.1 have two wonderful sons that I am so proud of. 

11.1 have fulfilled the typical American dream. A wonderful bride, a 
loving son and a house without a mortgage. 

12. Achieving a very gratifying balance of a rewarding family life... 

13. Being a good husband and father 

Comfortable 1. I live a comfortable life at my own hand. Able to enjoy friends 

Life and life, travel as much as I like/prefer. 

2. Maintaining a healthy attitude and staying growth focused. 

3. Not working on Monday's 

Financial 1. Financial independence 
Independence 
Giving Back 1. Giving back to my community 

2. A continuous involvement in non-profit social-action 
organizations as well as governmental appointments (by three 
U.S. Presidents and one Secretary of the Treasury) 

3. A positive contributor to the community at large 

Retirement 1. Retired while still young enough to enjoy it 

2. Being able to retire after working for the same company for 
almost 32 years fulfilled a dream. 

Family resonated with many of the participant's fulfilled dreams. However, this 

attribute was not revealed as a significant competency in transition even though it was 
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queried in 3 different category constructs. The disconnect of family dreams and 

family as a component of transition is curious. 

Table 28. Unfulfilled Dreams Qualitative Observations 

Becoming 1. To become who God purposed, anointed and called me to be 
a.... in service to him. Living the person that God sent me here to 

be and fulfilling my full potential in God's eyes. 

2. To become an even more gifted and capable Relationship 
Therapist, ie. Dr. Phil, 10 times better!! 

3. I would very much like to lead a non-profit Foundation one of 
these days. I'm trying to get some experience in this area now. 

4. I believe I can be an effective teacher at a college level given 
my long and successful career. 

5. Working in a non-profit organization 

6. Obtaining teaching certification 

7. I would like to serve my country in some capacity 

8. Authoring a book on finding purpose 

9. Writing a book 

10.1 haven't written my life story as of yet 

World 
Citizen 

1. If I could be anything in the world, I would be a 
philanthropist—giving aid and comfort to many people— 
especially in Africa. I have a deep passion for relieving the 
plight of our African cousins. To achieve this dream, I would 
have to achieve great wealth or engage in significant 
fundraising. I am considering how I might be of greater 
influence. 

2. Continued foreign travel 

3. Travel the globe 

4. To establish a charity to help aids orphans in Tanzania 

Table 28 continues 
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Career 
Young 
People 

Financial 
Independence 

1. To create a lasting legacy of enablement for the next 
generation. 

2. Sponsoring scholarships with students that I also mentor 

Business 1. Activating that business alliance 

2. Huge brand recognition of company 

3. Build a million dollar business 

4. Owning a small business 

5. Serve on a corporate Board 

6. Successfully build my speaking business 

7. Grow my business so I can provide opportunities for others. 

8. Running my own business 

Education 1. PhD and Professor 

2. Have a leadership institute established on a HBCU campus 
that I made happen 

Family 1. To see all of my children and grandchildren with college 

degrees. 

2. Grandchildren 

3. Marriage 

4. A family reunion in Hilton Head, S. C. 
5. Become a grandmother. Hopefully one of my children will 

bless us with grandchildren soon. 

Comfortable 1. I dreamed that I would be able to spend more time in pursuit 
Life of a purpose and less time in pursuit of wealth and security 

2. Move to a warmer climate 

1. Financial security! 

2. $1MM in liquid assets 
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3. Making my first million... I'm very close (small potatoes 
these days, but it feels good just the same) 

4. I want to be so successful in my new business that I can join 
the local chapter that I facilitate today. It will be recognition 
that I'm accomplishing my desires to be successful in my 
chosen role. 

5. Independent wealth 

Giving Back 1. Make an impact and be helpful to others who need guidance 
and assistance in their career/life 

2. The non-profit that I'm working with provides local chapters 
for 2n stage women entrepreneurs, those bringing in over 
$1M in annual revenue. 

3. Getting a significant number of African Americans (mainly 
within my peer group) to accept collaborative thinking as a 
vital need to realize and sustain growth, 

4. I have been quite engaged with organizations and beginning 
to get more engaged in one-on-one mentoring relationships 

5. Giving back to the community by resuming teaching at the 
college level 

Retirement Full retirement 
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Table 29. Summary of Fulfilled and Unfulfilled Dreams by Category 

Dream Category 

Becoming a.... 

World Citizen 

Career 

Young People 

Business 

Education 

Family 

Comfortable Life 

Financial Independence 

Giving Back 

Retirement 

6 

7 

7 

3 

5 

3 

13 

3 

1 

3 

2 

Dreams 
Fulfilled 

Dreams Yet to 
Fulfill 

10 

4 

0 

2 

8 

2 

5 

2 

5 

5 

1 

Transition Tipping Points 

The transition tipping points were queried with the transition survey qualitative and 

quantitative responses to questions 4, 5, 6 and 7. In Table 30, the quantitative 

responses are noted in italics for question 7. For each question where "other" was 

selected, the response is included in the table summary. 

The qualitative analysis of transition tipping points was formulated utilizing the 

transition survey. Questions 5 and 7 were responded to by participants and resulted in 

memorable stories of triggers that precipitated their transitions. The responses are 

included in this table, mapped to the career drivers noted by Mueller as a conceptual 
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construct. The table describes the nature of the transition tipping points of this sample 

set, mapped to Mueller's discussion of career change drivers. Further discussion of 

the career change drivers was included in the previous literature review section. 

Responding to question 6, 74 % of the respondents indicated that their transition was 

by choice, while 12% indicated that the transition was by force. Question 6 in the 

survey also provided anecdotal information relative to the discussion of choice versus 

force. The remaining respondents indicated that their transition was a combination of 

choice and force. The survey results are quotes and statements from the survey. 

Mueller's framework for career drivers was used as the initial framework for 

transition tipping points. The survey revealed three additional drivers for transition 

and eliminated one. The results are presented in Table 30. 
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Table 30. Transition Tipping Points Qualitative Summary 

Driver Survey Result 

Alteration of 
environmental 
work setting 

1. Was asked to relocate to Detroit—no way! 
2. Considered the transformation of the company from a "branch office" 

based organization that thrived on local relationships—to a "matrix 
organization" based on skills and consulting deliverables. This new 
organization was more impersonal. Many that were going through the 
transition observed "this is not your father's IBM." 

3. When we began another in a series of reorganizations which resulted in my 
responsibilities being changed and reduced. 

4. The MOT was when my last employer's CEO died prematurely (hired me) 
and the subsequent president did not have me in her plans (a former 
colleague) 

5. After struggles with my then employer regarding my next career 
opportunity 

6. I was about to launch a venture in August 2001. The attacks on 9/11 wiped 
out my business model. 

Political shift 1. 
2. 
3. 

4. 
5. 

Company shifted to public 
Company merger 
After the last downsizing, I realized the job was more stressful than 
fulfilling. I planned for a year. 
Corporate reorganization 
I pulled the plug and left my company during a merger because the 
individuals in the top senior positions that sponsored me left. 
Additionally, the company paid me a significant amount of money to do 

so. 
Technological 
change 
Economic 
shifts 

Organization 
climate 

1. Early retirement package 
2. After my children were out of college and married, our financial needs 

as a family were drastically reduced and my retirement income was 
secure, 

14% Not enough challenge in responsibilities of first career 

1. Creation of a value add, ethically based company 
2. Sick and tired of incompetent management 
3. Toxic environment/culture 
4. Disagreement with account leadership 
5. After sitting in another fruitless, pointless meeting 
6. Treated unfairly following an illness 
7. Had enough of the politics, culture, and ineffectiveness of Corporate 

America 
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Driver Survey Result 

8. There was too much inertia in the system and too many battles to fight 
to get anything done and I just didn't have the energy to take on the 
same old battles. I decided to focus on my exit plan knowing that I could 
easily compete the next 5 years. I changed my attitude and just focused 
on completing the work at hand, whatever that happened to be. This was 
a great attitude adjustment for me as I no longer worried about my 
future at IBM but focused on what it would be like after IBM. And it's 
been a great transition. 

9. The MOT was actually years in the making. Had been unhappy for a 
few years and began positioning to take an early retirement if available. 

10. Fully realized that I no longer had a passion for the work nor the 
company, rumors of additional RIF's offer additional options that were 
not of interest, called my mother said that I was done, she said good you 
have been miserable for a long time, "just didn't "seem to enjoy what 
you're doing". 

11. Sitting in a meeting where I realized that everyone was either engaged 
or "pretending" to be engaged in a leadership development offsite. 

12. When I began to see that while I would retain some sort of autonomy in 
my work, the politics and stresses of working in a public firm 
(consulting) would not be to my liking. 

13.1 knew my employer would be better served with me leaving. 
14.1 had thought for years that 30 years with my company would be all I 

would do. Interestingly enough the last 7 years in sales learning were 
my most fulfilling years. I finally found my passion!.. Over time my 
desire to do it my way and not be involved in all the politics of a big 
company became my driving force 

15. Meeting with my supervisor and realizing that while my performance 
was good, the real opportunities were limited. 

37% 
35% 
9% 

1. 
2. 

3. 
4. 
5. 

6. 
7. 

Retirement eligible 
Work Life Consideration 
Health Consideration 

Retirement eligible, ill parents, personal desires 
Along with very ill parents with whom I wanted to spend more time... 
when I made the decision, to the dismay of my upline management, it 
was liberating for me! 
Money and not wanting to work to get new sponsors 
Following an illness; no job (3) 
One morning I asked myself if I was happy and if I enjoyed what I was 
doing... I could not answer yes anymore 
Retirement (3) 
Negotiated a bridge assignment 
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Driver Survey Result 
8. Realized could influence disadvantaged people through use of 

technology 
9. MOT occurred during an encounter with my son's physician who felt 

that his medical condition was deteriorating (diabetes). This physician's 
pessimism about my son's future clinched my decision to stop working. 

10. At that moment of truth, I decided to retire. 
11. Feeling I had more to offer. 
12.1 decided it was time for me to retire 
13. After 31 Vi years, I decided there was nothing else I wanted to do in that 

Corp career path. 
14% Personal interest in a new opportunity at another company 

1. New opportunity was not at another company 
2. Interested in new "opportunity", not new company 
3. When I was offered a job 
4. Start a new business (4) 
5. Accepted as vendor to the business I left; freedom of being on own; 

vendor to a client (5) 
6. New opportunity derived from networking 
7. New functional area of interest 
8. Interest in Internet startup 
9. Had a contract and money in the bank 
10. After talking to a few people I highly regard and respect after they took 

their own leap to entrepreneurship 
11. While on temporary assignment teaching, I realized that I lived teaching 

and the students needed me 
12. The key moment of truth emerged when I realized that I was no longer 

passionate nor fully engaged with what I was doing. Other paths opened 
up that made moving on obvious and easy. 

13. When I realized that I could transfer working for someone else to 
actually working for myself. 

14. About 6 months prior to leaving, I knew what I wanted to do and knew 
that it needed to be my business. There was not one thing that led me to 
the decision, it was the natural evolution of a thought that had been 
building for years. When I realized my passion was in developing 
leaders, my objective was to prepare myself with the tools to be able to 
do this my way and my role offered me that opportunity. 

33% Corporate resource action 

1. When I was terminated 
2. After second experience of job elimination 

New 
Opportunity 

Non-
Voluntary 
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Driver Survey Result 

Career 
stabilized and 
security 
achieved 

1. 
2. 

3. 
4 
5 

6. 

7. 
8. 

Wanting to have more of an impact and leave more of a legacy 
Compensation was most rewarding part of career and not the work, 
determined it was time to move on 
Just time 
Realized I did not have to go back to corporate 
Achieved goals of success shaped by corporate America with respect to 
responsibility, span of control, position within the firm, title, and 
compensation 
Although I have financial security, current retirement plans charge 10% 
penalty for funds withdrawn before 59 'A 
Wondered after much corp success why I wasn't happier about it. 
There wasn't 1 moment. This has been an emerging transformation that 
holds several pivotal times/decisions. 1) the decision to leave the known 
and financial security of a "real job" for the financial surrendering into 
the unknown. 2) realization that I was being called to teach 3) Going 
back to school (MS, MOB, PhD), and 4) realizing that I loved the work 
of OD/change and loved learning/and advancing knowledge. 

9. I knew that I wanted to leave as soon as I was eligible to do so with a 
pension. I had plateaued in my career, the prospects for future 
advancement was uncertain and I didn't enjoy what I was doing. 

10.1 had climbed the corporate leader for over 25 years. Goals and ambition 
always led me to the next position. I finally achieved all that I strived to 
accomplish. I decided to find a way to give back to society. This led me 
to a position in the public sector. 

Additional Comments 
Spiritual 

Dreams 

Personal 

1. Honoring a commitment I made to God Almighty 
2. Destiny confirmed with "trust me" awakening 
3. Holy Spirit shared He wanted me to leave corporate America by mid-

fifties 
4. After seeing site of 9/11 in October 2001, "Called" to move to NY to see 

what was next 
5. God had given me the vision six months before for the name and focus for 

the business 
6. Wanted to create a company based on my own Christian based values 
7. Realization that I was being called to teach 
8. I had a spiritual tug for starting a business off and on for 10 years. 
9. I made a promise with God after 15 years if He would let me remain in 

corporate America until I reach retirement, I would do His will and not 
take a penny for my service. 

1. "Trust me" 
2. Confusing dreams about being back at work 
1. When I knew that I needed more purpose in the work that I was doing. I 
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Driver Survey Result 

Realization wanted to blend my reason for being and my talents with the work that I 
did. 

2. My current role working in the Middle East and Africa has opened me to 
all sorts of possibilities and even perhaps taking a more global approach to 
my second pursuit. 

3. Consider other options for the remainder of my life. 
4. So I decided it was time to do something to give back and something that 

would bring me more personal satisfaction. 
5. Always had an involvement with NFPs, usually on Board of Directors. 

MOT was several years before my transition when a neighbor made a 
similar transition and I saw the possibility. 

6. I felt nothing and acknowledged that I never would until I took the chance 
to pursue my entrepreneurial desires. 

7. The personal satisfaction from the first career diminished almost 
completely. The timing was right to make a change. 

8. I started my transition early in my career when I got my MBA. While 
getting the MBA I was able to work with individuals in the financial 
markets. I also felt that I needed multiple options. Options that gave me 
the ability to effectively deal with many of the race related career barriers 
African Americans had. 

9. During my first 3 week vacation with my wife and 2 young daughters 
(then 8 and 11 years old), I realized that the level of interpersonal 
interaction during the 2nd and 3rd weeks was keenly desirable and 
absolutely impossible as a senior investment banker. This was a traumatic 
realization. I DID NOT resign after returning from vacation but rather 
quietly shared my interest with a few search firms that were pursuing me 
for other investment banking roles that I would also welcome the right 
corporate role. My undergraduate degree was in Electrical Engineering 
from Stanford University and I had several years of successful experience 
with 2 large technology companies prior to business school. 

10.1 determined that to reach my financial objectives, I would have to start 
my own consulting firm. I had no desire to pursue this option at that point 
in my life. 

11. Lack of African American professors in CIS 

Summary of Analysis and Findings 

Findings from the specific questions that guided the research process and 

methodology that was used to examine the main objective of the study are 

summarized in this section. 
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The primary research question that guided this study was: What are the transition 

competencies employed by 50+Black executives when shifting from first careers to 

second pursuits? The transition competencies that were employed by 50+ Black 

executives are revealed in this study. The research yielded 12 transition competencies 

that are important to develop in the first career along with 12 transition competencies 

that are critical to successful navigation of second pursuits. In addition, the research 

revealed 4 transition competencies that declined in significance from first career to 

second pursuit and one competency that indicated both a positive and a negative 

significant impact on second pursuit performance. The transition competencies that 

were consistent across both first career and second pursuit, along with competencies 

that were not critical to transfer, proved very poignant in their contribution to 

understanding transitions and interpreting the findings. 

The competencies that executives believe to be essential to success in their first 

careers were determined through the study. The 12 transition competencies important 

to transfer from first career to second pursuit are: 

1. Building relationships 

2. Influence 

3. Trustworthiness 

4. Character 

5. Communication 

6. Interpersonal relationships 
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7. Positive Attitude 

8. Results orientation 

9. "I Can" Credo 

10. Self confidence 

11. Adaptability 

12. Follow through 

The competencies that executives believe to be essential for success in their second 

pursuit and that are critical to master for successful second pursuits are: 

1. Community Consciousness 

2. Meaningfulness 

3. Concern for form 

4. Love of ideas 

5. Gratitude 

6. Spiritual 

7. Life and Work Balance 

8. Self Care 

9. Inner Peace 

10. Networking 

11. Expression 

12. Passion 
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The one competency that was significant as both a first career anchor and a second 

pursuit competency was performance with both positive and negative impact. 

Competencies that were not significant to second pursuits were career growth, 

adaptation to management/culture, and beating competition along with competence. 

Conscious attention to the transition tipping points, as framed with Mueller's career 

change model, provides the warning signals when the transition bridge is ready to be 

navigated. Understanding these points of departure facilitates the movement stage of 

change as posited by Lewin, and the neutral zone of transition as asserted by Bridges 

(1979/2004). Added to the framework, posited by Mueller were the categories of 

personal realization, spiritual, and dreams as revealed through the qualitative analysis 

of the survey, extant literature, and the exploratory interviews. Section 4.3 lists the 

specific responses to the transition tipping points with qualitative detail in Table 30. 

The competencies that shifted the most from first career to second pursuit are listed in 

Table 23 as are the competencies that were found to be significant in both first career 

and second pursuit. This analysis provided the response to the third secondary 

question of the survey relative to the shifts in mean changes. 

Findings indicate that during the first career, anchors for transition are most often 

revealed through the studies associated with the categories of success strategies, 

success factors, skills, and derailment factors. The twelve competencies essential for 

first career success are critical as foundation competencies during the shift to the 
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second pursuit and should be acquired and mastered in the first career. The second 

pursuit competencies represent competencies that must be developed to achieve 

greater success in the second pursuit. Focusing on these competencies as a framework 

for engaging in transitions to second pursuits offers greater opportunity for success in 

the second pursuit. 

The conceptual construct of decimal competencies and categories derived from 

interviews and extant literature, positively inform second pursuit transitions. Of the 

competencies initially selected as critical to second pursuit, some were not rated as 

highly as anticipated. They included family and financial well-being. The other 

competencies proved significant including relationships, networking, spirituality, 

community, and values. Passion was not rated as highly as anticipated; the specific 

skills that were revealed made the research more informative for future transitioning 

executives. In addition, the transition competencies that are important from first 

career to second pursuit provide insight relative to aligning skills with a second 

pursuit. Social networking was revealed as a strong potential mode for connecting 

this population. 

The categorical constructs of the competencies supported the studies associated with 

success strategies, success factors, derailment factors, and skills in ascertaining the 

critical transition competencies for first career anchors. For second pursuit, the 

categories of success factors, values, work expectations, life attributes, and success 
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strategies proved most comparable. Yet, with only four competencies maximum in 

any category as ranked in the top for static first career competencies to dynamic 

transition competencies, success factors would be more closely aligned with life 

attributes and values. Replicating these study methodologies to formulate a transition 

assessment would form a strong basis for future research. 

In addition, career growth as a work expectation, adaptation to management/culture 

as a derailment factor, and beating competition as a value, represent competencies 

best served to let go and remain on the memory bank of the first career. Crossing the 

bridge of transition, performance is the singular connection between transition 

competencies that anchor one from first career to success in second pursuit. 

The conceptual constructs developed to inform the research proved of specific value 

in first career and in second pursuits. The next chapter of this study presents a 

discussion of these findings. 



Chapter 5: Discussion 

Introduction 
To build a better world we need to replace the patchwork of lucky breaks and 
arbitrary advantages that today determine success—the fortunate birth dates 
and the happy accidents of history—with a society that provides opportunities 
for all. (Gladwell, 2008, p. 268) 

The predictability of competencies repositions the transition process from retirement 

planning to life planning. In building a bridge to a better world, this study has 

examined and found, through empirical data, information that is of importance to 50+ 

transitioning Black executives; information that will assist in transitions from first 

careers to second pursuits with communities of engagement where continued 

contributions are valued and talent sharing of 50+ executives is desired. 

Review of the Purpose 

The genesis of this study was precipitated by the realization of the unexamined 

departure of the first and largest generation of Black executives from corporations. 

Understanding what competencies were employed by these executives in order to 

transition from their first career to their second pursuit was the question that this 

study examined. 

Review of the Methodology 

The mixed methods methodology was selected to analyze the questions as a means to 

incorporate the insight of the verbal with the facts of the numbers. This approach 

provided an opportunity to understand the participant set's perspective, while 
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allowing the aggregate views of the population to give rise to a framework for 

consideration of the emerging patterns from the participant group. The results of the 

methodology provided a rigor of rich information that formed the model for 

transition. 

Further, the literature review served as a major informant of the methodology and the 

analysis. It proved very interesting to understand the genesis of the historical 

perspective of the participant group. Davis (1971) and Locke and Golden-Biddle 

(1997) shared perspectives of what is interesting relative to theorizing and solving 

problems. Making explicit claims of novelty and originality, interesting research often 

denies the assumptions of the audience. The combination of literature review, survey 

and interviews provided an expanse of knowledge that triangulated and provided 

cause for debate of several heretofore assumptions generally anticipated in response 

to this study. Examples of these findings include the more developed stage of 

identification of Black executives during their first career and also the high number of 

"I" or influence behavior executives in first career and carried over to second pursuit. 

Summary of the Results 

The study answered the questions established for the study. The methodology 

employed and the analysis of the findings extended the knowledge and understanding 

of 50+ Black executive transitions. Yet, there are many opportunities to further 

explore and examine data that has emerged from this research study. The results are 

discussed in the next section; future recommendations are discussed in Chapter 7. 
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Discussion of the Results 

This discussion of the results encompasses two streams of thinking—the researcher's 

perspective and theoretical perspectives. In addition to the researcher's interpretation 

included in the first section, another way to understand the findings of the study is to 

revisit the three theories that served as the foundation for the study. This 

conceptualization also allows for a discussion of the results that map back to the 

theory. The knowledge associated with adult development, career development, and 

transition theory was extended, while providing a framework of patterns that inform 

the theory and the conceptual constructs and is presented in sections two, three, and 

four. 

Researcher's Perspective of the Findings 

There were several findings from the study that were confirmed while others emerged 

and were unexpected. Confirmation was provided that community consciousness was 

a major contributor to the engagement of 50+ Black executives following transitions 

to second pursuits. However, its' ranking as the top competency that shifted raised 

several questions, such as the level of engagement in the community during first 

careers, and the causal factors for the strong interest. In addition, meaningfulness 

highlighted a major void that the researcher as actor experienced during transition and 

a void that clients continue to highlight as desire when coaching through transitions. 
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It is interesting to note that many of the male executives identified their first careers 

as their "life's work," while many of the females indicated that their second pursuits 

were more aligned with the thought of "life's work". As the primary and important 

members of the work force, men had opportunities to make contributions that 

encouraged them to value and enjoy their first careers. In stark contrast, women's first 

careers were often jobs that provided little or no recognition for making important 

contributions, and were considered solely for the purpose of bringing financial 

support into the family. Often second pursuits were more fulfilling due to economic, 

social, and cultural advances. One aspect of query is the level of achievement that one 

had the opportunity to obtain, and the effect of the responsibility that was within the 

control of the executive. This assessment continues to raise the questions of the nature 

of the work and subsequent engagements and the rationale for pursuit, and is a 

primary target of interest for continued research. 

Many of the findings also represented historical and cultural annotations when 

mapped to the context of achievement and drivers of success. In particular, 

competency that declines from first career to second pursuit is a curious 

consideration, in particular given the history of adaptation to management and culture 

and "fit," no longer viewed as a critical factor to success in second pursuit. The 

concepts of freedom and "off the plantation" resonate as qualitative comments that 

further explain the sense and degree of authentic pursuit of behavior, as the need to 

prove and fit declines in importance. 
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The findings were generated as a result of interested 50+ Black executives. The 

number of participants who shared their thoughts and who took the time to contribute 

to this study was an unexpected consequence of the study. It continues to affirm the 

value that these individuals place on helping others as a way to "give back" to future 

generations and to appreciate the mentors who navigated their journeys. 

Another unexpected finding was the consistency in identifying the competencies that 

should be mastered in first careers. This knowledge allows for the close alignment of 

corporate language that provides an arena of familiarity given the years of assessment 

of competencies in corporate roles. Translating the required competencies to the 

transition process from first career, while identifying the second pursuit 

competencies, provided a clearer pathway than initially expected. 

Finally, the message of shifts during transition supports the use of tools to analyze an 

individual's readiness to transition while assisting with focus areas prior to transition. 

With additional lead-time to plan and consider transitions, this knowledge provides 

clearer coaching direction to assist individuals in their transitions. Performance and 

follow through, relationships, networking, along with the other competencies have 

always been suspected as important, but this research validates the criticality of 

engagement in mastering and developing competencies for future success in second 

pursuits. 
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Adult Development Theory 

Empirical data that informed a transition framework, extends the knowledge 

associated with the "adult stage of life—old age" as it relates to Blacks who are 50+ 

and focused on second pursuits after successful first careers (Erikson and Levinson). 

Capturing the transition tipping points and competencies associated with the old age 

adult stage of life with the changing demographics of society offers the opportunity to 

explore and provide greater detail knowledge to this stage of life. 

A limitation and an opportunity for this research is to extend it to other stages of life 

to determine the shifts in stages when transitions are tipped, the anchors that are 

critical to each dataset, and the competencies that must be mastered to insure a 

successful second pursuit. 

The life structure of 50+ Black executives is another area where insight has been 

provided that is quantified and framed for further analysis. This study validated the 

notion of the evolutionary nature of transition with the outside world impacting the 

structure of life that is engaged. Values shift, life attributes shift, skills shift, and 

success definitions and strategies shift. The review of life histories to inform the life 

structure of individuals also is an avenue to examine the framework revealed in this 

study. 
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This research provides context to the life of Jung as an example of the dynamics 

associated with transitioning and as an example of the elements of transition revealed 

in this study. Establishing a process to uncover and publish the stories of 50+ Black 

executives would advance both the histories of these individuals as contributors to 

corporations, while also creating a historical imperative for teaching and living values 

for current and future generations of leaders. 

A final curiosity is to determine if shifts are occurring in other stages of life that are 

yet unexamined with individuals choosing different careers outside of corporations, 

or with individuals who have prioritized their values in a different way than the 

current generation of Black executives. Is there a different "green" that drives the 

thinking of other generations; how does that concept compare and contrast with the 

bravest generation and the boomer generation? 

The competency of adaptation to culture and management showed a decline in 

importance in second pursuit. Adaptation to management/culture as a derailment 

factor (-.2778) revealed the second largest decline from first career to second pursuit 

(-.2778) and is closely aligned with the decline in the value of beating competition 

(-.2214). 

The evolutionary world of first career has also introduced dialogue relative to the 

identification stages of Black executives as well as their behavior style, both natural 
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and adaptive. Critical choices at the tipping point of transition informed the life 

structure of executives as posited by Cytrynbaum. The identification stage of the 

Black executives was assessed as internalization by the majority of the executives 

(71% to 88%) with redefinition (19% to 12%). This is an area of questioning that may 

prove more informative if demographics such as age are applied. Relative to gender, 

males were more likely to shift their response from first career to second pursuit. 

Further examination of this response would be interesting to understand the nature of 

the shift versus the reality of an accurate assessment of their stage during first career. 

The significance of one's work life was assessed in the transition survey and revealed 

that the majority of the participants believed that their first career was significant, in 

particular, the men who were surveyed. While the researcher expected the number to 

be far less than revealed, further thinking provided insight into this data. For many 

individuals, being successful in corporate was fulfilling a dream of our mothers and 

our fathers. Fulfilling the dream by understanding the significance of one's work, 

based on the descriptions of why the work was significant, allowed for a deeper 

appreciation of the contributions and the identity strategies that individuals employed 

to achieve the levels of success that were attained. 

Further, the significance of the work in first career allowed for the pursuit of options 

in later life. Visionary 50+ executives shared their strategies and the later execution of 
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their life's work with the engagement of other life attributes that had hibernated 

during first careers. 

Career Development Theory 

Schein's career anchors indicate significant shifts from first career to second pursuit. 

The anchors that increased focus in second pursuits included autonomy/ 

independence, entrepreneurial/creativity, service/dedication to others, and life style. 

Declines were shown in the anchors of security/stability, general management, 

technical or functional competence. While these results appear to be expected, the 

empirical evolution of the findings provides data that supports the shifts measured by 

career anchors. What anchored the first career is opposite to what the second pursuit 

requires. This is in line with the thinking that the competencies in the second pursuit 

are different than the skills acquired, but still useful from first career. 

The transition tipping points mapped to career change competencies suggested by 

Mueller produced new categories of thinking while eliminating one of the categories. 

Compared to career change drivers as a baseline, the additional drivers for 

transition—spiritual, dreams, and personal realization—while eliminating 

technological change as a driver, offer a new dimensional framework for individuals 

and organizations to understand and adapt to the shifts with 50+ transitioning 

executives. Further, it would be interesting to understand the ramifications of the 

affects of these new drivers in two specific areas: First, making the organizational 

workplace a more values driven organization; and secondly, the demographic 
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implication of ethnicity, gender, and age. While identity has been a historical question 

for blacks, it would be informative to extend this research to other demographic 

groups and test the identity theme from the perspective of other participant groups. 

Career anchors provided thinking for the research that revealed the transition anchors. 

While transition anchors are used in the context of grounding life in order to define 

the ending that moves one into the neutral zone, as defined by Bridges' Transition 

Process, the concept allows for a clear and affirmative need to appreciate the 

components of the first career that position one for success in moving to the 

beginning of the second pursuit. Using the language of career anchors also provided 

an opportunity to establish transition language that offers some consistency in linking 

career theory to transition theory, while delineating the differences observed in the 

data. 

Behavior is a major area of identity in which the research extended knowledge. Yet, 

the behavior style most dominant was surprising for the first career, mostly high T 

styles. This raises the question of self-assessment perception versus the reality of the 

behavior style. Future research will explore this phenomenon as the researcher thinks 

this is a major connection to identity and the notion of masking behavior in corporate 

environments, i.e. to the extent that it becomes an adapted style versus an authentic 

style. It is hypothesized that one shifts to the authentic style in second pursuit that is 

prevalent in the first career assessment. Adaptation to management/culture was 
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surveyed and was one of three second pursuit competencies that was negative and 

that showed a less predictable measure as a stand alone competency. Also, 

adaptability ranked as a success category competency that was significant in both first 

career and second pursuit. 

A future study will assess more than 200 Black professionals who have completed the 

DiSC® survey with moderating variables of age and executive role, to further assess 

the impact of behavior on Blacks in executive and professional positions. Many of the 

participants in this study completed the survey while in first careers and will be 

assessed with their self-selected responses from this study, or hopefully with a second 

pursuit assessment. It will be interesting to determine if their first career behavior was 

assessed in concert with the actual assessment in both first career and second pursuit. 

The data reveals that the mask we wear in our corporate lives has become our identity 

whether real or perceived. 

Relationships offered an additional area of insight relative to transitions. Developing 

the skills associated with building relationships and interpersonal relationships i.e. 

nurturing relationships during first career, is a critical anchor for successfully moving 

to second pursuit. Networking is revealed as a competency that demonstrates 

significant change in second pursuit. These factors when considered together, paint a 

picture of using skills that allow for the creation or the continued strengthening of 

relationship skills in second pursuit. 
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There are many observations by participants in the qualitative insight that point to the 

creative and innovative approaches to establishing networks of relationships in 

second pursuit. Whether relationships are framed with strengthening family and 

future business associates, or releasing relationships with the transition to the new 

beginning by choice or by happenstance, it is an important consideration for second 

pursuit. Executives must never lose sight of the importance of this factor in both first 

career and second pursuit. 

Values prove to be of extreme importance in second pursuit. Three of the top four 

shifts from first career to second pursuit were values related. Community 

consciousness, concern for form and function, and loving ideas and exploring new 

interests were rated one, three and four respectively. This is an interesting observation 

in that the shifts were so great leaving a question of the relative first career focus and 

lack of focus in these areas. This question is left for future research in particular as 

one assesses the identity adaptation question relative to behavior. This finding along 

with the decline in the values of beating competition, winning, power and the desire 

for wealth and a return on investment of time, energy and money paints an interesting 

portrait of life that has evolved in corporate. Is the current economy a measure of the 

value deficit? 

The life attributes that demonstrated significant change from first career to second 

pursuit were spiritual and self care. These competencies were rated higher than 
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family, hobbies and fun, intellectual pursuits, health and wellness, and network 

relationships. Several comments were made in the qualitative insight that validated 

the "calling" to second pursuit and the deeper desire for "being". Further examination 

of this area to determine the rationale for the lower ratings of the other factors, would 

provide interesting information, particularly with family not ranking in either the 

competencies that changed most or were anchors carried from first career to second 

pursuit. 

The skill that was assessed as the greatest change was networking, while building 

relationships, influence, trustworthiness, and results orientation were anchored from 

first career. Relationships and networking have been discussed, but the added 

component of trustworthiness as a consideration while establishing influence with 

results is interesting. The importance of these skills triggers the basic fundamentals of 

relationships. Making the network work in second pursuit with trust as a factor 

especially for a social network, and doing what one commits to do, remain critical 

processes for mastery in developing networks of influence. 

Kimbro's career strategies offer elements from both first careers and second pursuits 

to consider. Spiritual belief in support of the spiritual component of life attributes 

resonates again as a key competency for success strategies in transition. Further, the 

"I Can" Credo espoused by Kimbro and self-confidence resonate with the 

participants. The "I Can" credo is a central theme or mantra for the life of the first 
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career executive. Having the ability to know that one can achieve the required task 

invites the notion of "if you dream it, you can achieve it." This concept introduced for 

the researcher the thinking relative to dreams as noted in the qualitative insight 

provided by the participants, accompanied with the validation of dreams from the 

literature, in particular Jung. Table 27 and Table 28 captured fulfilled and unfulfilled 

dreams and could serve as a new beginning to explore and plan for second pursuits. 

Competence as a success strategy declines in importance from first career to second 

pursuit, but it is critical to recognize the decline as an element that may be a "given" 

during transition into second pursuit. After years of proving oneself, competence may 

be a secondary concern in establishing credibility in second pursuit. Married to 

performance as the competency that spans first career and second pursuit, it is 

important to maintain the level of expertise expected while adding emphasis to areas 

that require development. 

Transition Theory 

Lewin's change model of unfreezing, movement, and refreezing, served as a 

foundation upon which to continue the examination of transitions with the participant 

group. Bridges transition model of ending, neutral zone, and new beginning also 

informed the discussion of the findings. The emergent transition model from this 

study takes into account these theoretical concepts as antecedents to the Transition 

Competency Optimization Model that will be discussed in Chapter 7. Many of the 
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transition tipping point responses to the survey offer validation to the models from 

extant literature and support for the model that has emerged from this study. 



Chapter 6: The Transition Model 

Introduction 

There are two models that have emerged from this study. The imagery model will 

continue to examine the research framework developed from this study with other 

participant data sets; the execution model will engage the continued work with 50+ 

Black executives and other participants who are engaged in transitions. These two 

models are discussed in the following sections. 

The Imagery Model: The Transition Bridge 

Many scholars have used metaphors for sense-making of theories and in practice and 

to invoke change (Hatch, 2006; Gioia, Thomas, Clark, & Chittipeddi, 1994; Dutton & 

Dukerich, 1991). Providing individuals with a means through symbols of cognitive 

reorientation has proven to be a valuable approach to the implementation of change 

(Bartunek, 1984). Similar to Weber's treatment of the examination of social life as 

the iron cage metaphor (Barker, 1993), the transition model that is proposed uses a 

bridge as a visual metaphor. 
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•£ THE TRANSITION BRIDGE 

TheTipPINGPpiNT 
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Figure 10. The Transition Bridge 

This representation of the findings from this study provides a framework in which to 

view the total findings as opposed to only the competencies and the tipping points 

that were expected. 

Imagery of the Lewin's change model (Hatch, 2006; Cummings & Worley, 2005) 

with water unfreezing at the tipping point of transition, with various aspects of the 

first career that anchor life, with the movement in the waters of competence, career 

growth, adaptation to management/culture, and beating competition, while 

maintaining the importance of performance while decreasing in some manner of 

importance, moves into the refreezing of the competencies that must be mastered in 

the second pursuit. 

Cross and Parker (2004) advocated for finding The Hidden Power of Social Networks 

and provided exercises on how to establish a social network. Based on their 

theoretical examinations, they posit that identifying and connecting people within an 
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organization can energize organizations. Benkler (2006) also posited that social 

networks can transform markets. Their work served as the foundation for informing 

TGIFiACT. It will be my intent to establish collaborative connections and to build 

trusted relationships via an online network tool, CollectiveX. 

The Execution Model: The Transition Competency 
Optimization Model© 

This Transition Competency Optimization Model© provides the framework that will 

be used to operationalize the findings from the research on 50+ executive transitions. 

This model will serve as the foundation to present the current findings, while also 

continuing to extend the research. 

Transition Competency Optimization Model© 

Career Growth 
Adaptation 

Beating Competition 
-,./;., Competence 

Community Consciousness 
Meaningfulness 

Concern for Form 
Love of Ideas 

Gratitude 
Spiritual 

Life/Work Balance 
Self Care 

Inner Peace 
Networking 
Expression 

Passion 

Building Relationships 
Influence 

Trustworthiness 
Character 

Communication 
Interpersonal Relationships 

Positive Attitude 
Results Orientation 

"I Can" Credo 
Self Confidence 

Adaptability 
FoiiowThrough 

Figure 11. The Transition Competency Optimization Model 
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For an individual to "reinvent" their 50+ life, they will be encouraged to think of their 

competencies in four ways, competencies that they should retire, rewire, renew, 

and/or reframe. The specific competencies will be assessed by individuals based on 

the assessment of their level of mastery. Suggestions will be provided to enhance the 

competency for success in first career and in second pursuit. 

Seminars and workshops, along with an ongoing survey will be the delivery vehicles 

for the model. Providing opportunities for networking and building interpersonal 

relationships will also be a derivative of execution for this model. Establishing the 

transition process of Bridges within this framework will accelerate the engagement of 

50+ executives in significant second pursuits. 

Terrie Williams (2008) instructed that the way to heal is to share. She offers a process 

for engaging in conversations to discover and heal when confronted with Black Pain 

as one moves from pain to control. She suggests inviting a group of friends over to 

experience an open dialogue, structured with questions to unveil their masks. Her 

questions are in the theoretical realm of appreciative inquiry with a direction of a 

future search for wholeness. It is this mindset that I adopt as I engage with 50+ 

executives in her instruction to me through her autograph: 

2/15/08 
Jylla, 

Open your mind & heart to the healing. 
Stay Strong 

Love u 
Terrie 
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The execution model for transition will be established through The Global Institute 

for Innovative and Collaborative THINKing (TGIFiACT). Based on positive 

organizational inquiry, it will focus on the philosophy of Appreciative Inquiry models 

(Reed, 2007; Whitney & Trosten-Bloom, 2003; Sorensen & Yaeger, 2004; Ludema, 

Whitney, Mohr, & Griffin, 2003; Cooperrider & Srivastva, 1987; Cooperrider & 

Whitney, 2001; Ludema, Whitney, Mohr, & Griffin, 2003; Cooperrider, Sorensen, 

Yaeger, & Whitney, 2005); and, Future Search (Weisbord & Janoff, 2007; Weisbord 

& Janoff, 1995/2000). 

The Global Institute for Innovative and Collaborative THINKing (TGIFiACT), an 

online social and professional network, will be the intellectual repository of 

information, history, and the threads of research that will continue to emerge. The 

experiences and talents of 50+ Black executives, depicted by their authentic and 

adaptive voices, will be framed using social network theory as the foundation for 

discovery and to elevate the understanding and engagement of this treasure chest of 

talent. 

Theoretical Grounding 

The grounding for practicing this framework will be Appreciative Inquiry and it will 

be the foundational model for the work. With a desire for the work to be 

transformational (Bushe & Kassam, 2005) as is observed or accomplished in 

coaching, the aspects of inquiry will be utilized, i.e. appreciation, applicability, 

provocation, and collaboration. The model will specifically focus on the old age stage 
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of the adult life stages, with further development of the career anchors that were 

extant through literature and extended via this research. Weisbord's Future Search 

methodology (Weisbord & Janoff, 1995/2000; Weisbord & Janoff, 2007) will be 

integrated with Appreciative Inquiry to explore and examine dialogues with 50+ 

Black executives. 

Career theory will continue to extend the knowledge of the career anchors as 

transformed to transition anchors for first career and second pursuit. Transition theory 

will extend the three stage process of transition through utilization of Bridges' 

transition process model. 

Organization Development Language Integration 

The notion of creative tension as introduced by Peter Senge (1990/2006) offers a 

method of thinking that is germane to the creation of new systems thinking that 

incorporates the affirmative stance of valuing the talent and continued contributions 

of 50+ talented professionals. Martin Luther King (1986) was inspired by the 

teaching of Socrates who, 

Felt that it was necessary to create a tension in the mind, so that 
individuals could rise from the bondage of myths and half truths.. .so 
must we... create the kind of tension in society that will help man rise 
from the dark depths of prejudice and racism. 

The language of the model will be key in branding a network that attracts 

participants. Further, the findings regarding virtual communities of practice as posited 
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by Reno (2007) will be a guiding force for execution related to trust, facilitation, and 

membership. 

The Implications of Social Network Theory 

The concept of a social network for this group of professionals was initially presented 

at the International Conference and Doctoral Consortium in Lyon, France (Foster, 

2008). The feedback and further development of a social network is updated with the 

insight that follows in this section. 

Social network theory will be instrumental in the successful development and 

execution of this model. The Global Institute for Innovative and Collaborative 

THINKing (TGIFiACT), an online social and professional network powered by 

CollectiveX, will be the intellectual repository of information, history, and the threads 

of research that will emerge. The experiences and talent of 50+ Black professionals, 

depicted by their authentic and adaptive voices, will be framed using social network 

theory as the foundation for discovery, and to elevate the understanding and 

engagement of this treasure chest of talent. 

Initial research reveals that there is an extensive library of literature related to social 

networks and the required attributes of these networks. However, very little data 

exists as it relates specifically to the experiences of Black professionals who are 50+. 

Often, these professionals were first generation participants in corporate America 

(88%) and in professional careers as validated by the survey in this study. 
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Being social animals, humans network. This is hardly novel. What is, 
however, a distinguishing feature of the early twenty-first century is 
the pervasiveness of many types of social, digital electronic, and 
organizational networks, liberated from geographic constraints by 
quantum leaps in communications, computing, and transportation 
technologies; unbound from traditional organizational structures by 
ongoing experimentation in "management technology"; and 
necessitated by mounting pressures of global competition. Thus, the 
topic of networks has considerable theoretical and practical import. 
(Parkhe, Wasserman, & Ralston, 2006, p. 560) 

The creation of social networks is a historical, cultural pre-disposition of Black 

professionals as posited by Nichols (Nichols CD; Nichols, 2004; Nichols, 2004). 

Social networks when defined and understood by utilizing the language of social 

network analysis, articulate the argument for the value proposition for the individual, 

the organization, and the corporation. 

Summary 

The imagery model and the execution model are significant in that they provide a 

means to further examine the transitions of 50+ Black executives, while translating 

the continued theoretical exploration to practice. As a scholar-practitioner, these 

models fulfill my continued thirst for intellectual pursuit, while providing service to a 

community of individuals and organizations who confront change that is a derivative 

of the transitioning of executives from first careers to second pursuits. 



Chapter 7: Theoretical Implications and Further 
Research Recommendations 

This chapter concludes this study with the hope that it presents a framework for both 

research and practice. The theoretical and empirical contributions are discussed along 

with the implications and opportunities for future research. The Global Institute For 

innovative And Collaborative Thinking (TGIFiACT) will continue this journey It is 

expected that TGIFiACT will become a reservoir of partnerships and collaborations 

with individuals and organizations who appreciate the learned skills and who will 

engage in the changes that define second pursuits. 

Theoretical Contributions 

Extending the development of the adult stage theory relative to "old age" and the 

repositioning of retirement through examination of a participant group that has 

transitioned reflects the boomer generation's shift. Further, introduction of concepts 

such as dreams, spirituality, and adaptability offers insights that expose individuals to 

the norms of these concepts as engagement competencies in second pursuits. 

Career growth as a consideration for major focus is a mindset that is critical to master 

in order to begin to separate transitions within first careers to transition from first 

career. Transitions require a major shift in life cycle and other developmental 

considerations that are exposed within this study. 
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Transition theory has now been extended with an empirical study of 50+ Black 

executives. This contribution extends into other disciplinary areas also for the 

perspectives shared relative to social, psychological, and other functional disciplines. 

Empirical Contribution 

Examining a participant set of 50+ Black executives as a mixed method study opens 

many avenues for continued exploration. It will be even a greater contribution to offer 

this participant set of individuals for future research studies that are ethnically 

focused, 50+ focused, executive level experience, and capable of engaging in second 

pursuits. It is the intention of the researcher to: (a) Develop a transition survey based 

on the findings in this research that will continue to validate (and even strive for) a 

higher tool of reliability to predict transition competencies; (b) Prepare future 

transitioning executives to focus on the career anchors that must be mastered. 

Subsequent to the survey, one individual who engaged in the research was presented 

as a strong candidate for a Board position with a Fortune 500 firm. Another ran for a 

political office and lost his first political bid by a narrow margin. Networking as an 

engine to fuel the contributions of this participant group, will be enabled through the 

social network organization to be established as a model to continue the exploration 

and engagement of 50+ Black executives and expanded to other demographics of 

society. 
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Implications 

The implications of this study are far reaching. For both individuals and 

organizations, retooling, repositioning talent, and reenergizing this group of talented 

individuals to make even greater contributions to society is an objective of this 

research and future execution of the models. 

The Legacy 

Another way to view this work is to ask, "What will the next generation say of this 

generation of transitioned 50+ baby boomers?—They came of age during the Great 

Depression and the Second World War and went on to build modern America—men 

and women whose everyday lives of duty, honor, achievement, and courage gave us 

the world we have today." The task ahead is daunting, but the energy of transitioning 

professionals in pursuit of second contributions is boundaryless, as have been their 

first careers. 

Coleman (1996/2006) firmly posits that the corporate game is the game and that it has 

not, and will not change for hundreds of years.. .but is the game changing? Leaving a 

legacy that includes documented research and literature that captures the experience 

of the Black professional is a critical contribution to organization development and to 

the cultural, professional, and personal sustainability of Black emerging professionals 

inside of corporate America. Is this not a pathway to building continued, significant 

contributions external to first career opportunities? 
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Black professionals have the talent and the capability to affect the base of the 

pyramid, domestically and globally. With ties to indigenous communities via cultural 

or relational threads, the opportunity to make contributions through creative creation 

is a seminal event. Granovetter (1985) first used the language of economic action and 

social structure in his discussion of the engagement of work on social embeddedness. 

With Granovetter's (1973) earlier work on social ties, it appears as though network 

theory informed his THINKing relative to the social structure of work with 

indigenous cultures. 

Granovetter's insight provides an example of a potential opportunity to identify and 

create literature and opportunities that captures the passion and purpose of Black 

professionals in a second pursuit. This dialogue frames the section of connected 

legacy as a key component of TGIFiACT. While there are numerous examples of 

online social networks, forming social networks by seasoned professionals as 

collaborative and collective interests among 50+ Black executives, opens a new 

horizon. As organizations struggle with the shifting needs of members who transition 

from the original membership criteria, THINKing has to occur by the individual and 

the organization to garner this talent and transform it to work that transforms society. 

Talents 

A Biblical perspective of using talents, Whomsoever much is given of him shall be 

much required, Luke 12:48, (Felder, 1993/1998) and helping others, emerges as an 

implication from this study. Dreams and subliminal connections to self while 
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searching for contributions and attentiveness to values, offers insight to help one 

navigate their transition journey. This mindset was presented from the perspective of 

the historical connection of Black people to these concepts, but also introduces the 

popular press distortion of these basic tenets. Whether the rhetoric of a speech or the 

tagging of stereotypes adopted by some in society, often a Black person comes from a 

place of being a child of God with a guidebook that has been adopted for centuries by 

a people who care. 

The Communities of Engagement 

The potential to engage 50+ Black executives in communities of interest with other 

like-minded individuals will be an objective of TGIFiACT. These communities have 

been initially defined by the transition survey and will be launched and or extended to 

others based on collaborative interests. This network has the potential to be of value 

to organizations seeking additional resources. Matching individuals to organizations 

with mutual interests would be a major vehicle to reengage this significant talent pool 

and offer them new opportunities for second pursuits. 

Future Research Recommendations 

This research framework and the resultant findings have extended the theory of adult 

development, career development, and transitions with the insight of transition 

competencies and tipping points. Throughout this paper future research has been 

cited. These recommendations are summarized in the categories of Transition Theory, 

Transition Practice (Communities of Engagement and The Global Institute For 
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innovative And Collaborative Thinking, an online social network of 50+ Executives), 

Behavior Style, and Historical Documentation. 

Transition Theory 

The theory of William Bridges provides the framework for extension of the transition 

competencies research. Creating knowledge associated with this participant 

population, as well as the creation of a framework for further research has future 

significant implications. Categorizing the findings into transition competencies, 

anchors, baggage and bridging factors offers the capability of making sense out of 

future comparative research. 

Transition Practice 

Coaching, consulting, publishing and speaking are disciplines of practice that can be 

significantly influenced with focus on transitions as a practice. Organizations that 

have an interest in these individuals can remain more viable with the lifeline of 

wisdom and knowledge that can be provided by these executives. Further, 

understanding the knowledge contained in the results of this study strengthens 

mentoring and coaching others for greater success. 

Communities of Engagement 

Areas of engagement that have been identified in this research serve as a new 

beginning for many of the individuals who participated in this study. Mapping the 

needs of society with the interests of the individuals offers an opportunity to engage 

these talented resources in a more expedient manner. Having this established pool of 

talent to engage will be of value to both organizations and individuals. 
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The Global Institute for Innovative and Collaborative Thinking 
(TGIFiACT) 

TGIFiACT will also serve the purpose of continued exploration of social network 

theory, in particular as it relates to the 50+ population. Also, the opportunity for 

collaborative engagement and networking will be a positive derivative of the 

formation of this network. 

Behavior Style 

The implications of understanding first career and second pursuit adaptive and 

authentic behavior style offer the opportunity to examine empirical data that can be of 

value to current and future first career executives. Managing and controlling the 

nuances of behavior while appreciating identity, provides an opportunity for greater 

insight to executives in situational and dynamic career growth and professional 

development. 

Historical Documentation 

Structuring a values based curriculum for training on ethics and corporate conduct, 

based on black literature would serve two purposes: First, the business skills 

development process would be integrated with historical perspectives that form and 

inform the being of individuals with a strong historical foundation; Second, keeping 

the literature of black scholars and practitioners alive is a clarion call to action so that 

future generations learn from the lessons experienced by earlier veterans. 

Conclusion 

The exploratory mixed method approach to examining the transition competencies 

broadened the thinking of the researcher while challenging the myths of the simple 
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qualitative insight by seeking empirical data. Reducing culture as a conceptual 

construct, while extending the importance of identity and engagement, framed with 

competencies that support the conceptual construct, paved the way for others to cross 

the bridge of transition. It is only appropriate to conclude the bridge of transition 

metaphor with the popular thoughts of Dromgoole: 

THE BRIDGE BUILDER 

An old man going a lone highway, 
Came at the evening, cold and gray, 
To a chasm vast and wide and steep, 
With waters rolling cold and deep. 

The old man crossed in the twilight dim, 
The sullen stream had no fears for him; 

But he turned when safe on the other side, 
And built a bridge to span the tide. 

"Old man," said a fellow pilgrim near. 
"You are wasting your strength with building here. 

Your journey will end with the ending day. 
You never again will pass this way. 

You've crossed the chasm, deep and wide. 
Why build you this bridge at eventide?" 

The builder lifted his old gray head. 
"Good friend, in the path I have come," he said. 

"There followeth after me today 
A youth whose feet must pass this way. 

The chasm that was as naught to me 
To that fair-haired youth may a pitfall be. 
He, too, must cross in the twilight dim— 

Good friend, I am building this bridge for him." 

—W. A. Dromgoole 

Poem distributed at the IBM 1998 Black Executive Forum 
October 30, 1998 



Appendix A: Exploratory 50+ Talented 
Professionals Interview Guide 

This was the initial interview guide used with interviewee to assist in establishing the 
conceptual constructs that emerged. These interviews preceded the transition 
interview guide and the transition survey that were subsequently developed. These 
interviews were coded and combined with the insight from the literature review to 
construct the conceptual framework and to form the question for the research. 

The Affinity Quilt: Weaving the Invisible Talent of 50+ Black Professionals into 
Visible Treasures 

TRANSITION COACHING INTERVIEW GUIDE 

This interview guide is provided for the purpose of capturing perspectives that will inform a 
dissertation, acknowledge future research, and understand engagement opportunities for 50+ 
Black professional talent. Bill Novelli, President of AARP, defines 50+ as a mindset. It 
correlates to individuals who are actively involved in pursuing contributions to society 
beyond their current work or their current work is their purpose and passion augmented with 
other means for contributions. This interview will explore your past accomplishments, current 
engagement and future contributions THINKing as a visionary 50+ leader. 

This interview will be recorded and used for the express purpose of research and creation of 
The Global Institute for Innovative and Collaborative THINKing (TGIFiACT). Any specific 
names or other identification will require your approval prior to utilization and/or publishing. 
TGIFiACT will be an online social and professional network of 50+ Black professionals who 
have distinguished themselves in their disciplines of engagement. The disciplines are: 
practitioners (corporate, entrepreneur, volunteer, philanthropist, board governance, spiritual 
leader, politician, etc.), academic scholars, scholar practitioners, practical scholars and 
organization leaders. 

SECTION I: Past Accomplishments 

1. Please share with me the story of a major accomplishment that you are very 
proud of. 

a. Who/how do you think it impacted an individual and/or an 
organization? 

b. What do you hope others gain from your story? 
c. Who has it been shared with? 
d. Who should it be shared with and why? 
e. How has the accomplishment been documented? 
f. How would you like to see it recorded in history? 

2. Scholars Only: What is your perspective on publishing as a scholar? 
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a. What have been your channels? 
b. What insight can you provide on publishing the stories of 50+ Black 

professionals? 

SECTION II: Transition (If applicable) 
Think about your transition from what you would consider as your first career to your current 
career/endeavors. 

1. Please share with me what you recall most about moving from your first career 
to your current career/endeavors. 

a. How would you describe the moment when you realized the transition 
time had come. 

b. How long were you in the first career? How long has it been since you 
left the first career? 

2. Have you transitioned into other careers/endeavors since the first one? If so, 
please describe. 

3. Tell me about 3 things you now have on your radar that you want to accomplish. 
4. What organization or groups have you been involved in that helped to shape 

your past success? What group is most significant in your life and work moving 
forward? 

SECTION III: Talent 
1. Name 3-5 things that you are really good at 
2. Name 3-5 things that you really enjoy 
3. In looking at the lists, how can or will you mold those talents? 

SECTION IV: Current Endeavors 
1. What about your current work would you consider 50+ engagement? 
2. What triggered your transition to do this work? 
3. What are you currently working on that will make this work significant? 
4. What is the discipline of engagement? Was it your previous discipline? 
5. What talent did you take away from the previous opportunity to the new 

opportunity? 
6. What resources could make you more successful in your pursuit of your current 

endeavors? 

SECTION V: Future Contributions 
1. What are your greatest hopes and/or dreams that you have yet to accomplish? 
2. What resources are required for you to tackle that work? 
3. What do you see as possibilities for this work? 

SECTION VI: The Global Institute for Innovative and.Collaborative THINKing 
TGIFiACT 
MySpace, Facebook, and other social network tools have shifted the way teens and young 
adults communicate and build relationships. 

1. If a social and professional online network was established for 50+ Black 
professionals (TGIFiACT), how would you envision it? 

2. Would you be willing to be a member of a 50+ online social network? 
3. What content would be helpful to have as resource(s) on TGIFiACT? 
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4. What would be the key attributes required to make the network successful? 
5. Would you be willing to participate in blogs and surveys periodically on 

TGIFiACT as a method to gather data, insight and perspectives? 
6. What would be needed in order for you to make this commitment? 
7. If you were to meet, face to face with a group of 50+ Black professionals, what 

would be on the agenda that would attract your active participation? 

SECTION VII: Closing 
1. If you were to write a book, what would be the subject and message? 
2. What other stories remain untold that you think hold valuable lessons? 
3. Who are your role models and why? 
4. What quote or statement serves as the guiding light for your life? 
5. Is there a metaphor that informs your life and/or your life's work? 
6. Who are other individuals that you would recommend as prolific, profound and 

provocative THINKers that I should talk with? Contact Information? 
7. Other insight and/or thoughts? 

REQUESTS 
1. Copy of resume, bio, and/or curriculum vitae 
2. Other contacts 
3. Acceptance of invite to join TGIFiACT when launched 
4. Completion of assessments 
5. Funding interest and/or sources 

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT 
Thank you for taking the time to share your phenomenal story through this interview 
process. These questions will eventually become a template for Transition Coaching that 
will leave a legacy of THINKing for others to follow as they manage the inevitable 
transitions in life. 

Jylla Moore Foster 

PhD Candidate, 2009 
Benedictine University 



Appendix B: Transition Interview Guide Mapped 
to Survey 

This interview guide is provided for the purpose of capturing detail perspectives that 
will inform a dissertation and future research regarding the transition competencies of 
50+ black corporate executives who have successfully navigated from their first 
career to their second pursuit. 

Bill Novelli, President of AARP, defines 50+ as a mindset. 50+ correlates to 
individuals who are actively involved in pursuing contributions to society beyond 
their current work or their current work is their purpose and passion augmented with 
other means for contributions. This interview will explore factors relative to an 
overview of transitions, the first career, the second pursuit and a profile of 
successfully engaged executives in their second pursuit who are 50 years of age or 
more even though they may have transitioned prior to 50. This is a control variable 
that allows for segmenting of data and future research opportunities. 

This interview will be recorded and used for the purpose of research. The questions in 
italics represent qualitative questions specific to the phone interview whereas the 
non-italicized questions in black are included in the online survey. This interview will 
expand upon the responses shared in the online survey where further exploration 
would be supportive of the research. 

A derivative of this research will include the creation of The Global Institute for 
Innovative and Collaborative THINKing (TGIFiACT). TGIFiACT will be an online 
social and professional network of 50+ Black professionals who have distinguished 
themselves in their disciplines of engagement. The disciplines are: practitioners 
(corporate, entrepreneur, volunteer, philanthropist, board governance, spiritual leader, 
politician, etc.), academic scholars, scholar practitioners, practical scholars and 
organization leaders. 

Note: Your specific name will only be shared with your written approval prior to 
publication of any documents where it is referenced. 

SECTION I: Transition Overview 

What was the catalyst for your transition? 

1. Please describe your first career. 
2. Please describe your second pursuit. 
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3. If you are in your THIRD transition, please describe it. 
4. If you have already transitioned, please describe the moment of truth when 

you decided to transition. 
5. Please share a memorable story about your transition. 
6. Name and describe the single most important skill that you think was 

necessary for you to transition from your FIRST career to your SECOND 
pursuit. 

7. Describe a dream that you have fulfilled in your life. 
8. Describe a dream that you have yet to fulfill. 

SECTION II: FIRST Career 
Think about your transition from what you would consider as your first career to your 
current career/endeavors. 

1. Describe the significance of your work in your first career. 

SECTION III. SECOND Pursuit 

1. Describe the significance of your work in your second pursuit 

SECTION IV: Profile 

What were the factors that determined your successful transition? 

What would you recommend to others? 
1. Any thoughts or tips on relationships? 
2. Please share a story of a significant relationship that influenced your 

transition. 
3. What would you suggest to increase the relevance of organizations during 

each stage of the transition process? 
a. Engaged 
b. Planning 
c. THINKing 

Future research questions to establish data collection and future direction. 

SECTION V: The Global Institute for Innovative and Collaborative THINKing 
TGIFiACT (Will also use as questions on the TGIFiACT Blog) 
MySpace, Facebook, Linkedln and other social network tools have shifted the way 
teens and young adults communicate and build relationships. 

1. If a social and professional online network was established for 50+ Black 
professionals (TGIFiACT), how would you envision it? 

2. Would you be willing to be a member of a 50+ online social network? 
3. What content would be helpful to have as resource(s) on TGIFiACT? 
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4. What would be the key attributes required to make the network 
successful? 

5. Would you be willing to participate in blogs and surveys periodically on 
TGIFiACT as a method to gather data, insight and perspectives? 

6. What would be needed in order for you to make this commitment? 
7. If you were to meet, face to face with a group of 50+ Black professionals, 

what would be on the agenda that would attract your active 
participation? 

SECTION VI: Closing (Will also use as questions on the TGIFiACT Blog) 
1. If you were to write a book, what would be the subject and message? 
2. What other stories remain untold that you think hold valuable lessons? 
3. Who are your role models and why? 
4. What quote or statement serves as the guiding light for your life? 
5. Is there a metaphor that informs your life and/or your life's work? 
6. Who are other individuals that you would recommend as prolific, 

profound and provocative THINKers that I should talk with? Contact 
Information? 

7. Other insight and/or thoughts? 

REQUESTS 

1. Complete the online survey, if not already done 
2. Other contacts 
3. Acceptance of invite to join TGIFiACT when launched 

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT 

Thank you for taking the time to share your phenomenal story through this 
interview process. These questions will eventually become a template for Transition 
Coaching that will leave a legacy of THINKing for others to follow as they manage 
the inevitable transitions in life. 

Jylla Moore Foster 

Ph.D. Candidate, 2009 
Benedictine University 



Appendix C: Transition Survey 

Note: This survey used Likert scales with 5 items for questions where "5 - 1" is indicated. 

SURVEY OVERVIEW 

The insight that you will provide by responding to this survey will help to determine transition 
competencies that have been engaged by black corporate executives who have shifted from their 
FIRST career to their SECOND pursuit. Individuals who are 50+ years of age are the requested 
participants. 

This survey has five sections that include Transition Overview, FIRST career insight, SECOND 
pursuit, Profile of participants and Demographics. Prior to taking this survey, please specifically 
determine what you will reference as your FIRST career and your SECOND pursuit. Your FIRST 
career is typically defined as your jobs in a single corporation or multiple corporations that constitute 
your major work history prior to shifting to your SECOND pursuit. The SECOND pursuit is typically 
the work that you have pursued after your FIRST career. Your SECOND pursuit may include a 
primary shift from a corporate career to a leadership role in a non-profit, an entrepreneurial venture, 
volunteerism, or other areas of engagement. 

While this survey is extensive, it will provide a tremendous amount of information that will be helpful 
to others who are pursuing a transition. In addition, its' primary purpose is to complete requirements to 
achieve a PhD in Organization Development by Jylla Moore Foster who can be reached at 

Jylla@Crystal-Stairs.com or 630-660-6832. 

It will take approximately 45 minutes to complete this survey. THANK YOU for making this 
significant contribution to others and to this work! 

With appreciation, 

Jylla 

NOTE: Please see Appendix G for the detail questions and responses to the survey. 
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Appendix D: Survey Competencies Strategy Map 

PATTERNS 
Transition Stage 

FIRST Career 
FC Culture 

FC Identity 

FC Engagement 

SECOND Pursuit 
SP Culture 

SP Identity 

SCHOLAR 
Bridges 
Nicholson 
Dickens 

Mueller 

Inscape, OCI, 
Jackson/Cross 

Schein 
Jung/Suiter/Inscape 
Bonnstetter/Ritchey 

NA 
Suiter 
Maslow 
Johnson/Foster 
Fortune 500 
Kimbro 

Inscape 
NA 
Fortune 500 
Goodly, Neff/Citrin 
Coleman 

Inscape, OCI 
Jackson/Cross 

Schein 
Jung/Suiter/Inscape 
Bonnstetter/Ritchey 

NA 
Suiter 
Johnson/Foster 
Fortune 500 

CATEGORIES 

Planning 
THINKing 
Engaged 
FC to SP Individual 
FC to SP 
Organization 

DiSC, OCI 
Black ID Stage 
Profile 

Career Anchors 
Behavior 
Style 
A uthentic/Adaptive 

Relationships 
Values 
Needs 
Life Attributes 
Skills 
Career Strategies 

Work Expectations 
Satisfaction 
Derailment Factors 
Success 
PIE 

DiSC, OCI 
Black ID Stage 
Profile 

Career Anchors 
Behavior 
Style 
Authentic/Adaptive 
Relationships 
Values 
Life Attributes 
Skills 

NARRQ 

14, 
65 

15,16,17 

2,24 

62, 63 

3,44 

65 

62, 63 

DATAQ 

10,11. 

33, 

1 
9 
8 

58,59 
64 

, 23, 25 
28,29 
28,29 

36 

35 

27 
26 

, 60,61 
30 
31 
19 
18 
37 

32 
21,22 

33 
20,38 

34 
12, 13,43,45 

52 

48,49 
48,49 

55 

54 

47 
46 

, 60,61 
50 
40 
39 
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PATTERNS SCHOLAR CATEGORIES NARR Q DATA Q 

SP Engagement 

Jackson/Cross 
Kimbro 

Inscape 
NA 
Fortune 500 
Goodly, Neff/Citrin 
Coleman 
Mueller 
Gladwell 

Black ID Stage 
Career Strategies 

Work Expectations 
Satisfaction 
Derailment Factors 
Success 
PIE 

4,5 
4,5 

55 
56 

51 
42 
52 

41,57 
53 

Career Drivers 
Tipping Points 
Demographics/Profile 

6,7 

66-83 



Appendix E: Participants 

NAME 

Alana Robinson 
Dr. Ancella Livers 
Dr. Sandra Shelton 
Dr. Sarah Malone 
James Morris 
William Saunders 
Dr. Cherry Collier 
Roger Madison 
Anthony A 
Doris Shannon 
Carter Womack 
Bob Perrin 
Deborah Chima 
Bob A 
Clyde A 
Robert Scott 
Michele Thompson 
Barbara Ellis 
Ervin A 
Maurice Arthur 
A J Pearson 
Steve Edmonson 
Stephanie Springs 
Frank A 
Glenda A 
Harold A 
Issac A 
June A 
Dee Wood 
Tressie Rooks 
Kathy A 
Michael Robinson 
Lloyd A 
Maxine A 
Paulette Turner 
Michael Littlejohn 
Norton A 
Ron Statum 

EXPLORATORY 
INTERVIEW 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

SURVEY 

X 

X 
X 
X 

X 
X 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

X 
X 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

X 
X 

X 
X 
X 

X 
X 

CONVERSATION 

X 

X 
X 
X 
X 

X 

X 
X 

X 
X 

INTERVIEW 
II 
X 

X 
X 

X 

X 

X 
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N A M E EXPLORATORY SURVEY CONVERSATION INTERVIEW 
INTERVIEW II 

X 

Orion A 
Milt Hearne 
Curt Gadsden 
Ira Hall 
Paul A 
Quincy A 
Marilyn Johnson 
Patti Anne 
Ted Childs 
O'Neal Robinson 
Dr. Dennis Proctor 
Cathy Mock 
Robin Talbert 
Karen Goins 
Maxine Allen 
Curtis Tearte 
John Moore 
Sylvia Moore 
Larry Drake 
Earlene Cox 
Maurice Cox 
Skip Wyatt 
Dr. Ella Bell 
Dr. Darlene Lewis 
Michael Mobley 
Linda Parker 
Patti Ann 
Patti Ross 
Wanda McKenzie 
Ron Dukes 
Larry 
Dr. Donald Hanson 
Congressman Mel 
Watt 

X 
X 

X 
X 

X 
X 

X 

X 

X 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

X 
X 

X 
X 
X 
X 

X 

X 

X X 
X 

X 
X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 
X 
X 



Appendix F: Participant Companies 
IBM 
GE 
PNC 
Microsoft 
McDonalds 
UPS 
P&G 
RR Donnelley 
EDS 
GM 
AT&T 
WellPoint 
National City Bank 
State of Ohio 
Sears 
Bank of America 
HSBC 
Allstate 
Sara Lee 
University of Chicago Hospitals 
Value City 
Boeing 
Wachovia 
Delta 
AARP 
BP 
Texaco 
Exxon/Mobil 
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Appendix G: Survey Results 

CORPORATE EXECUTIVE TRANSITION 
SURVEY 

SURVEY OVERVIEW The insight that you will provide by responding to this survey will help to determine 
transition competencies that have been engaged by black corporate executives who have shifted from their 
FIRST career to their SECOND pursuit. Individuals who are 50+ years of age are the requested participants. 
This survey has five sections that include Transition Overview, FIRST career insight, SECOND pursuit, 
Profile of participants and Demographics. Prior to taking this survey, please specifically determine what you 
will reference as your FIRST career and your SECOND pursuit. Your FIRST career is typically defined as 
your jobs in a single corporation or multiple corporations that constitute your major work history prior to 
shifting to your SECOND pursuit. The SECOND pursuit is typically the work that you have pursued after 
your FIRST career. Your SECOND pursuit may include a primary shift from a corporate career to a 
leadership role in a non-profit, an entrepreneurial venture, volunteerism, or other areas of engagement. 
While this survey is extensive, it will provide a tremendous amount of information that will be helpful to 
others who are pursuing a transition. In addition, its' primary purpose is to complete requirements to 
achieve a PhD in Organization Development by Jylla Moore Foster who can be reached at Jylla@Crystal-
Stairs.com or 630-660-6832. It will take approximately 45 minutes to complete this survey. THANK YOU for 
making this significant contribution to others and to this work! With appreciation, Jylla 

SECTION I: TRANSITION OVERVIEW 

1. What is your transition status? 

TRANSITIONED: Already transitioned from FIRST career to SECOND pursuit 

ENGAGED: In the process of transitioning from FIRST career to SECOND pursuit 

PLANNING: Actively planning and working on the transition from FIRST career to 
SECOND pursuit 

THINKING: Considering life after FIRST career 

35 

6 

2 

0 

81% 

14% 

5% 

0% 

2. Please describe your FIRST career. 

43 Responses 

3. Please describe your SECOND pursuit 

43 Responses 

4. Please describe the moment of truth when you decided to transition. 

43 Responses 

5. Please share a memorable story about your transition. 

38 Responses 
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6. Would you say that your transition was by choice or by force? 

Choice 

Force 

Other, please specify 

Total 

31 

5 

6 

42 

74% 

12% 

14% 

100% 

?. What precipitated your transition? (Select all that apply) 

Corporate resource action 

Retirement eligible 

Not enough challenge in responsibilities of FIRST career 

Performance issue in the FIRST career 

Personal interest in a new opportunity at another company 

Work Life consideration 

Health Consideration 

Other, please specify 

14 

16 

6 

0 

6 

15 

4 

18 

33% 

37% 

14% 

0% 

14% 

35% 

9% 

42% 

8. How many years before you transitioned did you spend THINKING about your SECOND pursuit? 

One year or less 

At least 1 year but less than 3 years 

At least 3 years but less than 5 years 

At least 5 years but less than 7 years 

At least 7 years but less than 10 years 

10 years or more 

Total 

10 

14 

10 

3 

4 

2 

43 

23% 

33% 

23% 

7% 

9% 

5% 

100% 

9. How many years before you transitioned did you spend PLANNING your SECOND pursuit? 

One year or less 

At least 1 year but less than 3 years 

At least 3 years but less than 5 years 

At least 5 years but less than 7 years 

At least 7 years but less than 10 years 

10 years or more 

22 

14 

5 

1 

1 

1 

51% 

33% 

12% 

2% 

2% 

2% 

10. Please indicate your primary FIRST career focus. 

Corporate 

Entrepreneur 

Board of Directors 

Philanthropy 

35 

3 

0 

0 

81% 

7% 

0% 

0% 
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Foundation 

Volunteer 

Government 

Education 

Spiritual and/or religious 

Non-Profit organization 

Other, please specify 

0 

0 

2 

1 

0 

1 

3 

0% 

0% 

5% 

2% 

0% 

2% 

7% 

11. Please indicate your secondary FIRST career focus. 

Corporate 

Entrepreneur 

Board of Directors 

Philanthropy 

Foundation 

Volunteer 

Government 

Education 

Spiritual and/or religious 

Non-Profit organization 

Not Applicable 

Other, please specify 

6 

10 

0 

0 

1 

3 

0 

5 

2 

6 

5 

4 

15% 

24% 

0% 

0% 

2% 

7% 

0% 

12% 

5% 

15% 

12% 

10% 

12. Please indicate your primary SECOND pursuit focus. 

Corporate 

Entrepreneur 

Board of Directors 

Philanthropy 

Foundation 

Volunteer 

Government 

Education 

Spiritual and/or religious 

Non-Profit organization 

Retired 

Other, please specify 

Total 

4 

16 

0 

1 

0 

0 

4 

4 

4 

5 

1 

3 

42 

10% 

38% 

0% 

2% 

0% 

0% 

10% 

10% 

10% 

12% 

2% 

7% 

100% 
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13. Please indicate your secondary SECOND pursuit focus. 

Corporate 

Entrepreneur 

Board of Directors 

Philanthropy 

Foundation 

Volunteer 

Government 

Education 

Spiritual and/or religious 

Non-Profit organization 

Retired 

Not Applicable 

Other, please specify 

Total 

4 

4 

3 

0 

1 

3 

1 

5 

2 

7 

2 

4 

7 

43 

9% 

9% 

7% 

0% 

2% 

7% 

2% 

12% 

5% 

16% 

5% 

9% 

16% 

100% 

14. Name and describe the single most important skill that you think was necessary for you to transition from your FIRS1 
career to your SECOND pursuit 

43 Responses 

15. Name and describe a second skill that you think was necessary for you to transition from your FIRST career to your 
SECOND pursuit? 

43 Responses 

16. Describe a dream that you have fulfilled in your life 

43 Responses 

17. Describe a dream that you have yet to fulfill. 

40 Responses 
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SECTION II: FIRST CAREER TRANSITION INSIGHT 

18. Please rate the following skills based on how important you think it was in your FIRST 
career? 
Top number is the count of respondents selecting the 
option. Bottom % is percent of the total respondents 
selecting the option. 
Business Intuition (Uses extensive knowledge of business 
functions, trends and competition to determine the best 
course of action, making timely/tough decisions) 

Cognitive Power (Identifies key or underlying issues in 
complex situations and links them to the enterprise vision, 
strategies and direction) 

Cross-cultural effectiveness (Leverages the diverse talent 
of people and an understanding of different cultures to 
enhance enterprise performance) 

Influence (Gains support and commitment from others to 
mobilize the enterprise to take action) 

Organization Development (Drives continuous growth in 
enterprise effectiveness using a variety of strategies and 
change initiatives) 

Results Orientation (Displays a commitment to and passic 
for achieving success. Creates and tenaciously pursues 
objectives and opportunities) 

Trustworthiness (Establishes and maintains credibility wit! 
a variety of constituents by demonstrating consistency 
among principles, values, business ethics and personal 
behavior.) 

Vision (Creates and articulates a picture of what could be 
and instills a collective commitment to the common 
purpose) 

Networking 

Building and Nurturing Relationships 

Extremely 
important 

27 

63% 
30 

70% 
20 

47% 
31 

72% 

16 

37% 
36 

84% 

34 

79% 

23 

53% 

20 
47% 

30 
70% 

Somewhat 
important 

14 

33% 
9 

21% 
18 

42% 
9 

21% 

22 

51% 
6 

14% 

8 

19% 

16 

37% 

14 

33% 

10 
23% 

Neutral 

1 

2% 
3 

7% 
4 

9% 
2 

5% 

5 

12% 
0 

0% 

0 

0% 

3 

7% 

7 

16% 

2 

5% 

Some 

0 

0% 
1 

2% 
1 

2% 
0 

0% 

0 

0% 
0 

0% 

0 

0% 

1 

2% 

1 

2% 

0 

0% 

Extremely 
unimportant 

1 

2% 
0 

0% 
0 

0% 
1 

2% 

0 

0% 
1 

2% 

1 

2% 

0 

0% 

1 

2% 

1 

2% 
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19. Please rate your personal satisfaction level with life attributes during your FIRST career. 

Top number is the count of respondents selecting the 
option. Bottom % is percent of the total respondents 
selecting the option. 

Financial Well Being 

Health and Wellness 

Hobbies and Fun 

Career and Work Aspirations 

Family 

Professional Network Relationships 

Social Network Relationships 

Self Care 

Spiritual 

Intellectual Pursuits 

Primary environment where you lived and worked 

Extremely 
satisfied 

16 
37% 

12 

28% 

5 

12% 

10 

23% 

16 
37% 

12 
28% 

10 

23% 

11 

26% 

14 

33% 

12 

28% 

16 
38% 

Somewhat 
satisfied 

22 
51% 

19 
44% 

17 

40% 

27 

63% 

15 
35% 

22 
51% 

23 
53% 

14 

33% 

10 
24% 

20 
47% 

21 
50% 

Neutral 

2 
5% 

8 

19% 

15 

35% 

4 

9% 

8 

19% 

8 

19% 

8 
19% 

11 

26% 

11 

26% 

7 

16% 

4 

10% 

Somewhat 
dissatisfied 

2 

5% 

4 

9% 

6 

14% 

2 

5% 

4 

9% 

1 

2% 

2 

5% 

7 

16% 

6 
14% 

4 

9% 

1 
2% 

Extremely 
dissatisfied 

1 
2% 

0 
0% 

0 

0% 

0 

0% 

0 

0% 

0 

0% 

0 

0% 

0 

0% 

1 
2% 

0 

0% 

0 
0% 

20. How would you rate your level of success during your FIRST career? (Success is based on your personal measure of 
success.) 

Extremely successful 

Somewhat successful 

Neutral 

Somewhat unsuccessful 

Extremely unsuccessful 

Total 

21 

21 

0 

1 

0 

43 

49% 

49% 

0% 

2% 

0% 

100% 

21. How satisfied were you with your level of success during your FIRST career? 

Extremely satisfied 

Somewhat satisfied 

Neutral 

Somewhat dissatisfied 

Extremely dissatisfied 

Total 

8 

32 

0 

3 

0 

43 

19% 

74% 

0% 

7% 

0% 

100% 

22. How satisfied were you with the company where you worked during the majority of your FIRST career? 
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Extremely satisfied 

Somewhat satisfied 

Neutral 

Somewhat dissatisfied 

Extremely dissatisfied 

Total 

18 

19 

5 

1 

0 

43 

42% 

44% 

12% 

2% 

0% 

100% 

23. Significance is defined for the purposes of this survey as endeavors that are beyond your work or within your work that mai 
a difference to society and is fueled by your passion and energy. Would you consider the work that you did in your FIRST caree 
as significant? 
Yes 

No 

24 

19 

56% 

44% 

24. If your answer was yes, please describe the work's significance. 

24 Responses 

25. Do you consider your FIRST career to be your "life's work"? ie. It meets the purpose and passion that energizes you. 

Yes 

No 

Total 

8 

35 

43 

19% 

81% 

100% 

26. Please specify the extent to which you adapted your authentic/natural behavior to align with the culture of the organization 
your FIRST career. 

Great Extent 

Some Extent 

About average 

Not much 

Not at all 

Total 

20 

12 

6 

4 

1 

43 

47% 

28% 

14% 

9% 

2% 

100% 

27. Please choose a primary description that best defines the behavior style you used most often in your FIRST career. 

Direct, dominant, controlling 

Enthusiastic, persuasive, engaging 

Systematic, detailed, accurate 

Predictable, patient, cooperative 

Total 

8 

21 

11 

3 

43 

19% 

49% 

26% 

7% 

100% 

28. Select one description of the organizational culture where you were most successful in your FIRST career 

Focus on quality, accuracy, order 10 23% 
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Stability, collaborative, friendliness 

Energetic, passionate, optimistic 

Quick decisions, direct answers, competitive 

Total 

9 

11 

13 

43 

21% 

26% 

30% 

100% 

29. Select one description that best describes the culture of the organization where you were most successful in your 
FIRST career. 

Constructive - Oriented to achievement, self-actualizing, humanistic/encouraging, 
affiliative 

Passive/Defensive - Avoidance, dependent, conventional, approval 

Aggressive/Defensive - Oppositional, power, competitive, perfectionist 

Total 

25 

4 

13 

42 

60% 

10% 

31% 

100% 

30. Please rate the following list of values as they related to your FIRST 
career. 
Top number is the count of respondents selecting the 
option. Bottom % is percent of the total respondents 
selecting the option. 

Love ideas and explores new interests 

Desire for wealth and expected ROI for time, energy, 
money 

Concern for form and function, ie. Harmony in 
relationships, thirst for personal growth and creative 
expression 

Community consciousness, volunteers, serving 
others 

Beating competition, rising to the top, winning and 
/power 

Living by a set of rules and encouraging others to 
accept the same or similar standards or attitudes. 

El 

14 

34% 

17 

40% 

8 

19% 

10 

24% 

23 

55% 

15 

36% 

SI 

16 

39% 

15 

36% 

16 

38% 

14 

33% 

9 

21% 

17 

40% 

Neutral 

5 

12% 

8 

19% 

8 

19% 

9 

21% 

7 

17% 

4 

10% 

Somewhat 
unimportant 

5 

12% 

2 

5% 

8 

19% 

5 

12% 

3 

7% 

4 

10% 

Extremely 
unimportant 

1 

2% 

0 

0% 

2 

5% 

4 

10% 

0 

0% 

2 

5% 

31. Please rate the importance of the following needs during your FIRS! 
career 
Top number is the count of respondents selecting the 
option. Bottom % is percent of the total respondents 
selecting the option. 

Live life with a sense of mission, involved in issues with 
far-reaching consequences 

Redefining self through interaction with and service to 
others 

Extremely 
Important 

14 

33% 

8 

Sort 
wh< 

Impc 
ani 
14 

33°/ 

16 

Neutral 

5 

12% 

9 

Somewhat 
Unimportant 

9 

21% 

7 

Extremely 
Unimportant 

0 

0% 

1 
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Belonging, being part of a group or family 

Physical and psychological safety 

Obtaining food, water, shelter and clothing 

20% 

12 

29% 

8 

20% 

13 

32% 

39°, 

13 

32", 

18 
44°/ 

8 
20°/ 

22% 

8 

20% 

11 

27% 

9 

22% 

17% 

8 

20% 

4 

10% 

7 

17% 

2% 

0 

0% 

0 

0% 

4 

10% 

32. Please rate the importance of the following work expectations during your FIRST 
career. 
Top number is the count of respondents selecting the 
option. Bottom % is percent of the total respondents 
selecting the option. 

Autonomy 

Balance 

Career Growth 

Compensation 

Diversity 

Environment 

Expression 

Recognition 

Stability 

Structure 

Teamwork 

Extremely 
important 

11 
27% 

9 
21% 

26 

60% 

25 
58% 

12 

28% 

11 

26% 

12 

28% 

20 

47% 

15 

36% 

5 
12% 

20 
47% 

Somewhat 
Important 

19 
46% 

22 
52% 

16 

37% 

17 

40% 

21 
49% 

23 

53% 

21 

49% 

20 
47% 

16 

38% 

20 
47% 

15 

35% 

Neutral 

6 

15% 

7 

17% 

1 

2% 

1 

2% 

5 
12% 

7 

16% 

5 

12% 

3 
7% 

9 
21% 

11 
26% 

7 

16% 

Somewhat 
Unimportant 

3 

7% 

3 
7% 

0 

0% 

0 

0% 

4 

9% 

1 
2% 

4 

9% 

0 
0% 

2 

5% 

7 
16% 

1 

2% 

Extremely 
Unimportant 

2 

5% 

1 

2% 

0 

0% 

0 

0% 

1 
2% 

1 

2% 

1 

2% 

0 

0% 

0 
0% 

0 
0% 

0 

0% 

33. Please rate how important the following factors were in the success of your FIRST career 

Top number is the count of respondents selecting the 
option. Bottom % is percent of the total respondents 
selecting the option. 

Interpersonal relationships 

Building/managing a team 

Extremely 
Important 

31 
72% 

28 

Somewhat 
Important 

11 

26% 

12 

Neutral 

1 

2% 

1 

Somewhat 
Unimportant 

0 
0% 

0 

Extremely 
Unimportant 

0 

0% 

0 
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Making strategic transitions 

Follow-through and trustworthiness 

Appropriate level of dependence 

Adaptation to bosses/strategies/management culture 

Performance 

Interest in personal learning and self awareness 

Successful organizational navigation 

Balance between personal life and work 

68% 

24 

56% 

33 

77% 

7 

17% 

24 

56% 

36 

84% 

16 

37% 

27 

64% 

11 

26% 

29% 

16 

37% 

9 

21% 

18 

44% 

12 

28% 

7 

16% 

20 

47% 

12 

29% 

14 

33% 

2% 

2 

5% 

1 

2% 

10 

24% 

5 

12% 

0 

0% 

6 

14% 

3 

7% 

13 

31% 

0% 

1 

2% 

0 

0% 

5 

12% 

2 

5% 

0 

0% 

1 
2% 

0 

0% 

3 

7% 

0% 

0 

0% 

0 

0% 

1 

2% 

0 

0% 

0 

0% 

0 

0% 

0 

0% 

1 

2% 

34. Please rank the following factors in terms of how important they were to your FIRST career (Rank from 1 to 3 with 3 
being the most important.) 

Top number is the count of respondents selecting the 
option. Bottom % is percent of the total respondents 
selecting the option. 

Performance 

Image 

Exposure 

53% 

7 

19% 

7 

18% 

8% 

16 

43% 

20 

50% 

39% 

14 

38% 

13 

32% 

35. Please select the statement that best describes what anchored you during your FIRST career. 

Security/stability - feel economically secure and stable 

Autonomy/Independence - Work life under your own control 

Technical or functional competence - Self concept built around particular talents or skills 

General Management Competence - Measure your own competence by the performance of your 
organization that you manage 

Entrepreneurial Creativity - Concerned with need to create on a large scale and as an extension of 
themselves the creation of a business or service of your own where success is defined by your own 
creative efforts 

Service/Dedication to a cause - Achieving core values that you are trying to achieve through the kind o 
work you do. 
Pure Challenge - Feeling of overcoming impossible barriers, meeting very difficult challenges or winnin 
over tough competitors 

9 

4 

5 

15 

2 

2 

4 

21% 

9% 

12% 

35% 

5% 

5% 

9% 
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Life Style - Work life and career must be integrated with other aspects of your total life including family 
and personal growth 

Total 

2 

43 

5% 

100% 

36. Please select the stage of your identification as a black corporate executive at the culmination of your FIRST career 
based on the four definitions of stages 

Passive Acceptance - Individual internalizes dominant culture's view of black people and culture witt 
black values as inferior and validation by whites required 

Active Resistance - Individual questions and rejects white values and norms and builds black 
institutions and seeks validation from black organizations and people 

Redefinition - Individual ceases to respond reactively to whites and begins to develop his or her own 
unique set of values and goals based on a positive sense of black identity 

Internalization - Individual secure about black identity and integrates the two stages of active 
resistance and redefinition into a whole sense of self 

Total 

1 

3 

8 

30 

42 

2% 

7% 

19% 

71% 

100% 

37. Please rate how important the following strategies were to your success in your FIRST career. (Based on research by 
Dr. Kimbro) 

Top number is the count of respondents selecting the 
option. Bottom % is percent of the total respondents 
selecting the option. 

Deep seated spiritual belief 

The "I Can" credo 

Vision 

Passion 

Courage 

Character 

Competence 

Self-confidence 

Discipline 

Extremely 
important 

16 
37% 

34 
79% 

13 

30% 

18 
42% 

25 
58% 

34 
79% 

36 
84% 

36 
86% 

24 

59% 

Somewhat 
important 

11 
26% 

7 

16% 

20 
47% 

23 
53% 

14 

33% 

7 

16% 

7 

16% 

6 
14% 

16 

39% 

Neutral 

8 

19% 

1 

2% 

8 

19% 

0 

0% 

3 
7% 

1 
2% 

0 

0% 

0 
0% 

1 

2% 

Somewhat 
unimportant 

4 

9% 

1 

2% 

2 

5% 

1 

2% 

1 

2% 

0 

0% 

0 

0% 

0 

0% 

0 
0% 

Extremely 
Unimportant 

4 

9% 

0 

0% 

0 

0% 

1 

2% 

0 
0% 

1 
2% 

0 

0% 

0 

0% 

0 
0% 

38. Please rate the Importance of the following factors in your FIRST career. (Factors based on research by Dr. Goodly 
and Neff/Citrin) 
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Top number is the count of respondents selecting the 
option. Bottom % is percent of the total respondents 
selecting the option. 

Perseverance 

Bravery 

Adaptability 

Ambition 

Strategic Planning 

Continuous Learning 

Gratitude 

Self-awareness 

Meaningfulness 

Self-efficacy (Belief in capability to produce desired 
results by personal effort) 

Family 

Community 

Education 

Spiritual/Religious 

Athletics 

Intelligence 

Great Communication skills 

High energy level 

Inner Peace 

Capitalizing on formative early life experience 

Positive attitude 

Focus on doing the right thing 

Extremely 
important 

35 

81% 

11 

26% 

28 
67% 

23 

53% 

12 

28% 

19 

44% 

7 

16% 

23 

53% 

9 
21% 

27 

63% 

17 

40% 

6 

14% 

14 

33% 

15 

35% 

2 

5% 

23 

53% 

27 

63% 

28 

65% 

14 

34% 

13 

30% 

32 

74% 

24 

56% 

Somewhat 
important 

7 

16% 

19 

44% 

14 

33% 

20 
47% 

22 

51% 

21 
49% 

13 
30% 

12 
28% 

19 

45% 

13 

30% 

16 
37% 

21 

49% 

20 
47% 

11 
26% 

5 
12% 

19 
44% 

15 

35% 

12 
28% 

14 

34% 

15 

35% 

11 

26% 

15 
35% 

Neutral 

1 

2% 

8 

19% 

0 

0% 

0 

0% 

7 

16% 

2 
5% 

14 

33% 

7 

16% 

9 

21% 

2 

5% 

6 
14% 

8 

19% 

8 
19% 

9 
21% 

16 
37% 

0 
0% 

1 
2% 

2 
5% 

7 

17% 

7 

16% 

0 

0% 

3 
7% 

Somewhat 
unimportant 

0 

0% 

4 

9% 

0 
0% 

0 

0% 

2 

5% 

1 

2% 

7 

16% 

1 
2% 

3 
7% 

1 

2% 

3 
7% 

7 

16% 

1 
2% 

5 
12% 

11 

26% 

1 

2% 

0 
0% 

1 

2% 

4 

10% 

7 

16% 

0 
0% 

1 

2% 

Extremely 
unimportant 

0 

0% 

1 

2% 

0 
0% 

0 

0% 

0 

0% 

0 

0% 

2 

5% 

0 
0% 

2 

5% 

0 

0% 

1 

2% 

1 

2% 

0 
0% 

3 
7% 

9 
21% 

0 

0% 

0 
0% 

0 

0% 

2 

5% 

1 

2% 

0 
0% 

0 
0% 
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SECTION 111: SECOND PURSUIT TRANSITION INSIGHT 

39. Please rate the following skills based on how important you think it is in your SECOND career 

Top number is the count of respondents selecting the 
option. Bottom % is percent of the total respondents 
selecting the option. 

Business Intuition (Uses extensive knowledge of 
business functions, trends and competition to determini 
the best course of action, making timely/tough decision 

Cognitive Power (Identifies key or underlying issues in 
complex situations and links them to the enterprise 
vision, strategies and direction) 

Cross-cultural effectiveness (Leverages the diverse 
talents of people and an understanding of different 
cultures to enhance enterprise performance) 

Influence (Gains support and commitment from others t 
mobilize the enterprise to take action) 

Organization Development (Drives continuous growth ii 
enterprise effectiveness using a variety of strategies an 
change initiatives) 

Results Orientation (Displays a commitment to and 
passion for achieving success. Creates and tenaciously 
pursues objectives and opportunities) 

Trustworthiness (Establishes and maintains credibility 
with a variety of constituents by demonstrating 
consistency among principles, values, business ethics 
and personal behavior.) 

Vision (Creates and articulates a picture of what could t 
and instills a collective commitment to the common 
purpose) 

Networking 

Building and Nurturing Relationships 

Extremely 
important 

29 

67% 

26 

60% 

28 

65% 

32 

74% 

23 

53% 

30 

70% 

38 

88% 

29 

67% 

32 

76% 

39 

91% 

Somewhat 
important 

10 

23% 

12 

28% 

9 

21% 

9 

21% 

12 

28% 

11 

26% 

4 

9% 

11 

26% 

8 
19% 

4 

9% 

Neutral 

1 

2% 

3 

7% 

4 

9% 

2 

5% 

7 

16% 

2 

5% 

1 

2% 

3 

7% 

2 

5% 

0 

0% 

Somewhat 
unimportant 

3 

7% 

1 

2% 

2 

5% 

0 

0% 

1 

2% 

0 

0% 

0 

0% 

0 

0% 

0 

0% 

0 
0% 

Extremely 
unimportant 

0 

0% 

1 

2% 

0 

0% 

0 

0% 

0 

0% 

0 

0% 

0 

0% 

0 

0% 

0 

0% 

0 

0% 

40. Please rate your personal satisfaction level with life attributes during your SECOND pursuit. 

Top number is the count of respondents selecting the 
option. Bottom % is percent of the total respondents 
selecting the option. 

Financial Well Being 

Extremely 
satisfied 

9 
21% 

Somewhat 
satisfied 

16 
37% 

Neutral 

9 

21% 

Somewhat 
dissatisfied 

9 
21% 

Extremely 
dissatisfied 

0 
0% 
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Health and Wellness 

Hobbies and Fun 

Career and Work Aspirations 

Family 

Professional Network Relationships 

Social Network Relationships 

Self Care 

Spiritual 

Intellectual Pursuits 

Primary environment where you live and work 

22 

51% 

14 

33% 

14 

33% 

27 

64% 

15 

35% 

17 

40% 

21 

50% 

24 

56% 

20 
47% 

32 
74% 

15 

35% 

15 

35% 

24 

56% 

10 

24% 

25 

58% 

22 

51% 

15 

36% 

11 

26% 

16 

37% 

5 

12% 

2 

5% 

8 

19% 

4 

9% 

5 

12% 

3 

7% 

4 

9% 

4 

10% 

6 

14% 

6 

14% 

4 

9% 

3 

7% 

6 

14% 

1 

2% 

0 

0% 

0 

0% 

0 

0% 

2 

5% 

2 

5% 

1 

2% 

1 

2% 

1 

2% 

0 

0% 

0 

0% 

0 

0% 

0 

0% 

0 

0% 

0 

0% 

0 

0% 

0 

0% 

1 

2% 

41. How would you rate your level of success, thus far, during your SECOND pursuit? (Success is based on your 
personal measure of success.) 

Extremely successful 

Somewhat successful 

Neutral 

Somewhat unsuccessful 

Extremely unsuccessful 

Total 

10 

24 

6 

1 

0 

41 

24% 

59% 

15% 

2% 

0% 

100% 

42. How satisfied are you with your level of success during your SECOND pursuit? 

Extremely satisfied 

Somewhat satisfied 

Neutral 

Somewhat dissatisfied 

Extremely dissatisfied 

Total 

10 

24 

4 

5 

0 

43 

23% 

56% 

9% 

12% 

0% 

100% 
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43. Significance is defined for the purposes of this survey as endeavors that are beyond your work or within your work 
that make a difference to society and is fueled by your passion and energy. Would you consider the work that you are 
doing in your SECOND pursuit as significant? 

Yes 

No 

34 

9 

79% 

21% 

44. If your answer was yes, please describe the work's significance. 

32 Responses 

45. Do you consider your SECOND pursuit to be your "life's work"? ie. It meets the purpose and passion that energizes 
you. 
Yes 

No 

Total 

28 

13 

41 

68% 

32% 

100% 

46. Please specify the extent to which you adapted your authentic/natural behavior to align with the culture of the 
organization in your SECOND pursuit. 

Great Extent 

Some Extent 

About average 

Not much 

Not at all 

Total 

13 

11 

2 

6 

9 

41 

32% 

27% 

5% 

15% 

22% 

100% 

47. Please choose a primary description that best defines the behavior style you use most often in your SECOND pursuit 

Direct, dominant, controlling 

Enthusiastic, persuasive, engaging 

Systematic, detailed, accurate 

Predictable, patient, cooperative 

Total 

4 

33 

2 

3 

42 

10% 

79% 

5% 

7% 

100% 

48. Select one description of the organizational culture where you are most successful in your SECOND pursuit. 

Focus on quality, accuracy, order 

Stability, collaborative, friendliness 

Energetic, passionate, optimistic 

Quick decisions, direct answers, competitive 

Total 

4 

8 

26 

5 

43 

9% 

19% 

60% 

12% 

100% 
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49. Select one description that best describes the culture of the organization where you are most successful in your 
SECOND pursuit. 

Constructive - Oriented to achievement, self-actualizing, humanistic/encouraging, 
affiliative 

Passive/Defensive - Avoidance, dependent, conventional, approval 

Aggressive/Defensive - Oppositional, power, competitive, perfectionist 

Total 

36 

3 

2 

41 

88% 

7% 

5% 

100°/c 

50. Please rate the following list of values as they relate to your SECOND pursuit. 

Top number is the count of respondents selecting the 
option. Bottom % is percent of the total respondents 
selecting the option. 

Love ideas and explores new interests 

Desire for wealth and expected ROI for time, energy, 
money 

Concern for form and function, ie. Harmony in 
relationships, thirst for personal growth and creative 
expression 

Community consciousness, volunteers, serving others 

Beating competition, rising to the top, winning and powe 

Living by a set of rules and encouraging others to accef 
the same or similar standards or attitudes. 

Extremely 
important 

29 

69% 

6 

14% 

15 

36% 

29 

69% 

5 
12% 

8 

19% 

Somewhat 
important 

12 
29% 

21 

50% 

16 

38% 

10 
24% 

13 
31% 

16 

38% 

Neutral 

0 
0% 

7 

17% 

9 

21% 

2 
5% 

12 
29% 

10 

24% 

Somewhat 
unimportant 

1 

2% 

5 

12% 

1 

2% 

1 

2% 

4 

10% 

7 

17% 

Extremely 
unimportant 

0 

0% 

3 

7% 

1 

2% 

0 
0% 

8 

19% 

1 

2% 

51. Please rate the importance of the following work expectations during your SECOND 
pursuit. 
Top number is the count of respondents selecting the 
option. Bottom % is percent of the total respondents 
selecting the option. 

Autonomy 

Balance 

Career Growth 

Compensation 

Diversity 

Environment 

Extremely 
important 

15 
37% 

25 

60% 

2 

5% 

11 
26% 

18 
43% 

21 

Somewhat 
Important 

14 

34% 

10 
24% 

15 

36% 

16 

38% 

13 

31% 

10 

Neutral 

9 
22% 

3 
7% 

12 

29% 

11 
26% 

7 
17% 

7 

Somewhat 
Unimportant 

2 

5% 

4 

10% 

8 

19% 

3 
7% 

2 

5% 

3 

Extremely 
Unimportant 

1 
2% 

0 
0% 

5 

12% 

1 
2% 

2 

5% 

1 
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Expression 

Recognition 

Stability 

Structure 

Teamwork 

50% 

23 

55% 

6 

14% 

14 

34% 

8 

19% 

25 

60% 

24% 

14 

33% 

17 

40% 

14 

34% 

15 

36% 

11 

26% 

17% 

4 

10% 

12 

29% 

9 

22% 

12 

29% 

5 

12% 

7% 

1 

2% 

5 

12% 

4 

10% 

6 
14% 

1 

2% 

2% 

0 

0% 

2 

5% 

0 

0% 

1 
2% 

0 

0% 

52. Please rate how important the following factors are in the success of your SECOND pursuit. 

Top number is the count of respondents selecting the 
option. Bottom % is percent of the total respondents 
selecting the option. 

Interpersonal relationships 

Building/managing a team 

Making strategic transitions 

Follow-through and trustworthiness 

Appropriate level of dependence 

Adaptation to bosses/strategies/management culture 

Performance 

Interest in personal learning and self awareness 

Successful organizational navigation 

Balance between personal life and work 

Extremely 
Important 

35 
83% 

14 

34% 

19 

46% 

34 

81% 

10 
24% 

8 

19% 

30 

73% 

23 

55% 

16 

38% 

25 

60% 

Somewhat 
Important 

7 
17% 

12 
29% 

11 
27% 

7 
17% 

15 
36% 

8 

19% 

8 

20% 

15 
36% 

8 
19% 

11 

26% 

Neutral 

0 
0% 

9 
22% 

7 

17% 

1 
2% 

13 
31% 

12 

29% 

2 

5% 

1 

2% 

10 
24% 

4 

10% 

Somewhat 
Unimportant 

0 

0% 

5 
12% 

3 
7% 

0 
0% 

3 
7% 

4 

10% 

1 

2% 

2 

5% 

3 

7% 

1 

2% 

Extremely 
Unimportant 

0 
0% 

1 
2% 

1 

2% 

0 
0% 

1 

2% 

10 
24% 

0 

0% 

1 

2% 

5 
12% 

1 

2% 
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53. Please rank the following factors in terms of how important they were to your SECOND pursuit. (Please rank from 1 to 3 
with 3 being the most important.) 

Top number is the count of respondents selecting the 
option. Bottom % is percent of the total respondents 
selecting the option. 

Performance 

Image 

Exposure 

13 

32% 

12 

29% 

14 

34% 

7 

18% 

18 

44% 

16 

39% 

20 

50% 

11 

27% 

11 

27% 

54. Please select the statement that best describes what anchors you during your SECOND pursuit. 

Security/stability - feel economically secure and stable 

Autonomy/Independence - Work life under your own control 

Technical or functional competence - Self concept built around particular talents or 
skills 

General Management Competence - Measure your own competence by the 
performance of your organization that you manage 

Entrepreneurial Creativity - Concerned with need to create on a large scale and as 
an extension of themselves the creation of a business or service of your own when 
success is defined by your own creative efforts 

Service/Dedication to a cause - Achieving core values that you are trying to achiev 
through the kind of work you do. 

Pure Challenge - Feeling of overcoming impossible barriers, meeting very difficult 
challenges or winning over tough competitors 

Life Style - Work life and career must be integrated with other aspects of your total 
life including family and personal growth 

Total 

2 

9 

1 

1 

13 

9 

2 

6 

43 

5% 

21% 

2% 

2% 

30% 

21% 

5% 

14% 

100% 
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55. Please select the stage of your identification as a black corporate executive during your SECOND pursuit based on tl 
four definitions of stages 

Passive Acceptance - Individual internalizes dominant culture's view of black peopl 
and culture with black values as inferior and validation by whites required 

Active Resistance - Individual questions and rejects white values and norms and 
builds black institutions and seeks validation from black organizations and people 

Redefinition - Individual ceases to respond reactively to whites and begins to devel 
his or her own unique set of values and goals based on a positive sense of black 
identity 

Internalization - Individual secure about black identity and integrates the two stage; 
of active resistance and redefinition into a whole sense of self 

Total 

0 

0 

5 

37 

42 

0% 

0% 

12% 

88% 

100% 

56. Please rate how important the following strategies are to your success in your SECOND pursuit. 
(Based on research by Dr. Kimbro) 
Top number is the count of respondents selecting the 
option. Bottom % is percent of the total respondents 
selecting the option. 

Deep seated spiritual belief 

The "I Can" credo 

Vision 

Passion 

Courage 

Character 

Competence 

Self-confidence 

Discipline 

Extremely 
important 

23 

53% 

36 
84% 

29 
67% 

35 

83% 

26 
62% 

37 

86% 

35 
81% 

40 

93% 

30 

70% 

Somewhat 
important 

11 

26% 

4 

9% 

12 

28% 

6 
14% 

12 
29% 

5 
12% 

8 

19% 

3 

7% 

11 

26% 

Neutral 

2 

5% 

3 
7% 

2 

5% 

1 

2% 

3 
7% 

1 
2% 

0 

0% 

0 

0% 

2 

5% 

Somewhat 
unimportant 

7 

16% 

0 
0% 

0 

0% 

0 

0% 

1 

2% 

0 

0% 

0 

0% 

0 

0% 

0 
0% 

Extremely 
Unimportant 

0 

0% 

0 
0% 

0 
0% 

0 

0% 

0 

0% 

0 
0% 

0 
0% 

0 

0% 

0 

0% 
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57. Please rate the importance of the following factors in your SECOND pursuit, (Based on research by Dr. Goodly and 
Neff/Citrin) 
Top number is the count of respondents selecting the 
option. Bottom % is percent of the total respondents 
selecting the option. 

Perseverance 

Bravery 

Adaptability 

Ambition 

Strategic Planning 

Continuous Learning 

Gratitude 

Self-awareness 

Meaningfulness 

Self-efficacy (Belief in capability to produce desired 
results by personal effort) 

Family 

Community 

Education 

Spiritual/Religious 

Athletics 

Intelligence 

Great Communication skills 

High energy level 

Inner Peace 

Capitalizing on formative early life experience 

Positive attitude 

Extremely 
important 

29 

67% 

14 

33% 

32 
74% 

18 

43% 

25 

58% 

26 

60% 

14 

33% 

30 

70% 

25 

60% 

27 

63% 

28 

65% 

23 
56% 

22 
54% 

24 
56% 

3 
7% 

22 

52% 

34 

83% 

33 
77% 

27 

63% 

20 
49% 

36 

86% 

Somewhat 
important 

10 

23% 

17 

40% 

10 
23% 

10 
24% 

8 
19% 

11 

26% 

15 

35% 

9 

21% 

14 

33% 

11 

26% 

10 
23% 

11 

27% 

10 

24% 

8 

19% 

9 
21% 

19 

45% 

7 

17% 

9 

21% 

9 
21% 

10 

24% 

6 
14% 

Neutral 

3 
7% 

5 
12% 

1 
2% 

10 

24% 

8 

19% 

5 

12% 

12 

28% 

3 
7% 

2 

5% 

3 

7% 

4 

9% 

6 

15% 

9 
22% 

3 
7% 

8 

19% 

1 

2% 

0 

0% 

1 
2% 

3 
7% 

7 

17% 

0 

0% 

Somewhat 
unimportant 

1 

2% 

5 
12% 

0 
0% 

3 
7% 

2 

5% 

1 

2% 

2 

5% 

1 

2% 

1 

2% 

2 

5% 

1 

2% 

1 

2% 

0 

0% 

7 

16% 

10 

23% 

0 

0% 

0 
0% 

0 

0% 

4 

9% 

4 

10% 

0 
0% 

Extremely 
Unimportant 

0 

0% 

1 

2% 

0 
0% 

1 

2% 

0 

0% 

0 
0% 

0 
0% 

0 

0% 

0 

0% 

0 

0% 

0 
0% 

0 
0% 

0 

0% 

1 

2% 

13 
30% 

0 
0% 

0 

0% 

0 

0% 

0 
0% 

0 

0% 

0 

0% 
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Focus on doing the right thing 31 

74% 

10 

24% 

1 

2% 

0 

0% 

0 

0% 

SECTION IV: TRANSITION PROFILE 

58. What generation of your family were you as a corporate employee during your FIRST 
career? 
First Generation 

Second Generation 

Third Generation 

More than three generations 

Not applicable 

Total 

36 

5 

0 

0 

0 

41 

88% 

12% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

100% 

59. What generation of your family are you as an entrepreneur in your SECOND pursuit, if applicable? 

First Generation 

Second Generation 

Third Generation 

More than three generations 

Not applicable 

Total 

23 

4 

8 

0 

6 

41 

56% 

10% 

20% 

0% 

15% 

100% 

60. How important did/do you find relationships in each of the following categories? 

Top number is the count of respondents selecting the 
option. Bottom % is percent of the total respondents 
selecting the option. 

FIRST Career relationships 

SECOND pursuit relationships 

Personal relationships 

Relationships with family 

Relationships with friends 

Extremely 
important 

30 
73% 

31 
76% 

30 
71% 

30 
71% 

22 
52% 

Somewhat 
important 

8 
20% 

8 
20% 

10 
24% 

9 
21% 

17 

40% 

Neutral 

3 
7% 

2 

5% 

2 

5% 

2 

5% 

3 
7% 

Somewhat 
unimportant 

0 
0% 

0 

0% 

0 
0% 

1 

2% 

0 
0% 

Extremely 
unimportant 

0 
0% 

0 
0% 

0 

0% 

0 

0% 

0 

0% 
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61, How much time and energy did/do you commit to building relationships? 

Top number is the count of respondents selecting the 
option. Bottom % is percent of the total respondents 
selecting the option. 

FIRST Career relationships 

SECOND pursuit relationships 

Personal relationships 

Relationships with family 

Relationships with friends 

Considerable 

22 

54% 

26 
63% 

18 

43% 

25 

60% 

18 

43% 

Some 

15 

37% 

14 
34% 

18 
43% 

9 
21% 

16 

38% 

Average 

2 

5% 

1 

2% 

5 
12% 

6 
14% 

7 

17% 

Minimal 

2 

5% 

0 

0% 

1 

2% 

1 
2% 

0 

0% 

None 

0 

0% 

0 

0% 

0 

0% 

1 

2% 

1 

2% 

62. Any thoughts or tips on relationships? 

34 Responses 

63. Please share a story of a significant relationship that influenced your transition. 

30 Responses 

64. Are you or have you ever been a member of the following organization? 

Top number is the count of respondents selecting the 
option. Bottom % is percent of the total respondents 
selecting the option. 

Executive Leadership Council (ELC) 

Information Technology Senior Management Forum 
(ITSMF) 

National Black MBA Association (NBMBAA) 

AARP 

Facebook 

Linked In 

Yes 

8 

21% 

16 

40% 

14 

37% 

35 

85% 

12 

39% 

34 

81% 

No 

30 

79% 

24 

60% 

24 

63% 

6 

15% 

19 

61% 

8 

19% 
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65. Please provide a suggestion as to how organizations could be more supportive of transitions. 

31 Responses 

SECTION V: DEMOGRAPHICS 

66. What is your gender? 

Ferpale 

Male 

Total 

16 

27 

43 

37% 

63% 

100% 

67. What is your current marital status? 

Single 

Married 

Separated 

Divorced 

Widowed 

Total 

4 

28 

1 

10 

0 

43 

9% 

65% 

2% 

23% 

0% 

100% 

68. How many times have you been married? 

Never married 

Once 

Twice 

Three times 

More than three times 

Total 

4 

24 

10 

3 

1 

42 

10% 

57% 

24% 

7% 

2% 

100% 

69. What is your ethnicity? 

African Ancestry (Black) 

Asian Ancestry 

European Ancestry (White/Caucasian) 

Hispanic (White and/or Non-White) 

Native American 

Pacific Islander 

Bi/Multi Ethnic 

International M 
Other, please specify 

43 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

100% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 
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70. What is your current age? 

Under 40 

40-44 

45-49 

50-54 

55-59 

60-64 

65-69 

70 or older 

Total 

0 

0 

0 

13 

14 

11 

3 

1 

42 

0% 

0% 

0% 

31% 

33% 

26% 

7% 

2% 

100% 

71. What was your age when you transitioned from your FIRST career to your SECOND pursuit? 

34 or under 

35-39 

40-44 

45-49 

50-54 

55-59 

60-64 

65-69 

70 or older 

Total 

2 

1 

2 

8 

11 

17 

1 

0 

0 

42 

5% 

2% 

5% 

19% 

26% 

40% 

2% 

0% 

0% 

100% 

72. What is the highest level of education that you have achieved? 

High School Diploma 

College Degree 

Master's Degree 

Doctoral Degree 

Other, please specify 

Total 

0 

17 

20 

3 

1 

41 

0% 

41% 

49% 

7% 

2% 

100% 

73. In your FIRST career, what was the highest level that you achieved? 

Non-management 

Line management (Supervising non-management personnel) 

Middle management (Managing managers) 

Senior Management/Executive 

Senior Vice President and/or C Level position other than CEO 

CEO/President/Owner 

Total 

2 

0 

12 

17 

11 

1 

43 

5% 

0% 

28% 

40% 

26% 

2% 

100% 
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74, How many years were you with the corporation where you achieved your highest level? 

Less than 1 year 

1 - 4 years 

5 - 9 years 

10-19 years 

20 - 24 years 

25 - 29 years 

30 - 34 years 

35 years or more 

Total 

3 

8 

6 

4 

7 

8 

7 

0 

43 

7% 

19% 

14% 

9% 

16% 

19% 

16% 

0% 

100% 

75. How many years did you work in your FIRST career? 

Less than 1 year 

1 - 4 years 

5 - 9 years 

10 -19 years 

20 - 24 years 

25 - 29 years 

30 - 34 years 

35 years or more 

Total 

0 

1 

2 

2 

7 

13 

14 

3 

42 

0% 

2% 

5% 

5% 

17% 

31% 

33% 

7% 

100% 

76. How many years have you worked in your SECOND pursuit? 

Less than 1 year 

1 - 4 years 

5 - 9 years 

10 -19 years 

20 - 24 years 

25 - 29 years 

30 - 34 years 

35 years or more 

Total 

6 

16 

15 

3 

1 

1 

0 

1 

43 

14% 

37% 

35% 

7% 

2% 

2% 

0% 

2% 

100% 

77. How many corporations did you work for during your FIRST career? 

One 

Two 

Three 

Four or More 

Total 

19 

6 

3 

15 

43 

44% 

14% 

7% 

35% 

100% 
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78, What was the primary type of industry where you worked for the majority of your FIRST 
career? 
Accounting 

Communications/Publishing 

Computers/Technology 

Construction 

Consulting 

Education 

Energy 

Financial 

Health Care 

Hospitality 

Insurance 

Manufacturing 

Military 

Not-for-profit 

Pharmaceutical 

Public Sector 

Retail 

Transportation/Distribution 

Other, please specify 

Total 

0 

0 

18 

0 

2 

0 

1 

7 

3 

0 

1 

2 

0 

0 

0 

2 

4 

0 

3 

43 

0% 

0% 

42% 

0% 

5% 

0% 

2% 

16% 

7% 

0% 

2% 

5% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

5% 

9% 

0% 

7% 

100% 

79. What was the primary type of industry where you are working during your SECOND pursuit? 

Accounting 

Communications/Publishing 

Computers/Technology 

Construction 

Consulting 

Education 

Energy 

Financial 

Health Care 

Hospitality 

Insurance 

Manufacturing 

Military 

Not-for-profit 

0 

2 

3 

1 

16 

5 

0 

2 

0 

0 

1 

0 

0 

6 

0% 

5% 

7% 

2% 

38% 

12% 

0% 

5% 

0% 

0% 

2% 

0% 

0% 

14% 
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Pharmaceutical 

Public Sector 

Retail 

Transportation/Distribution 

Other, please specify 

Total 

0 

2 

0 

0 

4 

42 

0% 

5% 

0% 

0% 

10% 

100% 

80. In which functional area did you spend most of your FIRST career? 

General management 

Finance/accounting 

Engineering 

Marketing/sales 

Personnel/HR 

Production/manufacturing 

International 

Other, please specify 

Total 

15 

2 

2 

11 

3 

0 

0 

10 

43 

35% 

5% 

5% 

26% 

7% 

0% 

0% 

23% 

100% 

Contact Information 

81. Please provide contact information for follow up questions and/or an interview. Pseudonyms will be used for the 
research unless you provide permission to use your name by checking "yes" in the following question. 

43 Responses 

82.1 agree to have my name used in the research as opposed to a pseudonym. 

Yes 

No 

Total 

24 

19 

43 

56% 

44% 

100% 

83. Would you be interested in an invitation to join The Global Institute for Innovative and Collaborative THINKing...a 
THINK tank for 50+ professionals? 
Yes 

No 

Other, please specify 

Total 

30 

6 

6 

42 

71% 

14% 

14% 

100% 



Appendix H: Listing of Competency Codes 

First Career 
(FC) 
Competency 

q35 
q23 
q25 

q27 
q28 
q29 
q36 

18 
37 
38 
19 
20 
21 
33 
34 

26 

30 
32 
60 
66 

Second 
Pursuit (SP) 
Competency 

q54 
q43 
q45 

q47 
q48 
q49 
q55 

39 
56 
57 
40 
41 
42 
52 
53 

46 

50 
51 
61 

Category 

Skills 
Success Strategies 
Success Factors 
Life Attributes 
Level of Success 
Sat with Success 
Factors key to success 
Performance, Image, Exposure 
Career Anchors 
Work Significance 
Life's Work 
Amt Adapted Behavior 
Behavior Style 
DiSC Culture 
OCI Culture 
ID Stage 
Values 
Work Expectations 
Relationships 
Gender 

dif6 
difl 
dif2 

dif3 
dif4 
dif5 
dif7 

Question# FCComp SPComp Category/Competency 
18,39 Skills 

37,56 

BI 
CP 
CCE 
I 
OD 
RO 
T 
VISION 
NW 
BLDNR 

DpSPR 
lean 
Vis 
Pas 

BI2 
CP2 
CCE2 
12 
OD2 
R02 
T2 
V2 
NW2 
BNR2 

SB2 
CC2 
V2_A 
Pa2 

Business Intuition 
Cognitive Power 
Cross Cultural Effectiveness 
Influence 
Organization Development 
Results Oriented 
Trustworthiness 
Vision 
Networking 
Bldg Nurturing Relationships 
Success Strategies 
Deep Seated Spiritual Beliefs 
"I Can" Credo 
Vision 

• Passion 
Courage Co2 Courage 
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38,57 

19,40 

20,41 
21,42 
33,52 

First Career 
(FC) 
Competency 
Chara 
Ctence 
SelfCon 
Discip 

Per 
Bra 
Ad 
Am 
SP 
CL 
Gr 
SA 
Me 
SelfCon 
Fa 
Commu 
Ed 
SpR 
Ath 
Int 
Commo 
Energy 
Ipeace 
Lexp 
PA 
DTRT 

FWB 
HW 
HF 
CWA 
Fam 
PNW 
SNW 

sc 
Sprit 
IP 
Env 
FCSuc 
FCSSat 

IR 
BT 

Second 
Pursuit (SP) 
Competency 
Ch2 
Com2 
SC2_A 
Di2 

Per2 
Br2 
Ad2 
Am2 
SP2 
CL2 
Gr2 
SA2 
Me2 
SE2 
Fa2 
CU2 
Ed2 
SpR2 
Ath2 
In2 
Com2_A 
Energy2 
Ipeace2 
Lexp2 
PA2A 
DTRT2 

FWB2 
HW2 
HF2 
CWA2 
Fam2 
PNW2 
SNW2 
SC2 
Sprit2 
IP2 
Env2 
SPSuc 
SPSSat 

IPR2 
BMT2 

Category 

Character 
Competence 
Self-Confidence 
Discipline 
Success Factors 
Perseverance 
Bravery 
Adaptability 
Ambition 
Strategic Planning 
Continuous Learning 
Gratitude 
Self-Awareness 
Meaningfulness 
Self-Efficacy 
Family 
Community 
Education 
Spiritual/Religious 
Athletics 
Intelligence 
Great Communicator 
High Energy 
Inner Peace 
Early Life Experience 
Positive Attitude 
"Doing the Right Thing" 
Life Attributes 
Financial Well Being 
Health Wellness 
Hobbies Fun 
Career/Work Aspirations 
Family 
Professional NW Relationships 
Social NW Relationships 
Self Care 
Spiritual 
Intellectual Pursuits 
Environment - Life/Work 
Level of Success 
Sat with Success 
Factors key to success 
Interpersonal Relationships 
Building/managing Team 
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34,53 

35,54 

First Career 
(FC) 
Competency 
MST 
FTT 
Dep 
ABMC 
Perf 
LS 
ON 
PWL 

P 
Im 
E 
Anchor 

Ysig 

Second 
Pursuit (SP) 
Competency 
MST2 
FTT2 
Dep2 
ADBC2 
Perf2 
LSA2 
ON2 
PWL2 

P2 
Im2 
E2 
Anchor2 

Y2 

Category 

Making strategic transitions 
Follow Through/Trustworthiness 
Appropriate Level of Dependence 
Adapt to mgmt/culture 
Performance 
Personal learning/Self Aware 
Organization Navigation 
Balance work/life 
Performance, Image, Exposure 
Performance 
linage 
Exposure 
Career Anchors 
Security/Stability 
Autonomy/Independence 
Technical/Functional Competence 
General Mgmt Competence 
Entrepreneurial Creativity 
Service/Dedication to Cause 
Pure Challenge 
Life Style (W/L) 
Work Significance 23,43 

25,45 
26,46 
27,47 
28,48 
29,49 
36,55 
30,50 

32,51 

Ysig 
Nsig 
LW 
Abeh 
BehSt 
DiSCC 
OCI 
IDStage 

Idea 

ROI 

FF 

ComCon 
BeatCom 
Rules 

Au 
Ba 
CG 
Doll 
Diver 

Y2 
N2 
LW2 
Abeh2 
BehSt2 
DiSCC2 
OCI2 
IDStage2 

Idea2 

ROI2 

FF2 

ComCon2 
BeatCom2 
Rules2 

Au2 
Ba2 
CG2 
Doll2 
Diver2 

Work Significance 

Life's Work 
Amount Adapted Behavior 
Behavior Style 
DiSC Culture 
OCI Culture 
ID Stage 
Values 
Loves Ideas/explore new interests 
Desire for weallh/ROl 
time/energy 
Form/Function, relationship 
harmony 
Community Consciousness, 
Volunteers. Serves 
Beating Competition 
Rules 
Work Expectations 
Autonomy 
Balance 
Career Growth 
Compensation 
Diversity 
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60,61 

66 

First Career 
(FC) 
Competency 
Envi 
Exp 
Recog 
Stabil 
Struc 
TWK 

FCR 
SPRel 
PR 
FamRel 
FriRel 

Second 
Pursuit (SP) 
Competency 
Envi2 
Exp2 
Recog2 
Stabil2 
Struc2 
TWK2 

FCR2 
SPR2A 
PR2 
FamRel2 
FriRel2 

Category 

Environment 
Expression 
Recognition 
Stability 
Structure 
Teamwork 
Relationships 
FC Relationships 
SP Relationships 
Personal Relationships 
Family Relationships 
Friend Relationships 
Gender 
Female, Male 

1.2 



Appendix I: Definitions for Competencies 

REFRAME 
Community 

Consciousness 

Meaningfulness 

Concern for form 

Love of ideas 

Gratitude 

Spiritual 

Life and Work Balance 

Self Care 
Inner Peace 

Networking 

Expression 

Values 

Success 

Values 

Values 

Success 

Life Attributes/ 
Success Strategies 

Derailment 

Life Attributes 
Success 

Skills 

Work Expectation 

Social values cluster; performing 
volunteer work, sacrifice own 
needs for others; great lengths to 
eliminate global conflict and hate 
Having function or purpose, being 
highly focused, maintaining 
principles 
Exemplified by desire for 
harmonious relationships, 
beautiful surroundings, an interest 
in personal growth and creative 
expression; anticipates life's 
experiences; Aesthetic values 
cluster 
Theoretical values cluster; thirst 
for information on wide range of 
subjects for sake of information 
itself; rational debater, sharp 
critical thinking skills 
Thankfulness; often results in 
giving back and helping others 
"The inner urge of the Divine 
presence in mankind urging you 
and me to release our talents and 
express more and more of God's 
force." - Kimbro 
Balances work priorities with 
personal life so that neither is 
neglected 
Prioritizing personal well being 
Ability to focus and achieve when 
calm; less stressed, frenetic, more 
self aware and more in harmony 
Building, maintaining and 
nurturing relationships with others 
Sharing your opinions and feelings 
openly 
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REFRAME 
Passion Success Strategy Find your place and overfill it; Set 

"yourself on fire so the world will 
come to see you bum." - King 

REWIRE 
Performance Derailment (-) 

PIE(+) 
Handles situations appropriately 
with demonstrated consistent skill 
(Derailment) Achievement level 
of the objectives as set forth for 
the job or responsibility using both 
known and unknown measurement 
criteria 

RENEW 
Building Relationships 

Influence 

Trustworthiness 

Character 

Communication 

Interpersonal Relationships 

Positive Attitude 

Skills 

Skills 

Skills 

Success Strategies 

Success 

Derailment 

Success 

Interactions with others that result 
in continued connection and 
engagement 
Gains support and commitment 
from others to mobilize for action; 
use internal and external contacts 
to forge relationships; adds spark 
and vigor to work environment; 
gains alignment 
Establishes and maintains 
credibility with a variety of 
constituents by demonstrating 
consistency among principles, 
values, ethics and personal 
behavior; open and honest 
Open and honest in all business 
dealings with integrity as the basis 
for trust; earned 
Effectively explain so that it taps 
one's sense of meaning; use of 
vivid images, voice tone, clarity of 
speech, clarity of THINKing 
Sensitive to others and appropriate 
level of ambition and behavior; 
engaged and network of people 
Look at challenges as 
opportunities; Make best out of 
difficult situations; learn from and 
capitalizing on mistakes; 
appreciate making a difference; a 
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REFRAME 

Results Orientation 

"I Can" Credo 

Self Confidence 

Adaptability 

Follow Through 

Skills 

Success Strategies 

Success Strategies 

Success 

Derailment 

sense of the possible 
Displays a commitment to and 
passion for achieving success; 
creates and tenaciously pursues 
objectives and opportunities 
The positive mental attitude of 
acting as if you can vs. negative "I 
Can't" 
Knowing how to handle the worst 
by tapping into the deep reservoir 
of ability 
Capable of becoming or being 
made suitable to a particular 
situation or use; being open to 
change, flexible 
Keeps promises, says what means 
and delivers; trusted 

RETIRE 
Career Growth 

Adaptation to 
management/culture 

Beating Competition 

Competence 

Work 
Expectations 
Derailment 

Values 

Success Strategies 

Concern with making progress 
toward professional goals 
Concern with trouble in working 
with others and adjusting to 
different philosophies and 
strategies 
Values cluster of individualistic; 
emphasis on becoming number 
one, winning, power, rising to the 
top 
The difference between mediocrity 
and excellence; Must master one 
thing to perfection 

VALUES 

Suiter classifies six values through her extensive assessment work. (2003) The 

theoretical values cluster focuses on loving ideas and exploring new interests. 

Utilitarian values include a desire for wealth and an expectation for a return on an 
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investment of time, energy, and/or money. The aesthetic values display a concern for 

form and function such as harmony in relationships, and a thirst for personal growth 

and creative expression. Social values include community consciousness and 

volunteering to serve others. The individualistic cluster of values includes 

competitiveness with others, rising to the top, winning and power. Traditional values 

include living by a set of rules and encouraging others to accept the same or similar 

standards or attitudes. She hypothesizes that value systems inspire and motivate 

individuals while helping to make choices for fit and environment. 



Appendix J: Conceptual Constructs from 
Coding 

Value(s) 
Valuable 
Ethics 
Trinkets 
Respect 
Compromised 
Val Deficit 
Truth 
Heart 

Corporate 
Environment 
Agenda 
Value 
Freedom 
Victim 
Encumbered 
Issues shift 
Measures 
Paycheck 
Slave 
Env Absorpt. 
Superficial 
No push back 
Culture 

Culture 
Beliefs 
Wisdom 

Seven 
Twelve 

Purpose 
Voice 
Service 
Ministry 
Write 
Speak 
Seminar 

Identity 
Perfection 
Culture 
Black 
Common 

Bond 

Concerns 
Health 
Exercise 

Education 
Youth 
Self 

Transition 
What next 
When begin 
Tipping Point 
Own terms 
Decision 
Wake up call 

Online Network 
Email 
Contact List 
Stay connected 
Tech intrusion 

Planning 
Goals 
Vision 
Meaningful 

Dreams 
Mother 
Calling 
Interventions 

Goals 
Set 
Differ 
Money 
Profit 
Serve 

Spiritual 
Church 
Youth 
Career 
Bible 
Calling 
Relig 
Faith 
Reward 
Denomi. 

Family 
Church 
Grands 
NexGen 

Gender 

Next oppty 
Happy 
Calling 
Planning 
Fire in belly 
Regenerate 
Financials 
Lucrative? 
Rewarding 
Entrepreneur 
Own Bus 
Collaborate 

Engagement 
Influence 
Achieve 
Choices 
Not hibernate 
Wisdom 
Network 
Sharing 
Mentor 

Community 
Help others 
Service 
Beyond self 
Church 
Responsibility 

Tipping Points 
Stories 

Behavior 
Ego aside 
Get up 
Happy 
Compromise 
Adaptation 
Authenticity 
Truth 

Experiences 
Talent 
Capability 
Culture 
Memories 

Finances 
Riches to poor 
Not priority 
Monetary goal 
Wealth 
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